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Observation of the associated production of the Higgs boson with a top
quark pair with the ATLAS experiment at the LHC
by Emma WINKELS
ABSTRACT
Probing the coupling of the Higgs boson to the heaviest known fermion, the top quark, is cru-
cial for testing the Standard Model (SM) and for constraining new physics models. This thesis
presents a search for the t t¯H process which gives direct access to this Yukawa coupling. The
analysis is optimised for the Higgs decaying to a pair of bottom quarks and uses 36.1 fb−1 of
data taken at a centre-of-mass energy of 13 TeV with the ATLAS detector.
One of the main challenges of this analysis is the combinatorial ambiguity from the many
jets in the final state which makes it difficult to reconstruct the Higgs boson. The boosted
analysis specifically targets final states with high transverse momentum in which the decay
products of the Higgs boson and/or hadronically decaying top quark are produced collimated
into large jets. This gives access to different kinematics and a simplified combinatorial back-
ground.
To select events rich in t t¯H , we apply cuts on the number of jets and b-jets (jets tagged as
containing b-hadrons). The boosted analysis also requires two large jets in each event which
are constructedwith the reclusteringmethod. Since the t t¯ background is overwhelmingly large
compared to the t t¯H signal, multivariate techniques are used to discriminate between signal
and background events. A Boosted Decision Tree (BDT) is used with eight variables including
the Higgs candidate mass. The boosted analysis is combined with the resolved selection to
obtain a ratio of the measured cross-section to the SM expectation of µt t¯H = 0.84+0.64−0.61. This
corresponds to a significance of 1.4σ, with an expectation of 1.6σ. A t t¯H signal strength larger
than 2.0 is excluded at the 95% confidence level.
The analysis in the bb¯ decay channel is combined with three other t t¯H searches optim-
ised for the multilepton, γγ, and ZZ decay modes. The combination in which all analyses use
36.1 fb−1 of data leads to a significance of 4.2σ. This constitutes evidence for t t¯H produc-
tion and corresponds to a cross-section of σt t¯H = 590+160−150 fb which is compatible with the SM
prediction of 507+35−50 fb. The combination is repeated with the γγ and ZZ decay channels up-
dated to include ATLAS data from 2017 and inclusion of the Run I dataset. This results in an
observed (expected) significance of 6.3σ (5.1σ) which marks the first direct observation of the
Higgs coupling to the top quark.
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1INTRODUCTION
The discovery of the Higgs boson in 2012 by the ATLAS and CMS collaborations was an im-
portant milestone for the Standard Model of particle physics. This model was described in the
1960s and 1970s and has since been confirmed by a plethora of experimental measurements.
The observation of the Higgs boson was the last cornerstone in this experimental verification.
Ever since its discovery, the Higgs boson’s properties have been put to the test with the
use of data from the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN. One of the important goals is to
understand how the Higgs boson couples to the other elementary particles. The masses of
the fermions are a consequence of their coupling with the Higgs field and these masses are
therefore proportional to the coupling strength. Since the top quark is the heaviest particle
in the Standard Model, it is predicted to have the strongest coupling to the Higgs boson. The
measurement of this coupling is important to test the predictions from the Standard Model
theory. Any deviations from the expectations of this measurement could point to an exciting
arena of new physics.
The top Yukawa coupling can bemeasured through different processes. The Higgs produc-
tion via gluon-gluon fusion is one candidate since it is usually mediated by a top quark-loop.
However, the loops in this process can hide interesting Beyond the Standard Model effects and
any measurement involving such loops needs to make assumptions on the models involved.
Therefore, a direct tree-level access to the top Yukawa coupling is necessary in order to dis-
entangle new physics from Standard Model physics and reduce the model dependence of the
measurement. The Higgs boson produced in association with two top quarks, the t t¯H process,
provides this access and is the topic of this thesis. At the current centre-of-mass energy of the
LHC of 13 TeV, the t t¯H cross-section is two orders of magnitude smaller than the gluon-gluon
fusion process; it constitutes about 1% of the total Higgs cross-section. However, this cross-
section has increased by a factor of four compared to the maximum Run I energy of 8 TeV.
The Run II dataset has opened the door to a previously inaccessible region of physics which
includes the possibility of observing t t¯H .
The work presented here is focused around the decay of the Higgs boson to two bottom
quarks, which has the largest branching ratio in the StandardModel. The top quarks in the t t¯H
process can decay to a lepton-neutrino pair (leptonic decay) or to a pair of quarks (hadronic
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decay). This thesis gives specific focus to the boosted semileptonic decay channel in which
the Higgs boson and the hadronically decaying top quark are produced at high transverse mo-
mentum compared to their mass. The boosted regime reduces the sensitivity to one of the
main problems of the t t¯H(H→ bb¯) analysis: the fact that this process has many jets in its final
state. The large number of jets leads to complicated combinatorics when reconstructing the
objects in the events. In the boosted regime, many of the final-state jets are combined together
into large jets which leads to a simplified combinatorial background which in turn can help to
improve the sensitivity of the analysis.
The analysis is carried out using 36.1 fb−1 of ATLAS data taken in 2015–2016 at a centre-
of-mass energy of 13 TeV. The events are categorised according to their number of leptons,
(large) jets, and jets containing b-hadrons. The t t¯H(H→ bb¯) channel suffers from large back-
grounds, the most challenging of which is the production of top quark pairs with additional
jets. In order to separate the signal events from the overwhelming background, multivariate
techniques are used. The boosted region relies on a Boosted Decision Tree to get as much in-
formation as possible from each event and thereby aid in the signal/background classification.
The results presented here are an inclusive measurement of the combined resolved and boos-
ted t t¯H(H→ bb¯) channels. A combination with three other ATLAS t t¯H analyses optimised for
different Higgs decay modes is also included.
This thesis is structured in nine chapters. The theoretical foundations of the Standard
Model are summarised in chapter 1, along with details about the Higgs boson and the top
quark. Chapter 2 introduces the LHC and the ATLAS detector with which all data used in this
thesis was collected. The generation of Monte Carlo samples for the prediction of the signal
and background processes is discussed in the first half of chapter 3. The second half of this
chapter describes the software framework used for the reconstruction of physics objects from
detector signals. Chapter 4 is dedicated to the definition, reconstruction, and calibration of jets
which play a large role in the analysis.
The main analysis of this thesis is presented in chapter 5. This chapter discusses the event
selection and categorisation of the t t¯H(H→ bb¯) analysis. The optimisation of the boosted
channel and the multivariate techniques are discussed in detail. Afterwards, chapter 6 gives
an overview of the statistical methods used to obtain the final results. These are acquired from
a profile likelihood fit which is discussed in chapter 7 along with all the uncertainties used
in the fit. Chapter 8 presents the results of the H → bb¯ decay channel individually and in a
combination with three other Higgs decay mode analyses. The final remarks and outlook for
the future are summarised in chapter 9.
My contribution includeswork done on the boosted single-lepton channel of the t t¯H(H→ bb¯)
analysis. I have carried out the studies in section 3.1.2, in which the full detector simulation is
compared to the fast simulation for the production of simulated Monte Carlo samples. From
these studies, it was concluded that we need to use the full simulation for the boosted chan-
nel. The studies comparing trimmed large jets with reclustered large jets in section 4.5 are also
my work. These studies have led to the switch from trimmed to reclustered jets for the boos-
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ted analysis. Since the boosted channel was included in the t t¯H(H→ bb¯) analysis for the first
time, a signal region had to be designed. I designed a region which uses reclustered jets and
was chosen amongst three options to be used as the final analysis region. The details of the
signal region definition and optimisation are described in section 5.5. I was responsible for the
definition and optimisation of our multivariate analysis, as described in section 5.7.2. During
the development of the boosted analysis, I ran the full fit (see section 7.1) at each stage in order
to check the boosted-only results and the effect of the boosted analysis on the combined results
including the resolved channels. I also included my study on the uncertainties of high trans-
verse momentum jets in section 7.3.1. All plots and figures in this thesis are my own, unless a
reference to another source is given.
41THE HIGGS BOSON IN THESTANDARD MODEL
This chapter presents an introduction to theHiggs boson and the StandardModel (SM). It gives
an overview of the theoretical foundations of particle physics relevant to the work presented in
this thesis. The particle content and fundamental interactions of the SM are discussed in sec-
tion 1.1. The Brout-Englert-Higgs mechanism (also known as the Higgs mechanism) by which
themassive fermions andbosons acquire theirmass is described in section 1.2. Since this thesis
is concerned with the study of the t t¯H process, sections 1.3 and 1.4 give more details about
the Higgs boson and top quark, respectively. The coupling between these two fundamental
particles is discussed in section 1.5. All units in this chapter are given using natural units with
~= c = 1, where ~ is the reduced Planck constant and c is the speed of light in vacuum.
1.1 The StandardModel
The SM encompasses the theoretical foundations of particle physics. Since the model was for-
mulated in the 1960s and 1970s [1–3], it haswithstood awide range of experimental tests [4] and
is often described as one of the most successful scientific theories in history. The experimental
confirmation of the model was completed in 2012 with the discovery of the Higgs boson by the
A Toroidal LHC ApparatuS (ATLAS) and Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) collaborations [5,6].
The SM describes three out of the four fundamental forces of nature: the electromagnetic
force, the strong force, and the weak force. The fourth fundamental force, gravity, is not in-
cluded in the SM. However, gravity is much weaker than the other three forces and its effect is
assumed too weak to notice on the small scales of particle physics.
1.1.1 Particle content
The elementary particles described by the SM can be grouped into the fermions and the bosons.
The fermions have half-integer spin and obey Fermi-Dirac statistics, whereas the bosons have
integer spin and obey Bose-Einstein statistics. An overview of the particle content of the SM is
shown in figure 1.1, along with the mass and electric charge of each particle.
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Figure 1.1: Overview of the fundamental particles in the Standard Model. The numbers in the top left corner of
each box indicate themass (top) and electric charge (bottom) of the particle (values taken from [4]). The
quarks and leptons all have spin 1/2, the gauge bosons have spin 1, and the Higgs boson has spin 0.
The fermion group is composed of the quarks and the leptons, each of which are arranged
in three generations which are distinguished by the masses of the particles. The quarks come
in six flavours: the up (u), charm (c), and top (t) quarks carry electric charge +2/3 whereas the
down (d), strange (s), and bottom (b) quarks carry electric charge -1/3. There are three charged
leptons with different flavours, each carrying electric charge -1: the electron (e), muon (µ), and
tau (τ). The three remaining leptons are the electrically neutral neutrinos, which come in the
same flavours as the charged leptons: the electron neutrino (νe ), muon neutrino (νµ), and tau
neutrino (ντ).
The electron, up quark, and down quark compose the stablematter we observe in theworld
around us. Composite particles made up of two or more quarks are called hadrons and they
are divided into the mesons and the baryons. The mesons are made up of an even number of
quarks, such as the pions (pi0 is made up of uu¯). Baryons consist of an odd number of quarks,
the most common examples being the proton (uud) and neutron (udd).
The bosons are the force carriers thatmediate the interactions between fermions. The elec-
tromagnetic force, felt only be electrically charged particles, is mediated by the massless and
neutrally charged photon (γ). The strong force acts only on the quarks because these are the
only fermions that carry colour charge. The colour charge comes in (anti-)red, (anti-)blue, and
(anti-)green. Quarks carry one of these colours whereas gluons (g) carry a combination of one
colour and one anti-colour. The strong interaction is mediated by eight massless gluons which
have no electric charge. All particles mentioned above interact via the weak force which is me-
diated by the threemassive gauge bosons:W + (electric charge +1),W − (electric charge -1), and
Z 0 (electric charge 0).
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1.1.2 Symmetries
The SM is a renormalisable quantum field theory based upon gauge symmetries. Renormal-
isation refers to the procedure in which divergent parts of the perturbative calculations are
absorbed by redefining certain observables, thereby leading to a finite result. The fundamental
objects of the SM theory are the quantum fields which are defined at all points in space and
time. The elementary particles are excitations of their corresponding fields. The symmetry
group of the SM is
SU(3)C ×SU(2)L ×U(1)Yw , (1.1)
where C stands for colour charge, L specifies that this symmetry only applies to fields with left-
handed chirality, and Yw is the weak hypercharge. The colour charge is associated to the SU(3)
group and comes from the strong interaction which is described by Quantum Chromodynam-
ics (QCD). The weak hypercharge is related to the electric charge, Q, and the third compon-
ent of the weak isospin, T3, as Yw = 2(Q −T3). The electric charge is associated to the U(1)
group and comes from the electromagnetic interaction which is described by Quantum Elec-
trodynamics (QED). Theweak isospin is associated to the group SU(2) and its third component,
T3, is the projection of theweak isospin along the z-axis. The product SU(2)L×U(1)Yw describes
the unification of the electromagnetic and weak forces in the electroweak theory. The quantum
numbersQ, C, and T3 are conserved in all SM interactions.
The full SM lagrangian consists of terms describing each of the three forces it encompasses,
with the electromagnetic and weak forces combined in the electroweak theory. There are also
terms relating to the Higgs mechanism. The full SM lagrangian is given by:
LSM =LEW+LQCD+LHiggs. (1.2)
Each term in this lagrangian respects the gauge invariances of the underlying symmetry group.
1.1.3 Electromagnetic interaction
The electromagnetic interaction has an infinite range and is described by QED. It originates
from the U(1)Yw symmetry group which has one generator and therefore predicts one force
mediator for this interaction. The U(1) symmetry means that QED is invariant under global
gauge transformations of the form
ψ→ψ′ = e iQθψ, (1.3)
where ψ is a spin-1/2 field representing a fermion and Q is the electric charge. The spin-1/2
particles satisfy the Dirac equation of motion:
iγµ∂µψ−mψ= 0, (1.4)
where γµ are the Dirac gamma matrices and ∂µ is the derivative with respect to xµ. Once we
require the theory to be invariant also under local gauge transformations (θ→ θ(x)), we need
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to replace the standard derivative with the covariant derivative:
∂µ→Dµ ≡ ∂µ− i eQAµ. (1.5)
We see that a newfield, Aµ, needs to be introduced in order to keep the lagrangian locally gauge
invariant. The Aµ field is a spin-1 field representing the photon. TheQED theory thus describes
the interactions between the fermions and the photon. Only electrically charged fermions are
affected by the electromagnetic force. The interaction vertex of the QED theory is shown in
figure 1.2.
Figure 1.2: The QED interaction vertex.
1.1.4 Strong interaction
The strong interaction is described by QCD and originates from the SU(3)C symmetry which
predicts eight force mediators for this interaction. Just like in QED, once we require invariance
under local gauge transformations we need to introduce the covariant derivative:
∂µ→Dµ ≡ ∂µ− i gsTaGaµ, (1.6)
where gs is the strong coupling constant (usually referred to as αs ≡ g 2s /4pi), Gaµ (with a =
1 – 8) are the gluon fields, and Ta = 12λa are the eight SU(3) generators with λa the Gell-Mann
matrices. We see that we have now had to introduce eight new fields, Gaµ, in order to retain
local gauge invariance of the theory. The QCD theory describes the interactions between these
eight gluons and the colour-charged quarks. Since the gluons carry colour charge as well, they
can also interact amongst themselves. The quark-gluon interaction vertex and the gluon self-
couplings are shown in figure 1.3.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 1.3: TheQCD interaction vertex (a), the triple gluon self-coupling (b), and the quartic gluon self-coupling (c).
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The strong coupling constant αs is not really a constant but is dependent on the separa-
tion between the particles involved. It is therefore also called the running coupling. The run-
ning coupling asymptotically diverges at large distance (or, equivalently, at low energies) which
means that the strong interaction between two particles grows as they are pulled further apart.
This leads to two interesting consequences named asymptotic freedom and colour confinement.
The asymptotic freedom of QCD states that, inside hadrons, quarks and gluons roam about
nearly freely. This is due to the fact that, at these very short distances, the strong interaction
coupling is so weak that the partons hardly interact. This makes it possible to model quarks as
free particles at high energies and therefore allows for the use of perturbative calculations to
make very accurate predictions.
Colour confinement specifies that quarks and gluons do not exist in isolation but always
form colourless hadrons. When a quark-antiquark pair is pulled apart, the energy of the strong
interaction field between them increases due to the running coupling. Eventually, it becomes
energetically favourable to create an additional quark-antiquark pair, rather than pulling apart
the individual quarks any further. This then results in the formation of colourless hadrons be-
fore the quarks can be observed in isolation. The exception to this confinement is the top quark
which is so heavy that it decays before it has had time to hadronise. Due to colour confinement,
the range of the strong interaction is very small, of the order 10−15 m.
1.1.5 Electroweak interaction
The weak interaction originates from the SU(2)L symmetry. The SU(2) group has three gener-
ators and thus predicts threemediating gauge bosons for this interaction, consisting of theW ±
and Z 0 bosons. The subscript L refers to the fact that the weak current only couples to particles
with left-handed chirality and anti-particles with right-handed chirality. The weak interaction
has the smallest range of all the forces of about 10−18 m.
Theweak interaction consists of the charged and neutral currents, mediated by theW ± and
Z 0 bosons respectively. The charged current is the only interaction in the SM that can change
the flavour of quarks. For example, in the beta decay of the neutron one of the down quarks
in the neutron converts to an up quark to form the proton, while emitting a W boson that
decays into a lepton-neutrino pair. The flavour changing of quarks does not only occurwithin
generations but also across them. The probability of a transition from one flavour to another
is encoded in the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix [7,8]. This matrix, VCKM, relates
the quark mass eigenstates to their flavour eigenstates by

d ′
s′
b′
=VCKM

d
s
b
=

|Vud | |Vus | |Vub |
|Vcd | |Vcs | |Vcb |
|Vtd | |Vt s | |Vtb |


d
s
b
 , (1.7)
where the d, s, and b are the quarkmass eigenstates and d’, s’, and b’ are the flavour eigenstates.
The diagonal elements of thismatrix are all very close to onewhichmeans that the transitioning
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of quark flavours happens most often within a generation. However, the off-diagonal elements
cannot be neglected, with |Vus | and |Vcd | being approximately 0.2 [4].
Theweak forcewas shown to be unifiable with the electromagnetic force byGlashow,Wein-
berg, and Salam [1–3]. This means that these two forces can be considered as two manifesta-
tions of the same fundamental interaction. Below the unification energy (≈ 246 GeV), the two
forces can be identified as two separate interactions, while above this unification scale they
merge into one. The symmetry group underlying the electroweak theory is SU(2)L ×U(1)Yw .
The SU(2)L group has three generators and the U(1)Yw group has one. This leads to four gauge
bosons involved in the electroweak interaction. The Feynman diagrams describing the inter-
action vertices and the self-couplings of the weak gauge bosons are shown in figure 1.4.
(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Figure 1.4: Examples of the electroweak interaction vertices for the charged currents in (a) and (b) and for the neut-
ral current in (c). The electroweak self-couplings are shown in (d), (e), and (f).
The SM electroweak lagrangian is obtained by requiring local gauge invariance by introdu-
cing the covariant derivative:
∂µ→Dµ ≡ ∂µ− i g~T · ~Wµ− i g ′Y
2
Bµ, (1.8)
where g and g’ are the coupling constants of the SU(2)L and U(1)Yw groups, respectively. The
~Wµ and Bµ are the gauge fields of the symmetry groups. These gauge boson fields are required
to be massless since adding a mass term to the Lagrangian ‘by hand’ violates gauge invari-
ance. However, we know from experiment that theW ± and Z 0 bosons are massive. Therefore,
another method was introduced by Englert, Brout, and Higgs in 1964 [9, 10] by which these
bosons acquire their mass, known as theHiggs mechanism.
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1.2 The Higgsmechanism
In order to allow for massive vector bosons in the electroweak theory while keeping gauge in-
variance intact, a complex scalar field, φ, is introduced. This field has a scalar potential of the
form
V (φ)=µ2φ†φ+λ(φ†φ)2, (1.9)
which is invariant under the SU(2)×U(1) symmetry group. The first term in the potential in-
dicates the scalar mass term whereas the second term represents the self-interaction vertex.
We require that λ> 0 such that the potential energy is bounded from below, but the parameter
µ can be chosen freely. If we choose µ2 > 0, both terms in the potential are positive and V (φ)
takes on a parabolic shape with a unique minimum at φ0 = 0. However, if we choose µ2 < 0,
the potential takes on the shape of a ‘Mexican hat’, as shown in figure 1.5. Here, we see that
φ = 0 represents a local minimum, but the global minimum is not unique: any point around
the circular base of the ‘hat’ can be chosen as the minimum. This circle of minima is given by
φ0 =
√
−µ
2
2λ
=
√
v2
2
, (1.10)
where v =
√
−µ2/λ is the vacuum expectation value of the Higgs field, which is now non-zero.
The value of v is given by v =
√
1/
p
2GF ≈ 246 GeV, whereGF is the Fermi constant.
Figure 1.5: Illustration of the Higgs potential which takes on the shape of a ‘Mexican hat’ [11]. The vacuum can be
picked from any point around the bottom of the hat which leads to spontaneous symmetry breaking.
The choice of one of the infinite possible minima as the ground state of φ will result in the
spontaneous breaking of the SU(2)L ×U(1)Yw symmetry to U(1)QED . Evidently, the vacuum is
not invariant under the full electroweak symmetry group. It is through this spontaneous sym-
metry breaking that the gauge bosons and fermions acquire their mass through the interaction
with the Higgs field.
The introduction of a complex scalar field in the SM adds four additional degrees of free-
dom to the theory. Three of these degrees of freedom are manifested as Goldstone bosons. The
Goldstone theorem [12] states that, for every broken continuous symmetry, a massless scalar
particle appears. These Goldstone bosons can be absorbed by a gauge field which leads to
massive gauge bosons with an extra longitudinal polarisation component. In the case of elec-
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troweak symmetry breaking, the three generators of the broken SU(2) group lead to three Gold-
stone bosons. These are absorbed by the weak gauge fields and thereby generate the masses of
theW ± and Z 0 bosons. These masses can be obtained from the Higgs lagrangian in which the
W 1µ andW
2
µ fields from equation 1.8 are combined to make theW
± bosons and theW 3µ and Bµ
fields mix tomake the Z 0 boson and the photon. The tree level predictions for their masses are
mW = vg
2
, mZ = v
√
g 2+ g ′2
2
, mγ = 0, (1.11)
where g and g’ are the coupling constants of the SU(2)L and U(1)Yw groups, respectively.
The fourth degree of freedom from the Higgs complex scalar field forms a quanta of the
field called theHiggs boson. This boson has a mass of
mH =
√
−2µ2 =
√
2λv2. (1.12)
Since λ is not predicted by the theory, the mass of the Higgs boson can only be found experi-
mentally.
When we write out the full Higgs lagrangian (all terms including φ which are invariant
under SU(2)L ×U(1)Yw ), we find that the Higgs field couples to fermion fields with coupling
strengths y f called the Yukawa couplings. Due to this coupling, the fermions can acquire mass
whilst also preserving the gauge invariance of the weak interaction. The tree level prediction
for the fermionmasses is related to the Yukawa coupling and vacuum expectation of the Higgs
field through
m f = y f
vp
2
, (1.13)
where f stands for any fermion in the SM. The Yukawa couplings are not predicted, thus the fer-
mion masses need to be determined experimentally. Measurements of the couplings between
the Higgs and fermions are therefore important in order to validate the fermion mass relation
in equation 1.13. The interactions between the Higgs boson and weak gauge bosons as well
as fermions are shown in figure 1.6. The Higgs boson also interacts with itself via a triple and
quartic coupling.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 1.6: The interaction vertices of the Higgs coupling to the weak gauge bosons, (a) and (b), and to fermions (c).
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1.3 The Higgs boson
The SM Higgs boson is a particle with a spin and electric charge of 0. Its mass, given by equa-
tion 1.12, is a free parameter of the SM theory and thus needs to be established in experiment.
The mass has been measured in various analyses and is found to be 125.18±0.16 GeV [4]. The
time between the Higgs boson’s first theoretical description by Brout, Englert, and Higgs [9,10]
in 1964 and its experimental discovery in 2012 by the ATLAS [5] and CMS [6] collaborations was
the longest of all the fundamental particles, as shown in figure 1.7. The Higgs boson discovery
was a very importantmilestone for particle physics, since it completed the experimental obser-
vation of the particle content of the SM. The SM predicts many ways in which the Higgs boson
can be produced and subsequently decay. All of these production and decay modes need to be
studied in order to determine the properties of this recently discovered particle. The various
modes are discussed in this section.
Figure 1.7: Overview of the number of years between theoretical concept of the fundamental particles and their
experimental observation [13].
1.3.1 Higgs boson productionmodes
Anoverview of the cross-sections of themain productionmodes of theHiggs boson at the Large
Hadron Collider (LHC) as a function of the centre-of-mass energy is shown in figure 1.8. At the
current energy of
p
s = 13 TeV, the four main production modes are gluon gluon fusion (ggF),
vector boson fusion (VBF), associated vector boson production (VH), and associated top quark
pair production (t t¯H). Exemplary Feynman diagrams of these productionmodes are shown in
figure 1.9.
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Figure 1.8: The cross-sections of the main production modes of the Standard Model Higgs boson and their uncer-
tainties as a function of the centre-of-mass energy of the LHC [14]. The current energy of 13 TeV is
indicated with the red dashed line.
(a) ggF (b) VH
(c) VBF (d) t t¯H
Figure 1.9: Exemplary Feynman diagrams of the four main production modes of the Higgs boson at the LHC.
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The VH and VBF processes probe the coupling of the Higgs boson to the weak gauge bo-
sons, whereas the ggF and t t¯H processes both probe the Yukawa couplings between the Higgs
and the quarks. The ggF production mode occurs about 100 times more frequently than the
t t¯H mode, with cross-sections of 48.6 pb and 0.50 pb respectively [4]. This makes the ggF
process a good candidate to study the Higgs couplings to fermions. In the ggF process, the
gluons couple to the Higgs via a virtual quark loop which mainly involves top quarks because
the Yukawa coupling strength is proportional to the quark mass (see equation 1.13). It can
thus be used to study the coupling of the heaviest fermion, the top quark, to the Higgs bo-
son. However, this measurementmakes the assumption that there are no Beyond the Standard
Model (BSM) effects in the loop. The t t¯H process gives tree-level access to the top Yukawa
coupling and is thus a good alternative way to measure this coupling while significantly redu-
cing the model dependence of the measurement.
1.3.2 Higgs boson decaymodes
TheHiggs boson has a lifetime of about 10−22 s and is therefore not observed directly. We study
its decay products which can consist of a wide variety of particles, as shown in figure 1.10. For
the measured Higgs mass of 125 GeV, the boson decays most frequently to a pair of bottom
quarks. The exact branching ratios of the various decay modes are listed in table 1.1. Since the
Higgs boson does not couple to massless particles, the H → γγ and H → gg decay modes are
induced through loops of massive particles.
The Higgs discovery in 2012 was most reliant on the ZZ and γγ decay channels [5, 6]. The
first observation of fermionic decay of the Higgs boson was to a pair of tau leptons in 2016 [15],
followed by observation of the H→ bb¯ decay mode in 2018 [16,17].
Decay channel Branching ratio [%]
H→ bb¯ 58.2
H→WW 21.4
H→ gg 8.19
H→ ττ 6.27
H→ cc¯ 2.89
H→ ZZ 2.62
H→ γγ 0.227
H→ Zγ 0.153
H→µµ 0.022
Table 1.1: The expected branching ratios of the Standard Model Higgs boson with a mass of 125 GeV [14].
1.4 The top quark
The top quark was the last of the quarks to be observed, with a joint discovery by the CDF
and D0 collaborations in 1995 [18, 19]. With a mass of 173.1±0.9 GeV [4], the top quark is the
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Figure 1.10: The predicted branching ratios of the main decays of the Standard Model Higgs boson and their un-
certainties as a function of the Higgs boson mass [14]. The experimental value of MH ≈ 125 GeV is
indicated with the red dashed line.
heaviest particle in the SM. It has an electric charge of +2/3 and, since it is a fermion, a spin of
1/2. The high mass of the top quark indicates a strong Yukawa coupling to the Higgs boson:
yt =
p
2mt
v
≈ 1, (1.14)
where v is the vacuum expectation value of the Higgs field.
1.4.1 Top quark productionmodes
At the LHC, the most common way to produce top quarks is through top quark pair produc-
tion. This occurs via quark-antiquark annihilation or gluon-gluon fusion, where the latter is
dominant due to the large amount of gluons produced in the proton-proton collisions. For a
top quark mass of 172.5 GeV, the cross-section of t t¯ at a centre-of-mass energy of 13 TeV is
832+46−51 pb [20–23].
1.4.2 Top quark decaymodes
The top is the heaviest particle in the SM with a lifetime of about 10−25 s [4] which means it
decays before it has a chance to hadronise. This makes the top quark unique and means it can
decay into aW boson and a lighter quark. From equation 1.7, we note that the top quark can
transfer into a down, strange, or bottom quark via the weak interaction. However, the CKM
matrix elements |Vtd | (≈ 0.009) and |Vt s | (≈ 0.04) are negligible compared to |Vtb | which is al-
most equal to one [4]. Therefore, the only significant decay mode is t→W ++b.
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The decay of top quarks is categorised according to the decay products of theW boson. A
hadronic top has theW boson decaying to a quark pair whereas a leptonic top has theW de-
caying to a lepton and its corresponding neutrino. Events of top quark pairs, t t¯ , are classified as
fully hadronic, semileptonic, or dileptonic depending onwhether none, one, or both of the tops
decay leptonically. The branching ratios of the various t t¯ decay modes are displayed in figure
1.11. This chart shows that the hadronic, semileptonic, and dileptonic decaymodes contribute
46%, 30%, and 4% respectively. This excludes the decays involving τ leptons which account for
20% of the t t¯ decays. These decay modes are usually considered separately, depending on the
consecutive τ decay. If the τ decays leptonically, the top is also classified as leptonic and if the
τ decays hadronically, the tau is reconstructed and the top is classified as hadronic.
Figure 1.11: Pie chart illustrating the branching ratios in % of each of the t t¯ decay modes.
1.5 Top-Higgs Yukawa coupling
As mentioned above, the top quark Yukawa coupling can be probed with the ggF Higgs bo-
son production mode (see figure 1.12 (a)). The H → γγ decay mode provides another probe
into this coupling since it occurs via a heavy-particle loop dominated by top quarks (see figure
1.12 (b)). However, both of these processes occur via loops and the measurements assume no
BSM effects. The t t¯H process is an alternative way to measure the top-Higgs Yukawa coupling
while significantly reducing the model dependence of the measurement. This process can be
induced through two quarks or two gluons, as shown in figure 1.13.
g
g
H
(a) (b)
Figure 1: Examples of leading-order Feynman diagrams for Higgs boson production via the (a) ggF and (b) VBF
production processes.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2: Examples of leading-order Feynman diagrams for Higgs boson production via the (a) qq ! VH and
(b, c) gg ! ZH production processes.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3: Examples of leading-order Feynman diagrams for Higgs boson production via the qq/gg ! ttH and
qq/gg ! bbH processes.
Other less important production processes in the SM, which are not the target of a direct search but
are included in the combination, are qq, gg ! bbH (bbH), also shown in Fig. 3, and production in
association with a single top quark (tH), shown in Fig. 4. The latter process proceeds through either
qq/qb! tHb/tHq0 (tHq) (Figs. 4a and 4b) or gb! tHW (tHW) (Figs. 4c and 4d) production.
Examples of leading-order (LO) Feynman diagrams for the Higgs boson decays considered in the com-
bination are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. The decays to W and Z bosons (Fig. 5a) and to fermions (Fig. 5b)
proceed through tree-level processes whereas the H !    decay is mediated byW boson or heavy quark
loops (Fig. 6).
The SM Higgs boson production cross sections and decay branching fractions are taken from Refs. [30–
32] and are based on the extensive theoretical work documented in Refs. [33–77]. The inclusive cross
sections and branching fractions for the most important production and decay modes are summarised
with their overall uncertainties in Tables 1 and 2 for a Higgs boson mass mH = 125.09 GeV. The SM
predictions of the branching fractions for H ! gg, cc, and Z  are included for completeness. Although
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 4: Examples of leading-order Feynman diagrams for Higgs boson production in association with a single
top quark via the (a, b) tHq and (c, d) tHW production processes.
(a) (b)
Figure 5: Examples of leading-order Feynman diagrams for Higgs boson decays (a) to W and Z bosons and (b) to
fermions.
H
 
 
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6: Examples of leading-order Feynman diagrams for Higgs boson decays to a pair of photons.
not an explicit part of the searches, they impact the combination through their contributions to the Higgs
boson width and, at a small level, through their expected yields in some of the individual analyses.
2.2. Signal Monte Carlo simulation
All analyses use MC samples to model the Higgs boson production and decay kinematics, to estimate
the acceptance and selection e ciency, and to describe the distributions of variables used to discriminate
between signal and background events. The main features of the signal simulation are summarised here;
for more details, the reader is referred to the individual publications:
• for ggF and VBF production, both experiments use Powheg [80–84] for the event generation, in-
terfaced either to Pythia8 [85] (ATLAS) or Pythia6.4 [86] (CMS) for the simulation of the par-
ton shower, the hadronisation, and the underlying event, collectively referred to in the following
as UEPS.
5
(b)
Figure 1.12: Coupling of the Higgs boson to the top quark in the ggF production mode (a) and H→ γγ decay mode
(b).
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Figure 1.13: Exemplary leading order Feynman dia rams of t t¯H production.
The t t¯H process allows for a direct tree-level measurement of the top Yukawa coupling
which serves as a high precision test of the SM. Any deviations in yt from equation 1.13 would
indicate new physics. The tH process also provides direct access to this coupling but is highly
suppressed compared o t t¯H at a centre-of-mass energy of 13 TeV (see figure 1.8). The loop
and tree-level measurements are complimentary and can be compared in order to probe the
presence of BSMeffects in the top quark loop. The current bestmeasurement of the top Yukawa
coupling com s from a combination of Higgs bosonmeasur ments from both ATLAS and CMS
using the Run I dataset collected at
p
s = 7 and 8 TeV. The measured value of yt is 0.87±0.15
times he SM pre iction, assumi th t n BSM p rticles couple to the Higgs boson in the ggF
and H→ γγ loops [15].
1.5.1 t t¯H
This thesis discusses the search for the t t¯H production mode in ATLAS with 13 TeV data of
Run II of the LHC. Focus is given to the H → bb¯ decay channel. The current search builds on
previous searches for the same process performed with ATLAS data recorded at
p
s = 7 TeV [24]
and 8 TeV [25, 26]. The results of these searches are expressed in terms of the signal strength
parameter
µt t¯H =
σobserved
σexpected
, (1.15)
where σexpected is the SM cross-section. The signal strength found for the full combination of
Run I t t¯H(H→ bb¯) searches in ATLAS is µt t¯H = 1.4± 1.0 [26]. The corresponding sensitivity
found by the CMS collaboration is 0.7±1.9 [27]. The results from both experiments were com-
bined for the H → bb¯ decay channel as well as other t t¯H decay channels to obtain a final t t¯H
sensitivity in Run I of µt t¯H = 2.3+0.7−0.6 with an observed (expected) significance of 4.4σ(2.0σ) [15].
1.5.2 Boosted t t¯H
At a centre-of-mass energy of 13 TeV, Higgs bosons can be produced with transverse momenta
well above their rest mass, which means that they can be probed in the boosted (high-pT ) re-
gime. This thesis studies the boosted t t¯H(H→ bb¯) process in the semileptonic decay channel
of the top quark pair. The effect of applying a boost to the pT of the Higgs boson and hadronic-
ally decaying top quark is shown in figure 1.14. When the boost is applied, the decay products
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of these particles become highly collimated. A rule of thumb is that the decay products will
be produced in a cone of R ≈ 2m/pT , wherem is the mass and pT the transverse momentum
of the initial particle. In this way, many of the final-state jets can be combined together into
large jets. This results in a simplified combinatorial background which makes it easier to re-
construct the objects in the events. In turn, this can help to increase the purity of signal regions
and thereby improve the sensitivity of the analysis.
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Figure 1.14: Illustration of the effect of applying a boost in pT to the hadronic top andHiggs boson in a t t¯H(H→ bb¯)
event.
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2THE ATLAS EXPERIMENT ATTHE LHC
Founded in 1954, the European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN) is the largest inter-
national particle physics laboratory in the world. It is located on the Franco-Swiss border near
Geneva and houses the world’s largest and most powerful particle accelerator: the LHC. The
LHC is mainly designed to collide protons at amaximum centre-of-mass energy (
p
s) of 14 TeV.
It also collides heavy ion beams for a short period each running year at lower energies.
The first concept for the LHC was drawn up in 1984 and in 2008 it had its first proton beam
circling around the ring. Later in 2008, however, an electrical failure caused liquid helium (used
for cooling the machine’s magnets) to leak into the LHC tunnel. After a period of necessary re-
pairs and upgrades to prevent a similar incident in the future, the LHCwas once again circulat-
ing proton beams just over a year later. In 2009, proton-proton (pp) collisions were recorded at
world record energies of 1.18 TeV and 2.36 TeVwhichmarked the start of the LHC’s first physics
run (Run I). In 2010, pp collisions at
p
s = 7 TeV were started which was increased to 8 TeV in
2012 until the end of Run I in early 2013. There was an extended shutdown between 2013 and
2015 to allow for machine upgrades to the LHC and the experiments it houses. The second
run (Run II) lasted from 2015 to 2018 and provided
p
s = 13 TeV pp collisions. The ATLAS de-
tector is one of four experiments placed on the LHC ring and recording the data arising from
the collisions. This chapter will give an overview of the LHC accelerator complex and the ATLAS
detector.
2.1 The Large Hadron Collider at CERN
The accelerator consists of several stages, as shown in figure 2.1. The sequence of machines
accelerates beams of protons to nearly the speed of light before they are injected into the fi-
nal LHC ring which has a circumference of 27 km. The protons are sourced from a bottle of
hydrogen gas, where the electrons are stripped off by an electric field. They are injected into
the Linear Accelerator 2 (Linac 2) and linearly accelerated to an energy of 50 MeV. The energy
is then increased to 1.4 GeV by the Booster Proton Synchrotron (booster in figure 2.1) and to
25 GeV by the Proton Synchrotron (PS in figure 2.1). The Proton Synchrotron divides the proton
beams into small packets called bunches. Each bunch contains approximately 1011 protons and
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they are spaced 25 ns apart in Run II. The bunches are accelerated further by the Super Proton
Synchrotron (SPS) to 450 GeV. After the LHC is filled with the proton bunches it takes another
20 minutes for them to reach their final energy of 6.5 TeV [28]. Inside the LHC, the bunches are
accelerated by an electric field at one location along the ring.
Figure 2.1: The LHC accelerator complex [29].
There are two proton beams going around the LHC ring in separate vacuum pipes and op-
posite directions. The curvature in the path of the proton beams is achieved by dipole magnets
which exert a force perpendicular to the proton velocity through the Lorentz force. The super-
conducting coils in the dipole magnets create opposite polarity magnetic fields for each of the
vacuum pipes which allows the two proton beams to travel in opposite directions. The beam is
focused in width and height by the use of quadrupole magnets.
When the beams have reached their peak energy, they are brought together to collide at
four interaction points. Dipole magnets deflect the beams towards the collision point, and
eight sets of so-called inner triplet magnets focus the beams prior to the collision. These in-
ner triplets consist of three superconducting quadrupole magnets. The four collision points
house four different LHC experiments: ATLAS, A Large Ion Collider Experiment (ALICE), CMS,
and Large Hadron Collider beauty (LHCb). The ALICE experiment is a heavy-ion detector and
is designed to study strongly interacting matter in the quark-gluon plasma. CMS is a general-
purpose detector built for similar physics goals as ATLASwhich include SMmeasurements and
BSM searches such as dark matter and supersymmetry (SUSY). The LHCb detector is special-
ised in b-physics and designed to measure charge-parity (CP) violation in order to understand
the matter-antimatter asymmetry in the universe. There are three other experiments using the
LHC accelerator which are smaller andmore specialised and are not relevant for this work.
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2.1.1 Luminosity
The experiments record the data from the proton-proton and heavy ion collisions. The number
of collisions per area and per second is measured by the instantaneous luminosity:
L=
N2pkb f
4piσxσy
F, (2.1)
where Np is the number of protons per bunch (∼ 1011), kb the number of bunches per beam
(∼ 2800), f the bunches’ crossing frequency (maximum 40 MHz), σ the transverse size of the
bunch at the interaction point (∼ 16µm), and F is a correction factor to account for the crossing
angle of the proton beams at the interaction point (∼ 0.7). The luminosity is related to the
number of events, N , of a certain process, i, by
Ni =σi
∫
Ldt , (2.2)
where σi is the cross-section of the process under investigation. The total amount of data
recorded in the LHC experiments is given by the integral over the instantaneous luminosity:
L = ∫ Ldt . To date, the LHC has delivered 156 fb−1 of data to the ATLAS experiment during Run
II of which it has recorded 147 fb−1 (see figure 2.2). This corresponds to a recording efficiency
of 94% which is due to the inefficiency of the data acquisition (DAQ) in ATLAS.
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Figure 2.2: Total integrated luminosity at the end of Run II (December 2018) showing 13 TeV proton-proton data
only [30].
2.1.2 Pile-up and underlying event
Each bunch that is filled into the LHC contains approximately 1011 protons and they are spaced
25 ns apart in Run II. These conditions lead to a very high number of pp interactions at every
bunch crossing. The high-energy collision of interest is called the hard scatter. In Run II, we
have dozens of additional interactions which are referred to as pile-up. We distinguish between
in-time and out-of-time pile-up. The former refers to additional pp collisions in the same
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bunch-crossing as the hard scatter we are interested in, whereas the latter indicates additional
pp collisions occurring in neighbouring bunch-crossings, just before or after the hard scatter.
Pile-up typically causes additional low-energy deposits in the ATLAS detector. Such additional
deposits also originate from the underlying event (UE): soft additional jets produced in the
same pp collision involved in the hard scatter.
The distribution of pile-up is determined by the mean number of interactions per bunch
crossing as shown in figure 2.3. This mean corresponds to themean of the Poisson distribution
of the number of interactions per bunch crossing calculated for each bunch. It is calculated
as µ = Lbunch ×σinel./ fr where Lbunch is the instantaneous luminosity per bunch, σinel is the
inelastic cross-section taken as 80 mb for 13 TeV collisions, and fr is the LHC revolution fre-
quency.
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Figure 2.3: Distribution of the mean number of interactions per bunch crossing for proton-proton collision data at
13 TeV from2015-2018 [30]. All data recorded by ATLAS during stable beams is shown, and the integrated
luminosity and the mean µ value are given in the figure.
2.2 The ATLAS detector
The ATLAS detector [31] is located at interaction point 1 of the LHC. It is a general purpose
experiment built to perform Standard Model measurements and searches for physics beyond
the StandardModel. The experiment consists of several complementary subdetectors as shown
in figure 2.4. The inner part of the detector is surrounded by a 2 T solenoidalmagnetic field and
a 4 T toroidal field is present outside of the calorimeters, surrounding the muon system. The
subdetectors andmagnet system are described in more detail in the following sections.
The ATLAS coordinate system (shown in figure 2.5) is a Cartesian right-handed systemwith
the nominal interaction point defined as the origin. The z-axis lies along the beam direc-
tion and the x − y plane is transverse to the beam. The transverse-momentum (pT ), -energy(
ET =
√
m2+p2T
)
, and -missing energy (EmissT ) are defined in the x − y plane. The azimuthal
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Figure 2.4: The ATLAS detector and its sub-systems [31].
angle (0 ≤ φ ≤ 2pi) is measured around the beam axis and the polar angle (0 ≤ θ ≤ pi) is meas-
ured from the beam axis. Instead of using the polar angle directly, it is convenient to define the
rapidity y = 12 ln
[
E+pz
E−pz
]
because differences in this parameter are invariant under boosts along
the beam axis. The rapidity is usually approximated by the pseudorapidity η in the high energy
limit (E Àmc2) in order to have a purely angular definition which is easier to interpret in the
detector. The rapidity and pseudorapidity are equal for massless particles. The pseudorapidity
is related to the polar angle by:
η=− ln
[
tan
θ
2
]
. (2.3)
The pseudorapidity is zero along the y-axis (θ = 90◦) and 4.74 close to the beam axis (θ = 1◦).
The central detector region (|η| < 1.5) is referred to as the barrel, the region contained in
1.5 < |η| < 2.5 as the end-cap, and any larger pseudorapidity refers to the forward regions
of the detector. We define the distance parameter ∆R measuring the distance between objects
in η,φ space as ∆R =
√
∆η2+∆φ2.
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Figure 2.5: The ATLAS coordinate system, picture adapted from [32].
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2.2.1 Themagnet system
We make use of the Lorentz force on charged particles in order to measure their momenta.
To this end, a magnetic field that bends the charged particles’ trajectories is applied in two
parts of the detector. The direction and amount of track deflection tells us the momentum of
the particle. The ATLAS magnet system is composed of four superconducting magnets which
provide a magnetic field mostly orthogonal to the particle trajectories. The tracking detector,
also called the inner detector (ID) because it is closest to the beam pipe, is surrounded by a
solenoid which provides a field parallel to the beam axis. The other three magnets are super-
conducting toroidal magnets embedded into the outermost detector layer: the muon spectro-
meter. In order to keep the magnets superconducting, they need to be cooled down to ∼ 4.5 K
which is accomplished by using liquid helium. A schematic view of themagnet system is shown
in figure 2.6.
Figure 2.6: The ATLAS magnet system showing the three toroids in red and the central solenoid enclosed by the
calorimeter layers [31].
The solenoid magnet is designed to produce an axial magnetic field of 2 T and is located
between the inner detector and calorimeters. In order to have the best possible calorimeter
performance with a minimal level of particle interactions in the solenoid coil, some design
constraints had to bemet in order to keep thematerial thickness as low as possible. The single-
layer coil is wound with an aluminium-stabilised niobium-titanium conductor.
There are two end-cap toroid magnets and one barrel toroid which are each composed
of eight coils as shown in figure 2.6. The toroid coils use an aluminium-stabilised niobium-
titanium-copper conductor. The end-cap magnets produce a peak field of 4.1 T whereas the
barrel produces 3.9 T. The toroid magnets do not cover the full solid angle because the use of
less material reduces multiple scattering effects which are hard to reconstruct and degrade the
muonmomentum resolution.
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2.2.2 The inner detector
The ATLAS ID is used for the reconstruction of the paths of charged particles (tracking), recon-
struction of interaction vertices, and the identification of electrons and positrons. The ID is
immersed in a 2 T solenoidal magnetic field which allows for the extraction of the momentum
of charged particles. A very high precision is needed in order to distinguish between the∼ 1000
particles that emerge from the collision point every 25 ns in Run II. The fine detector granular-
ity needed for this is achieved by silicon pixels and siliconmicrostrips. An overview of the ID is
shown in figure 2.7.
(a) Overview of the ATLAS ID. (b) The different layers of the ID and their distance from
the beam.
Figure 2.7: The ATLAS inner detector and its different layers [33].
Pixel detector
The pixel detector technology is based on the semi-conductor properties of silicon. A particle
passing through the silicon pixels will liberate electrons in thematerial which creates electron-
hole pairs. A bias voltage is applied across the p-n junction which is the boundary between p-
doped (excess of holes and thus positively charged) and n-doped (excess of electrons and thus
negatively charged) silicon. The voltage causes the electrons to flow to the positively charged
silicon region and the holes to the negatively charged regions. The current that is thus produced
is read out and registered as a particle hit.
As can be seen in figure 2.7, there are four silicon pixel layers in the pixel detector and four
silicon microstrip layers in the Semi-Conductor Tracker (SCT). The pixel layers are the parts
of the detector that are closest to the beam, with the closest layer only 3.3 cm away from the
beam pipe. This closest layer is called the Insertable B-Layer (IBL) [34] and was added in the
2013–2015 extended technical stop before Run II of the LHC. This extra layerwas added in order
tomaintain and improve the ATLAS tracking and b-tagging (see section 4.3.4) performance over
Run II and beyond. Since the ID is so close to the beam pipe, the performance of the detector
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will degrade over time due to radiation and this extra layer can offset the decrease in efficiency.
It will also compensate for other failures in the pixel detector that inevitably happen over time.
The IBL also helps dealingwith readout inefficiencies associatedwith an increase in luminosity
and improves the tracking precision because it adds an additional track measurement.
In addition to the four barrel layers, the pixel detector has three end-cap disks on each side.
In total, the pixel detector has ∼ 92 million readout channels (80 million excluding the IBL),
which is more than half of the channels of the entire detector. The specifications of each part
of the pixel detector are summarised in table 2.1. The high granularity of the pixel detector
leads to a very high tracking precision. This high resolution is necessary to deal with the ex-
treme concentration of particles around the interaction point, an example of which is given in
figure 2.8.
Part of the pixel detector Total number of modules Pixel size [µm2] Resolution [µm2]
Insertable B-Layer 224 50×250 8(R ·φ)40(z)
Outer three barrel layers 1456 50×400 10(R ·φ)115(z)
End-cap disks 288 50×400 10(R ·φ)115(R)
Table 2.1: Specifications of the different pixel detector parts [31,34].
Thepixel detector is essential for the identification of long-livedparticles such as b-hadrons.
The lifetime of a b-hadron is about 1.5×10−12 s whichmeans that this particle travels a fewmm
in the detector before it decays. This results in a vertex of tracks displaced from the primary ver-
tex. The pixel detector provides the precision needed for the identification of these displaced
vertices, which is crucial in b-tagging (see section 4.3.4). The addition of the IBL has improved
the b-tagging performance due to the increased vertex resolution it supplies.
Figure 2.8: ATLAS event display from 2015 proton-proton collision, zoomed in on the ID [35]. The light blue lines
indicate tracks reconstructed by the ID. The coloured dots represent hits in the silicon pixel layers (in-
ner four rings) and silicon microstrip layers (outer four rings). There are 16 pile-up collision vertices in
addition to the primary vertex in this event, some of which are resolvable in the bottom right view.
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Semi-Conductor Tracker
The SCT is designed to contribute to the measurement of tracks, momentum, and vertex posi-
tion. This subdetector of the ID relies on a detection system similar to that of the pixel detector.
It consists of 4088 modules of silicon microstrips which are placed in four cylindrical layers
in the barrel region and nine disk layers in each end-cap. Each layer has double-sided strip
modules which are rotated by 40 mrad with respect to each other in order to allow for a two-
dimensional particle hit. This provides a particle space point measurement in R ·φ and z for
each layer traversed. The SCT provides a resolution of 17µm in R ·φ and 580µm in z (R) for the
barrel (end-caps) [31]. It is thus less precise than the pixel detector (see table 2.1) but it covers
a larger area which is important for tracks perpendicular to the beam.
Transition Radiation Tracker
Outside the silicon detectors is the Transition Radiation Tracker (TRT) which is designed to
measure the curvature of the particle tracks rather than making a precise hit position meas-
urement. The TRT consists of thin (4 mm diameter) straw tubes filled with a xenon-based gas
mixture. The walls of the tubes act as cathodes and an anode wire is spun along the central axis
of each tube. A charged particle passing through the tube will ionise the gas inside which leads
free electrons to drift to the anode wire in the centre. The current recorded in the wire is then
registered as a hit in the straw tube. Due to the straw layout parallel to the beam axis, the TRT
has no sensitivity to the z direction of particles. However, it offers an accuracy of ∼ 130µm in
R −φ which is mainly determined by the drift time [31]. Although this accuracy is lower than
the two silicon based systems of the ID, the TRT compliments the other systems because of the
high multiplicity of hits: a track typically crosses about 36 straws in the barrel region.
The gaps between the straw tubes are filled with polymer material which creates trans-
ition radiation. This radiation is emitted when charged particles pass through an inhomogen-
eous medium or a material boundary and is stronger for high energy particles. In this way,
the TRT allows for the distinction between light and heavy particles, especially between elec-
trons and pions, and hereby helps in particle identification. The transition radiation photons
are absorbed by xenon atoms in the gas mixture inside the straw tubes, which leads to a much
higher current readout from the central anode wire. In order to distinguish between track-
ing hits and hits coming from transition radiation, the readout electronics use a separate low
threshold (used for tracking) and a high threshold (used for transition radiation).
2.2.3 The calorimeters
The calorimeters are designed to precisely measure the energy and position of photons, elec-
trons, and hadrons through the absorption of their energy in the calorimeter material. Muons,
neutrinos, and other (hypothetical) weakly-interacting particles can punch through the calori-
meter layers with ease. However, the calorimeters are designed to contain electromagnetic and
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hadronic showers which means that electrons, photons, and hadrons should be stopped com-
pletely inside the calorimeter system. The calorimeter depth is therefore an important design
factor. The ATLAS calorimeter system consists of the electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL), the
hadronic calorimeter (HCAL), and the forward calorimeters (FCAL)(see figure 2.9). The calori-
meters cover the range |η| < 4.9 and use a variety of techniques for the requirements of different
physics goals.
Figure 2.9: The ATLAS calorimeter system [33] showing the liquid argon (LAr) and scintillating tile components.
Electromagnetic calorimeter
The electromagnetic (EM) calorimeter is situated just outside the solenoid magnet surround-
ing the ID. It is composed of a barrel region covering the range |η| < 1.475 and two end-caps
covering 1.375 < |η| < 3.2. The junction between the barrel and end-cap, 1.375 ≤ |η| < 1.52, is
called the crack region. This region is affected by additionalmaterial needed to service and cool
the inner detector which leads to a reduction in performance due to layers of inactivematerial.
This region is therefore excluded frommost physics analyses requiring high precision electron
or photonmeasurements.
Figure 2.10 shows the detailed structure of the ECAL. It employs stainless steel and lead as
absorbing materials and liquid argon (LAr) as its active material, hence it is also called the LAr
calorimeter. Charged particles traveling through the calorimeter ionise the liquid argon which
produces electrons. An electric field is applied such that the electrons drift towards the readout
electrodes. The LAr calorimeter has an accordeon geometry which allows for fast response and
an absence of dead detector regions.
The granularity of the LAr calorimeter depends on the layer. The first layer is called the
presampler and exists just of LAr without any absorber in front. This layer corrects for the en-
ergy losses in the ID and solenoid and has a resolution of∆η×∆φ= 0.025×0.1 [31]. The second
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layer is the first true sampling layer and has the highest precision with a barrel resolution of
∆η×∆φ = 0.0031× 0.1 for |η| < 1.40 [31]. It is used to reconstruct the η position of particles.
The third and fourth layers are coarser in η but finer in φ, with granularities of 0.025× 0.025
and 0.050×0.025 respectively [31]. The third layer collects the largest part of the shower energy,
whereas the fourth layer only collects the energy of the tail.
Figure 2.10: The ATLAS electromagnetic calorimeter showing its accordeon geometry [36].
Hadronic calorimeter
The hadronic (HAD) calorimeter, also called the tile calorimeter, consists of a barrel region
(|η< 1.7|) and end-cap (1.5< |η| < 3.2). The barrel uses alternating layers of steel as absorbing
material and tiles of scintillating plastic as active material, providing a granularity of ∆η×∆φ=
0.1×0.1 [31]. Hadronic showers cause the scintillating plastic tiles to emit light proportional to
the deposited energy, which is then read out by wavelength shifting fibres into photomultiplier
tubes. The detector components and readout system are presented in figure 2.11. The hadronic
calorimeter end-caps use the same liquid argon technology as the electromagnetic calorimeter
and provide a resolution in η,φ of 0.1×0.1 for 1.5< |η| < 2.5 and 0.2×0.2 for 2.5< |η| < 3.2 [31].
The hadronic calorimeter has a coarser resolution than its electromagnetic counterpart, but
this is enough for jet reconstruction and EmissT measurements.
Forward calorimeter
The FCAL extends the calorimeter in the range 3.1< |η| < 4.9. It allows for the measurement of
forward particle production and reduces the background radiation on themuon spectrometer.
It is a LAr detector and is placed 4.7 m away from the interaction point on each side of the
detector. The electromagnetic FCAL uses copper as absorbing material and the hadronic part
uses tungsten.
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Figure 2.11: The ATLAS hadronic calorimeter showing its detector components and optical readout system [31].
Calorimeter response
The calorimeter response is measured as the ratio of the average calorimeter signal to the en-
ergy of the particle. The ATLAS calorimeters have a non-compensating response, whichmeans
that the calorimeter response to the EM shower component (e) and non-EM hadronic shower
component (h) is not the same: e/h > 1. This is mainly the result of invisible energy present in
the hadronic shower parts that does not contribute to the calorimeter signal [37]. This invisible
energy comes from the release of nucleons from nuclei, neutrinos and highly energetic neut-
rons that escape the detector, and recoil energy. A local hadronic calibration is applied which
provides some level of software compensation and aims to account for the invisible energy.
This local calibration procedure is further described in section 4.1.
2.2.4 Themuon spectrometer
Due to their long lifetime and low interaction rate, muons are in general not stopped by the
calorimeter layers. Therefore, the outermost detector layer is the muon spectrometer which is
designed to measure the muonmomenta. This is accomplished by a toroidal superconducting
magnet system which deflects the muons and high-precision tracking chambers which carry
out the momentummeasurement. The chambers are arranged in three concentric cylindrical
shells around the beam axis for the barrel region. At the end-caps, themuon chambers are also
three-layered and placed perpendicular to the beam. Figure 2.12 shows a cut-away view of the
entire muon system with its different subdetector parts which are described below.
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Figure 2.12: The ATLAS muon spectrometer showing its four subdetectors technologies [31].
Muon trigger system
Themuon spectrometer has its own independent triggering system in the region |η| < 2.4, using
Resistive Plate Chambers (RPC) in the barrel (|η| < 1.05) and Thin Gap Chambers (TGC) in the
end-cap region (1.05 < |η| < 2.4). The RPC consists of two parallel resistive plates (an anode
and a cathode) separated by a gas gap. Muons passing through the RPC ionise the gas which
sets free electrons. These are accelerated by the electric field and start ionising more of the gas
atoms which leads to a chain reaction ofmany accelerated electrons which is called an electron
avalanche. These avalanches are read out by metallic strips on the outer surface of the plates.
TGCs are multi-wire proportional chambers where an array of anode wires is placed between
two graphite cathode layers and filled with a gas mixture. The wire-to-cathode distance (1.4
mm) is smaller than thewire-to-wire distance (1.8mm). Again, amuon passing through the gas
in these TGCs will ionise it and cause an electron avalanche which is collected on the nearest
wire.
Themuon trigger system selects interesting events containingmuon candidates by provid-
ing identification of the individual bunch-crossings and measuring the muon track in the φ-
plane which is orthogonal to the one measured by the tracking chambers. The RPCs have a
spatial resolution of 1 cm and a very fast response time of about 1 ns which is necessary for the
triggering. The resolution of the TGCs is slightly better at 5 mm and they have a response time
of 4 ns.
Precisionmuon tracking
The muon trigger system defines Regions-of-Interest (RoI) in η and φ which are then scanned
with precision by Monitored Drift Tubes (MDTs) in the region |η| < 2.7. These MDTs measure
the muon’s η coordinate and are made of aluminium tubes filled with an argon and carbon di-
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oxide gas-mixture. A tungsten-rheniumwire at its centre produces a radial electric field. Muons
ionise the gas and set free electrons that drift to the central readout wire. The drift time is the
main limiting factor in the operation rate of the MDTs since it can reach up to 700 ns. There-
fore, the MDTs cannot directly be used for triggering. They do provide a very high precision of
about 80 µmper tube.
At large pseudorapidities (2.0 < |η| < 2.7), Cathode Strip Chambers (CSC) with higher res-
olution are used in conjunction with the MDTs. These help dealing with the large number of
muons detected and the high background levels, since they have a better counting rate capab-
ility and time resolution. The CSCs are multi-wire proportional chambers where the cathode
layers are segmented into strips in orthogonal directions (parallel to the wires and perpendic-
ular to the wires) which allows for a 2D position measurement. They use the same gas-mixture
as the MDTs and achieve a resolution of 60µm per plane in the η direction. The resolution
achieved in the transverse plane is 5 mm.
2.3 Trigger and data acquisition
The data rate delivered to ATLAS by the LHC exceeds the recording and storing capabilities that
are available. Themain limiting factors are the ATLAS readout rate and worldwide data storage
facilities of CERN. Therefore, we have a trigger system in place that selects themost interesting
events to keep for physics analyses and decides which ones to delete. The ATLAS trigger system
is divided into two levels, the first of which uses coarse data and works very quickly, whereas
the latter uses more detailed information for the selection criteria of events and is slower. The
first stage is hardware-based and is called the Level 1 (L1) trigger. The second stage is software-
based and is referred to as the High Level Trigger (HLT).
A trigger menu is implemented with a list of trigger selections in operation at any point in
the data-taking schedule. These menus define the exact L1 and HLT triggers to be used at a
given luminosity. The trigger menu items can be pre-scaled, where e.g. a pre-scale of 10means
that only 1 in 10 events passing this particular trigger item are saved. This is chosen at random
and allows for an optimal usage of the available bandwidth while the luminosity changes over
an LHC run.
2.3.1 Level 1 trigger
The L1 trigger searches for large ET , EmissT , and high-pT muons, electrons, photons, jets, and
τ-leptons. Themuons are identified with the independent trigger system of themuon spectro-
meter. Coarse calorimeter information is used for the search for the other particles and large
ET and EmissT . The L1 trigger needs to make a decision in 2.5 µs to reduce the data rate from
∼40 MHz to a maximum of 100 kHz. This stage of the trigger defines one or more RoIs in η,φ
where the trigger selection process has identified potentially interesting objects. This RoI data
contains information on the type of object identified, its coordinates, and its energy.
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2.3.2 High Level Trigger
The RoIs defined by the L1 trigger are passed on to the next trigger stage: theHLT. This trigger is
software-based and makes its event selection by using the detector data within the RoIs at full
granularity and precision. Offline analysis algorithms are applied on fully reconstructed events
in order to reconstruct the candidate physics objects. The use of tracking information allows
for the identification of objects like electrons and muons. At this stage, the rate is reduced to
approximately 1 kHz in ∼ 250 ms.
2.3.3 Data acquisition
The DAQ system handles the actual moving, sorting, and saving of the data. When an event
passes the L1 trigger, the RoI data gets temporarily stored in localmemory. TheHLT trigger sub-
sequently requests this data for its own selection process. The events passing the HLT stage are
transferred to permanent data storage at the CERN computer centres. Each event is assigned
to a specific data stream indicating what type of analysis it can be used for. We distinguish
between events good for physics analyses, detector monitoring and calibration, and a debug
stream for events without a full trigger decision due to failures in the online system. Events in
this last stream are studied offline and, if possible, are recovered and reprocessed after which
they are added to their relevant data stream.
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3EVENT SIMULATION ANDOBJECT RECONSTRUCTION
The prediction of the processes occurring in particle collisions at the LHC is a very important
aspect of any ATLAS physics analysis. These predictions are needed for the design of an ana-
lysis as well as for the comparison of experimental data to the predictions from theory. The full
calculation of the Matrix Element (ME) of the signal and background processes is usually only
performed up to a few orders in perturbation theory. Therefore, we use the Monte Carlo (MC)
event simulation technique which employs a factorisation method in which the events are di-
vided up into more manageable parts. The ME can be computed up to a fixed order in per-
turbation theory, while the description of the parton shower (PS) and final state can be done
with phenomenological models. The MC technique relies on the repeated (pseudo)random
sampling of variables from probability distributions in order to obtain numerical results. The
process of event simulation using MCmethods is explained in section 3.1.
In order to interpret the experimental data as well as the simulated MC data, the ATLAS
collaboration has developed a software framework which reconstructs physics objects in the
events from tracks and energy deposits recorded in the detector. The reconstruction uses in-
formation from different parts of the detector, depending on the object to be constructed. The
object reconstruction process is described in section 3.2.
3.1 Monte Carlo simulation data
We use simulated collision events generated with the MC method to simulate our signal pro-
cess, possible background processes, and pile-up, in order to predict event rates and topolo-
gies. In order to make a direct comparison between pp collision data and simulated data, the
MC events are fed through a simulation whichmodels the detector response to stable particles.
3.1.1 Event generation
The generation of MC events happens in several stages. The energy at which the calculation
is split is determined by the factorisation scale, µF , which separates the long-distance soft pro-
cesses from the short-distance hard interaction. This means that the partonic processes are
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described by theME above the factorisation scale, and by the PS and PartonDistribution Func-
tions (PDFs) below this scale. A schematic of a proton-proton collision involving all the steps
in the event simulation is shown in figure 3.1.
Figure 3.1: Schematic of a proton-proton collision in the LHC containing all steps of the event generation [38]. The
protons are represented by the two large green ovals and their partons by the blue lines. One parton of
each of the two protons collide with each other to form the hard scatter of the event, shown as the red
circle in the middle. The hard scatter is surrounded by a red tree-like structure representing the parton
shower. The purple structure at the bottom signifies a secondary scatter in the event which is referred
to as underlying event. The hadronisation of partons into colourless hadrons is indicated by light green
ovals, whereas the dark green structures indicate the hadron decays. The wavy yellow lines indicate soft
photon radiation and the straight yellow lines represent leptons and neutrinos.
Parton distribution functions
We cannot explicitly compute the flavour and momentum of partons coming from the pro-
tons in collisions since this is a non-perturbative process. Therefore, we use PDFs to describe
the momentum distribution and flavour of the partons. These PDFs are extracted from ex-
perimental measurements of fixed-target and collider experiments. They give the probability
that a parton of a specific type is found inside a proton carrying a certain fraction of the pro-
ton momentum. These PDFs do not depend on the process under consideration and are thus
universal. The PDF information is used in the MC simulation for the ME, PS, and UE.
The PDFs can be determined to different levels of accuracy, usually at leading order (LO) or
next-to-leading order (NLO), and sometimes at next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO) in QCD.
The PDF alsomakes a choice on the flavour scheme used in the calculation. Themost common
distinction is made between the four-flavour (4F) and five-flavour (5F) schemes. The former
implements massive b-quarks whereas in the latter scheme the b-quarks are treated the same
as other massless partons. In the 5F scheme, the b-quarks are included in the initial state, i.e.
in the partons which can be found within the proton. In the 4F scheme, the partons inside the
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proton are limited to gluons and the four lightest quarks, and the b-quarks are included in the
final state.
There aremany different PDF sets that are used for the calculation of MC simulated events.
Two of these are used in the t t¯H analysis discussed in this thesis: NNPDF [39] andCT10 (CTEQ)
[40–42].
Hard scatter
The hard scatter is also called the ME and refers to the computation of the Feynman diagrams
of the process of interest up to a fixed order in perturbation theory. Most processes are now
calculated to NLO precision in QCD. This fixed-order calculation introduces a dependence
on the renormalisation scale, µR , which originates from the renormalisation procedure. This
procedure cancels out ultraviolet (UV) divergences in higher-order computations. The renor-
malisation scale is the value at which the running coupling is evaluated and is usually set equal
to the factorisation scale, µF .
The hard scatter is computed at the highest energy scales and describes how the partons
inside the protons interact and produce outgoing particles, as shown by the red central circle
in figure 3.1. The momenta of the initial state partons are randomly sampled from the PDF.
The final stages of the ME calculation can overlap with the start of the calculation of the next
step carried out by the PS generator. In order to remove this overlap, a matching procedure is
defined which determines the separation between the phase spaces covered by the ME and by
the PS.
The hard scatter MC generators rely purely on theoretical predictions and the numerical
computation of the process under consideration. The generators used in the t t¯H analysis
are MADGRAPH5_aMC@NLO [43], POWHEG-BOX [44, 45] and SHERPA [46]. The first generator
computes the ME at LO or NLO and matches it to the PS with the MC@NLO method [47]. The
second generator computes the ME to NLO and uses the POWHEG method [44, 48] for match-
ing ME to PS. SHERPA is a LO/NLO generator containing the ME calculation as well as a PS
algorithm and therefore does not need a matching scheme. It can be interfaced to additional
libraries to compute loop amplitudes, such as via OPENLOOPS [49].
Parton shower
The PS step provides corrections to the ME calculation as it describes the evolution of par-
tons from the hard scatter, both in the initial and final state. These corrections account for
the evolution in momentum transfer from the high scales of the hard scatter to the low scales
of hadronisation (about 1 GeV). The PS is represented in figure 3.1 as the red tree-like struc-
ture surrounding the hard scatter. In this step, the effect of higher order calculations, which
were not included in the ME, can be taken into account. However, these corrections cannot be
calculated exactly and therefore an approximation scheme is used in which only the dominant
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contributions in each order are included. These are extra emissions via QCD or QED processes,
including soft and collinear emissions.
The shower generators rely on theoretical predictions tuned to data. The three generators
used for modelling the PS in the t t¯H analysis are PYTHIA [50,51], HERWIG [52,53], and SHERPA
[46]. The first two are interfaced to any of theMEgeneratorsmentioned above, whereas SHERPA
has its own ME calculation as well as showering and hadronisation models. PYTHIA orders
the emissions in the PS by transverse momentum (see e.g. reference [54] for details) whereas
HERWIG orders them by opening angle (see e.g. reference [38] for details).
Hadronisation
This final step describes the hadronisation of the partons into colour neutral particles which
occurs due to colour confinement in QCD. It also includes the decay of unstable hadrons to
stable final-state particles. These processes occur at the cut-off scale for the PS at around 1GeV.
The hadronisation and consecutive decays are shown in green in figure 3.1. Since hadronisa-
tion is also a non-perturbative process, it is based on empiricalmodels tuned to data. There are
two commonly usedmodels: the Lund stringmodel [55] and the clustermodel [56]. The former
model is used by PYTHIA and transforms the partons into colour neutral particles without inter-
mediate states. The latter model is used by HERWIG and SHERPA and forms the colour neutral
particles from partons via intermediary clusters of objects.
Underlying event
The UE refers to the interaction of partons which are not involved in the hard scatter of the
event, as shown in purple in figure 3.1. These interactions can lead to soft additional jets in the
event. Due to the low energy of these processes, their phenomenological models depend on
free parameters which are tuned to data [57].
3.1.2 Detector simulation
The output of the simulation described above is also called the truth level and represents the
physics objects in the event before they have interactedwith the detector. The truth level events
aremade up of four-vectors of all ‘stable’ particles (typicallymean lifetimes of τ≥ 3×10−11 s, i.e.
cτ≥ 9 mm) produced in the event after hadronisation and hadron decay. These events include
all necessary kinematic information but still need to go through a detector simulation in order
to be compared to data.
The detector simulation first replicates the interactions of the particles with the various
components of the detector, after which it converts the tracks and energy deposits to electronic
signals. This results in a simulation sample with the exact same format as the experimental
data. The detector simulation usually includes a very detailed description of all the subdetect-
ors and is called full simulation, or fullsim for short. Since we typically need to produce several
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million events per sample and the fullsim takes several minutes per event, a faster detector
simulation is also available: the fast simulation (fastsim). In ATLAS, the fullsim is generated
with the GEANT4 software [58] and the fastsim with ATLAS FAST-II (AF2) [59].
AF2 reduces the overall simulation time by about a factor of ten and is needed in cases
where, due to time or computing resource constraints, the fullsim cannot be run for all samples.
The AF2 simulation reduces the resources necessary for computation because it simplifies the
showering of particles in the calorimeter which takes up about 90% of the computing time. It
uses the full GEANT4 simulation for the ID and muon spectrometer, whereas the FastCaloSim
simulation [60] is used for the calorimeters. This FastCaloSim uses parametrisations of the
calorimeter response to photons, electrons, and pions (used for all hadrons) to directly de-
posit the energy of single particle showers. The AF2 simulation is useful in some analyses, but
any analysis that needs detailed calorimeter information (e.g. involving jet substructure, see
section 4.4.1) will suffer from the inherently less accurate parametrisations used by the Fast-
CaloSim.
In the t t¯H(H→ bb¯) analysis presented in this thesis, checks are made in order to determ-
ine whether the fullsim is needed or if the fastsim suffices. Some examples of these studies
are shown in figure 3.2. This figure compares the GEANT4 fullsim with AF2 fastsim detector
simulation for the t t¯ background sample only. All other samples (these will be detailed in sec-
tion 5.4) are generated with the full detector simulation. These studies are first carried out for a
loose boosted t t¯H selection in whichwe require one large trimmed jet which is top-tagged (see
section 4.4 formore details) and three small jets which are tagged as containing a b-hadron (see
section 4.3.4). Two of the studied variables in this selection are shown in figures 3.2(a) and (b);
these are two jet substructure variables which will be explained in section 4.4.1. We see a larger
discrepancy between data and MC for the AF2 simulation than the full GEANT4 simulation.
Especially in the τ32 variable, a very clear slope can be observed in the data/MC comparison
when using the fastsim. Figures 3.2(c) and (d) show the data-MC comparisons for two variables
in the final boosted signal region used for the analysis presented in this thesis. This signal re-
gion requires two large reclustered jets and five small jets of which at least four are b-tagged
(see section 5.5 for more details). Again, we see an increase in incompatibility between data
andMCwhenwe use the fastsim instead of the fullsim. For this reason, we use the full GEANT4
detector simulation in our analysis and we use the AF2 fast simulation only for the alternative
samples used to evaluate the systematic uncertainties (see section 7.3).
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Figure 3.2: Comparison between the GEANT4 fullsim and AF2 fastsim detector simulation for the t t¯ MC sample,
compared to 36.1 fb−1 of ATLAS data from 2015–2016. The bars in the ratio plots represent the total
statistical uncertainty. Figures (a) and (b) show variables in the loose boosted t t¯H region requiring one
large top-tagged jet and three small b-tagged jets. Figures (c) and (d) show two variables in the boosted
t t¯H signal region (see section 5.6.1).
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3.2 Object reconstruction
The data recorded by the ATLAS detector need processing in order to identify physics objects
in the events, such as electrons and muons. In the ATLAS collaboration, this reconstruction
is done with the Athena software framework [61]. The physics objects are defined by a set of
loose requirements which can later be tightened depending on the physics analysis. The object
reconstruction is performed using information from different subdetectors depending on the
object under consideration.
Anoverviewof the particle identification inATLAS is shown infigure 3.3. All chargedparticles
leave hits in the ID and are deflected by the magnetic field applied here (see section 2.2.1). The
direction and amount of track deflection gives us information about the momentum of the
particle. Electrons and photons are mostly stopped by the ECAL; the electron leaves a track in
the ID whereas the photon does not. Protons leave tracks in the ID as well and are stopped in
the HCAL together with neutrons. However, since neutrons have no charge they do not create
hits in the ID. Both muons and neutrinos pass through the entire detector, but muons leave
tracks and energy deposits whereas neutrinos are invisible to the detector. We infer the pres-
ence of neutrinos by using the missing transverse energy (MET) (see section 3.2.5).
Figure 3.3: An overview of particle identification in the ATLAS detector. The solid lines indicate tracks and energy
deposits left by charged particles. The dashed lines represent neutral particles that are invisible to the
detector until they are stopped in the calorimeters and produce a particle shower. The neutrinos pass
through the entire detector without leaving a signal.
3.2.1 Tracks and vertices
The tracking [62, 63] and vertexing [64] algorithms are both based on information from the
ID (see section 2.2.2). The tracks are essential for electron, muon, and vertex reconstruction.
In turn, the vertices are crucial for flavour tagging. A charged particle passing through the
ID generates hits in the various layers which are combined to form the particle track. This
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combination is done using an inside-out pattern recognition algorithm [62] which starts from
seeds in the innermost layer of the ID and works outwards through the pixel, SCT, and TRT
layers. An outside-in algorithm known as back-tracking is used to take into account any hits
that were not selected by the inside-out algorithm. The back-tracking is seeded in the TRT and
works inwards towards the pixel layers.
The reconstruction of primary vertices is based on the grouping of reconstructed tracks
with an adaptive vertex fitting algorithm [65]. In order to be used in the construction of a vertex,
the track must have pT > 400 MeV and |η| < 2.5. The primary vertices are required to have
at least two tracks associated to them and to lie inside the beamspot area. This is the region
around the interaction point where the two proton beams overlap. The vertex reconstruction
is an iterative process and terminates when either all tracks are associated to a vertex or no
additional vertices can be constructed.
The main, hard scatter, vertex of an event is defined as the vertex with the highest sum of
associated track pT . The other primary vertices constitute the pile-up. We can also identify
secondary vertices which are incompatible with the beamspot region. These are formed by
tracks displaced from the primary vertex which can be created by particles with a long lifetime
such that their decay length is significantly large (a fewmm), such as b-hadrons. This feature is
used in the identification of jets containing such particles, as described in section 4.3.4.
3.2.2 Electrons and photons
Electrons andphotons are reconstructed in the central detector regionwithin |η| < 2.47 [66–68].
The first step in the reconstruction is the clustering of calorimeter energy deposits from seeds.
These seeds are energy deposits with pT > 2.5 GeV, where the energy of all calorimeter layers
is added together. This threshold was chosen to optimise the reconstruction efficiency while
minimising the contribution of noise from electronic or pile-up sources. The clustering is done
with a sliding-window algorithm which looks for clusters by performing a scan over blocks of
size 3×5 in units of ∆η×∆φ= 0.025×0.025. This corresponds to the granularity of the middle
sampling layer of the ECAL, in which most of the energy of the electrons is deposited.
When the energy clusters are identified, they are matched to tracks in the ID. Tracks with
pT > 500MeV are extrapolated from their last measured point in the ID to themiddle sampling
layer of the ECAL. The position in η,φ space extracted from this extrapolation is compared to
the position of a seed cluster in the ECAL layer and the two are matched if their separation is
|∆η| < 0.05 and |∆φ| < 0.1. The clusters of energy are labelled as electron candidate when at
least one track is matched to the seed cluster, and as a photon candidate when no tracks are
matched. If multiple tracks are matched to a cluster, a primary track needs to be identified in
order to determine the electron kinematics and charge. Tracks that have hits in the pixel or SCT
subdetectors are given priority, and the one closest to the centre of the cluster is picked.
If a successful match is made between an energy cluster and a track, the cluster size is en-
larged to 3×7 units in the barrel region (|η| < 1.475) and 5×5 units in the end-caps (1.375 < |η| < 3.2).
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These larger clusters are then used to determine the electron candidate energy.
After the electron and photon reconstruction, identification algorithms are applied in or-
der to rule out potential misidentifications. For example, hadron jets or converted photons (a
γ→ e+e− conversion due to interaction with the detector material) can be mistaken as true
electrons. These objects mimicking a lepton are referred to as fakes. In order to separate the
true electrons from the fakes, a likelihood discriminant is used which incorporates tracking,
calorimeter, and combined track-cluster variables.
Three working points (WPs) are defined for the identification of electrons: loose, medium,
and tight. These provide increasingly improved background rejection with, consequently, a
lower identification efficiency. The tight WP thus provides the highest purity of real electrons
to fakes. The improved background rejection is obtained by tightening the requirements on
the variables at each step. The signal efficiency to identify electrons is given by the ratio of
the number of electrons passing the identification requirement to the total number of electron
candidates. The efficiencies for electrons with ET = 25 GeV from simulated Z → ee decays
range from78% for the tightWP to 90% for the looseWP, and increasewithET . The t t¯H analysis
discussed in chapter 5 uses electrons passing the tight WP. For photons, a loose and a tight WP
are defined (see reference [69] for more details).
In order to further suppress the fakes contribution, isolation requirements are defined for
the electrons [68]. These requirements are based on track and calorimeter variables which
quantify the energy of the particles around the electron candidate in a cone of ∆R ≤ 0.2. In
the t t¯H analysis discussed in this thesis, the gradient isolation operating point is used. This is
implemented as a sliding cut on the pT of tracks and ET of cluster deposits and becomes more
stringent as the electron ET decreases.
3.2.3 Muons
The muon reconstruction uses tracks from the ID and the muon spectrometer [70]. There
are four muon types which are defined by different identification criteria: combined, segment-
tagged, calorimeter-tagged, and extrapolated. The analysis in this thesis uses combinedmuons
for which track reconstruction is first performed independently in the ID and the muon spec-
trometer, after which a combined track is formed with a global fit. Most muons are reconstruc-
ted with an outside-in approach where they are first reconstructed in the muon spectrometer
and then extrapolated inwards to match a track in the ID. A small fraction of muons, about
0.5% for the muons used in the t t¯H analysis, are reconstructed with an inside-out approach
where ID tracks are extrapolated outwards to match the muon spectrometer tracks.
Just like for the electrons, identification criteria are applied to themuon candidates in order
to suppress background, which mainly comes from pion and kaon decays. These criteria are
based on the χ2 of the combined track fit, track quality requirements, and variables related to
the difference in charge and pT measured for the muon candidate in the ID and muon spec-
trometer. Four WPs are defined for muon identification: loose,medium, tight, and high-pT . In
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the analysis presented in this thesis, the medium WP is used for muon reconstruction; this is
the ATLAS default.
In order to identify the muons coming from heavy particle decays such as theW boson, we
apply isolation criteria to the muon candidates. The muon isolation works similar to the elec-
tron isolation: one track-based and one calorimeter-based isolation variable are employed in
order tomeasure the amount of energy surrounding themuon candidate in a cone of∆R ≤ 0.3.
Seven isolationWPs are provided; weuse the gradient isolation criteria in the t t¯H analysis. This
leads to tighter isolation requirements for muons with lower pT .
3.2.4 Taus
The tau leptons are treated as electrons or muons when they decay leptonically but are recon-
structed as taus (τhad) when they decay hadronically (∼ 65% of the time). The τhad are separ-
ated from hadronic jets by the use of a Boosted Decision Tree (BDT) (see section 5.7.1) which
incorporates information from the tracks and energy clusters of the jets [71]. The tau leptons
are not explicitly used in the t t¯H(H→ bb¯) analysis, but they are reconstructed in order to es-
tablish orthogonality with other t t¯H searches. This is needed for the final combination which
will be discussed in section 8.3. A veto is applied to events if they contain one (two) or more
τhad lepton candidates in the dilepton (single-lepton) channel of the t t¯H(H→ bb¯) analysis.
3.2.5 Missing transverse energy
TheMET, also labelled EmissT , refers to an imbalance in the visible transverse momentum in an
event. It is based on the principle of conservation of energy andmomentumand is used to infer
the presence of particles that are invisible to the ATLAS detector, such as neutrinos. The miss-
ing energy is measured in the transverse plane (x, y) only; a full missing energy measurement
would be impossible because the energy of the initial partons is unknown. However, we can
assume that the initial partons have negligible momentum in the transverse plane because pp
collisions happen along the z-axis. The MET is defined as the negative vector sum of the mo-
menta of all other reconstructed objects in the event [72]. An additional soft term is included
as a correction for detector signals whichwere not associated to any reconstructed object, such
as tracks in the ID or energy deposits in the calorimeter.
3.2.6 Jets
Jets are collimated sprays of hadrons which are visible in the ATLAS detector. They serve as a
proxy for the quarks and gluons involved in the pp collisions. Jets are constructed with a small
or a large radius in order to catch all the energy deposits and/or tracks originating from one
object together into one jet. Since jets play a crucial role in the boosted t t¯H(H→ bb¯) analysis,
chapter 4 is dedicated to their definition, reconstruction, and calibration.
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The analysis of data coming from the high-energy LHC collisions aims to study the quarks and
gluons created in this process. However, we cannot look at these particles directly because they
hadronise almost instantly after being produced due to colour confinement. This leads to a
collimated spray of energetic hadrons which are visible in the ATLAS calorimeters as clustered
energy deposits: we call these jets. We attempt to group inputs from common sources together
into a single jet such that we can use these jets as a proxy for the original partons.
Using jets in a consistent way requires some prescription on how to define them. In this
chapter we will describe how this is done in ATLAS. First we need to define what we use as
inputs to our jets (section 4.1) and then we will look at jet algorithms: sets of rules that define
how to group these inputs together into a jet (section 4.2). After this we will discuss the most
common definitions of jets used in ATLAS analyses and how to calibrate them (section 4.3). We
will then move on to some studies concerning different methods of defining large jets (section
4.4). The definitions, methods, and studies described in this chapter set the scene for the t t¯H
analysis discussed in chapter 5.
4.1 Jet inputs
In ATLAS, we use energy deposits left in the calorimeter and tracksmeasured by the ID as inputs
to our jet reconstruction algorithms. Before the calorimeter energy deposits are put into the
jet clustering algorithms, a topological clustering of the calorimeter cells is carried out [73].
Because of imperfections in the detector system and the influence of pile-up, each calorimeter
cell is expected to record a base level of noise. The average noise is estimated for each run year
according to:
σnoise =
√
(σelectronicnoise )
2+ (σpile−upnoise )2 (4.1)
where σelectronicnoise is the electronic noise and σ
pile−up
noise is the noise from pile-up. As described in
section 2.1.2, pile-up is proportional to the instantaneous luminosity which decreases over the
course of an LHC fill. Therefore, the average calorimeter cell noise from pile-up is expected to
decrease over the course of an LHC fill as well. Note, however, that the average noise definition
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(a) Seed cells (b) Growth cells
(c) Final topoclusters including the boundary cells
Figure 4.1: The three stages of defining topoclusters in the ATLAS calorimeter for a simulated dijet event. In (a)
we see the cells that seed the topoclusters, in (b) the cells controlling topocluster growth, and in (c) the
boundary cells which make up the final topocluster [73].
needs to be fixed before data-taking in order to reconstruct the data efficiently. Thismeans that
the definition is not optimal for most of the pile-up spectrum throughout an LHC fill.
In order to select the significant signal from the background noise, we need to define an
energy threshold. The first step in the topological clustering is therefore to define seed cells
which are required to have an energy of at least 4 times the average expected noise in that cell
(|Ecell| > 4×σnoise), see figure 4.1(a). These seed cells form the first stage proto-cluster. We then
define a group of growth cells which neighbour the seed cells and have an energy of at least 2
times the average expected noise in that cell (|Ecell| > 2×σnoise), see figure 4.1(b). Neighbouring
here means that two calorimeter cells are directly adjacent in the same layer or across layers.
If any of the neighbour cells happens to be an original seed cell, the two proto-clusters are
merged. If a growth cell neighbours two separate proto-clusters, they are all merged. Finally,
any cells directly neighbouring the growth cells (called boundary cells) are taken into the proto-
cluster as well, with no requirement on the energy intensity (|Ecell| > 0). This step then defines
the final three-dimensional topocluster as shown in figure 4.1(c).
Before the topoclusters are used in the reconstruction of jets, they are calibrated to either
the electromagnetic or hadronic scale response. The latter calibration accounts for the non-
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compensating calorimeter response (see section 2.2.3) as well as for signal losses due to the to-
pological clustering algorithm and energy deposited in inactive detector material. The EM cal-
ibration calibrates the calorimeter cells’ signal and its average expected noise to the response
from electrons. This means that the topocluster accurately reconstructs the energy deposits of
electrons and photons but it does not attempt to improve the non-compensating calorimeter
behaviour or above-mentioned signal losses. The topocluster mass is set to zero in both calib-
rations which means that E = p.
The hadronic calibration is called the local hadronic cell weighting (LCW) calibration since
it includes cell signal weighting. The first step of this calibration procedure is the classifica-
tion of topoclusters as HAD or EM in origin, since the calibrations and corrections applied are
dependent on the type of energy deposit. Hadronic showers tend to be less dense and pen-
etrate deeper into the calorimeter than electromagnetic showers. Therefore, the classification
of topoclusters is based on the energy of the cluster (signal energy density ρcell) and its posi-
tion (longitudinal depth λclus), as shown in figure 4.2. These two variables define a dynamic
scale from which the topoclusters get a specific calibration and correction, depending on the
probability that the topocluster was generated by an EM or HAD shower. The main difference
between the calibrations and corrections is that they are significantly smaller for the EM-like
topoclusters than for the HAD-like topoclusters.
Figure 4.2: The classification of topoclusters as hadronic or electromagnetic in origin based on the signal density
ρcell and longitudinal depth λclus [73].
Each topocluster should represent one incident particle, but if two or more particles were
produced very close together they might merge into one topocluster. In this case, we need
the tracking information from the ID to distinguish between the incident particles. Tracking
information can also be useful for rejecting pile-up jets, as will be described in section 4.3.
4.2 Jet algorithms
Once we have the energy constituents of our jets, the topoclusters, we need to define a recipe
that tells us which topocluster belongs to which jet. This recipe is called a jet algorithm and
there is no unique way to do this. The first ever jet algorithm was developed in the 70’s [74]
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and was a top-down cone algorithm. Drawing a cone around a collimated spray of particles is
an intuitive jet definition. However, these cone algorithms struggle with infrared and collinear
(IRC) safety. For an event to be IRC safe, the set of hard jets found in the event should stay the
samewhen a collinear splitting or a soft emission is added to the event. Collinear safety implies
that the jet boundary is not affected if a single particle is replaced by two collinear particles of
half the original energy. Infrared safety implies that the jet clustering is driven by the hardest
energy deposits and ignores the low energy coming from soft radiation of the initial parton.
In order to circumvent the IRC unsafety of cone algorithms, we now use sequential recom-
bination algorithms which have a bottom-up approach. These algorithms iteratively combine
the closest sets of particles, sometimes dependent on their transverse momentum. There are
three algorithms that are most widely used in hadron collider experiments. They can all be
defined according to the following equations:
di j =min(p2pT,i ,p
2p
T, j )
∆R2i j
R2
, (4.2)
∆R2i j = (yi − y j )2+ (φi −φ j )2, (4.3)
diB = p2pT,i . (4.4)
Equation 4.2 describes the distance parameter di j between two particles i and j in the event,
with equation 4.3 defining the R parameter (y is the rapidity and φ the azimuthal angle, see
section 2.2). The distance between the particle i and the hadron beam, diB , is described in
equation 4.4. The parameter p in both equations 4.2 and 4.4 determines which of the three jet
algorithms we are considering. Note that di j and diB are invariant under longitudinal boosts.
kT algorithm: The kT algorithm [75,76] clusters together close and low-momentum (soft)
particles first. For this algorithm, the pparametermentioned above is set to 1. For each pair
of particles i, j in an event, we compute the distance parameter as given by equation 4.2.
We then select the smallest value, dmin, of all di j and compute the particle-beam distance
for the particle i, as given by equation 4.4. If di j < diB , the algorithm recombines particles i
and j into a single new particle and starts the process again by redoing the computation of
all distance parameters andparticle-beamdistance as defined above. However, if diB < di j ,
the particle i is declared a final-state jet and removed from the list of particles, after which
the distances above are calculated again. This process is repeated until there are no more
particles left. The parameter R in equation 4.2 determines the size of the jet since diB will
be smaller than di j for any j if the particle i has no other particles close to it within the
distance R.
Anti-kT algorithm: The p parameter is set to -1 for this algorithm and the same procedure
is carried out as for the kT algorithm. This leads to the anti-kT algorithm [77] clustering
together close and high-momentum (hard) particles first. The jets grow outwards around
a centre of high-pT topoclusters which results in circular cone-shaped jets with size R.
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Cambridge/Aachen algorithm: Also called the C/A algorithm [78, 79], this jet definition
uses a distance measure only based on the geometrical scale and is thus independent of
the particles’ energy andmomentum. For this algorithm, we set the p parameter to 0 which
leads to a check at every step of the algorithm whether di j = ∆R2i j /R2 is larger or smaller
than 1. It thus starts by clustering together the pair of particles closest to each other into
one object, and repeats this process until all objects (the final-state jets) are separated by
∆Ri j >R, where R is the size of the jet.
The three jet algorithms each produce slightly different jets with different catchment areas
and boundaries, as shown in figure 4.3. The anti-kT algorithm is favoured because it produces
circular jets. The kT and C/A algorithms produce geometrically irregular jets which complic-
ates detector corrections and corrections fromnon-perturbative sources. This is due to the fact
that irregular jet boundaries mean that they can extent beyond a distance R from the jet mo-
mentum. This makes it difficult to define a detector region in which all jets are fully contained.
(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 4.3: A simulated event clustered with the three different sequential recombination jet algorithms, showing
the shape of the jet boundaries [77].
Besides the fact that the anti-kT algorithm produces circular jets, it has a range of other be-
nefits over the other recombination algorithms. The performance of the different jet algorithms
was tested in reference [80] where it was shown that the anti-kT algorithm exhibits the best jet
reconstruction efficiency, trigger matching performance, and stability under pile-up. It is also
one of the fastest algorithms and requires a lowmemory consumption. It is therefore the stand-
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ard algorithm used to define jets in ATLAS analyses.
As described above, all three jet algorithms are dependent on the parameterRwhichdefines
the size of the jet. In ATLAS, we usually define this R in terms of the pseudorapidity instead of
rapidity:
∆R =
√
∆η2+∆φ2, (4.5)
where η is the pseudorapidity defined in equation 2.3. In general, we distinguish between small
jets with a size of R = 0.2−0.4, and large jets with sizes of R ≥ 0.8. The small radii are used for
jets originating from quarks and gluons, whereas the larger radii are used for jets formed by the
hadronic decays of the W and Z bosons, the Higgs boson, and the top quark.
4.3 Small jets
Small jets are used to capture the energy deposits of individual quarks and gluons. They are
constructed with the FastJet package [81] with the standard size used in ATLAS of R = 0.4. We
distinguish between reconstructed (reco) jets, truth jets, and pile-up jets. The reco jets are
defined for both data and simulated MC events and are the ones used in ATLAS analyses. They
are built from topoclusters and tracks. Truth jets are formed from stable final-state particles
(typically τ ≥ 3×10−11 s) in MC simulated events. This truth information represents the pure
event before it interacts with the detector. The pile-up jets can be actual QCD jets originating
from a pile-up vertex, or local fluctuations caused by pile-up.
4.3.1 Jet calibration
The jets need to be calibrated in order to account for pile-up, non-compensating calorimeter
response, data/MC differences, and jet response dependence on several other variables. We
apply the jet energy scale (JES) calibration [82] to small jets in order to restore the energy scale
of reconstructed jets to the scale of simulated truth jets. The truth jets are defined as being
measured at the particle-level energy scale because they are required to originate from stable,
final-state particles (particles from pile-up are excluded). The JES calibration is derived from
simulation and in-situ corrections based on 13 TeV data and is undertaken in stages as pictured
in figure 4.4. A slightly different approach is taken for the calibration of large jets, which will be
discussed in section 4.4.3.
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Figure 4.4: Calibration chain for small jets.
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Origin correction
We start with a small jet built from topoclusters calibrated at either the EM or HAD scale as
discussed in section 4.1. The first jet calibration stage is the origin correction which makes
sure the jet direction is pointed to the hard scatter primary vertex instead of to the geometrical
detector centre. This stage improves the η resolution of jets (measured from the difference
between reco and truth jets) and does not affect the energy of the jet.
Pile-up correction
Next is the pile-up (see section 2.1.2) correction which corrects for the additional energy de-
posited within the jet radius due to pile-up. This additional energy is on average distributed
uniformly in η and φ , leading to a homogeneous background that can be subtracted from in-
dividual jets [83]. The reconstructed jet pT is corrected in two stages according to
pcorrT = precoT − (ρ× A)−α× (NPV−1)− (β×µ), (4.6)
where precoT is the original pT of the reconstructed jet before any corrections. The second term
in equation 4.6 subtracts the pile-up fraction of the jet pT on a per-event basis according to the
jet area (A) [84]. The jet’smedian transversemomentumdensity, ρ, is used to calculate the pile-
up fraction, as this is dependent on the number of reconstructed primary vertices, NPV, which
is sensitive to in-time pile-up. This correction is applied to the jet four-momentum and does
not affect its position in η,φ space. The third and fourth terms in equation 4.6 represent the
subtraction of the residual dependence onNPV and themeannumber of interactions per bunch
crossing, 〈µ〉 (sensitive to out-of-time pile-up). This dependence is calculated as the difference
between the pT of the reconstructed jet and that of the truth jet. The α and β coefficients are
calculated in bins of |η| froma logarithmic fit at ptruthT = 25GeVbecause pile-up ismost relevant
in this pT region. The final results of the two pile-up correction stages are shown in figure 4.5.
MC-based energy calibration
After the pile-up correction, an MC-based energy calibration corrects the four-momentum
of the jet to the particle-level energy scale. This correction is calculated from the difference
between the reconstructed- and truth-jet energy (the jets are matched geometrically within
∆R = 0.3). On top of this, a correction for the η direction of the jet is applied in specific detector
regions where a bias in η is observed. This bias usually occurs in jets that span across different
calorimeter regions with different geometry, technology, or granularity. This leads to a variety
in energy responses (E reco/E truth) between calorimeter regions which can cause artefacts in the
jet’s reconstructed energy.
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(a) In-time pile-up dependence (b) Out-of-time pile-up dependence
Figure 4.5: Dependence of jet pT on the event pile-up as a function of |η| for ptruthT = 25 GeV, shown before and after
the pile-up correction [82]. Figure (a) shows in-time pile-up dependence (NPV) and figure (b) shows out-
of-time pile-up dependence (〈µ〉).
Global sequential calibration
In order to remove the dependence of jet reconstruction on the jet energy distribution and
particle composition, the global sequential calibration (GSC) is applied to improve the JES res-
olution [85]. Thismethod reduces the sensitivity to differences in the quark-jet response versus
the gluon-jet response. Jets initiated by quarks typically contain hadrons with large fractions
of the jet pT that penetrate far into the detector, whereas jets initiated by gluons usually have a
wider transverse distribution of lower pT particles that do not penetrate as deeply. The calib-
ration corrects the jet response dependence on five observables:
1. Energy fraction of the jet in the first HAD calorimeter layer
2. Energy fraction of the jet in the last EM calorimeter layer
3. Number of tracks associated to the jet with pT > 1 GeV
4. Trackwidth: the average distance between the tracks associated to the jet and the jet axis,
weighted by the track pT
5. Number of muon track segments associated to the jet
A correction to the jet four-momentum is derived for each observable by inverting the re-
constructed jet response in simulated events. The corrections are derived as a function of the
transverse momentum of the truth jet and the jet’s |η| position. A normalisation factor is ap-
plied to each inversion such that the average energy at each stage remains constant. The cor-
rections to each observable are applied sequentially to the jet four-momentum in the order
presented above. Any correlations between the observables are neglected. After application of
the GSC, the dependence on the above variables is reduced to below 2% [82].
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In-situ energy calibration
The very last stage of the JES calibration involves residual in-situ energy corrections that ac-
count for data/MC differences in the jet response. It is applied only to data and corrects the
jet pT using other well-measured, calibrated reference objects which each focus on a different
pT region. The response of forward jets (0.8 < |η| < 4.5) is calibrated to that of well-measured
central jets (|η| < 0.8) using dijet events. The response of central jets is calibrated using Z boson
(20 < pT < 500 GeV), photon (36 < pT < 950 GeV), and multijet (300 < pT < 2000 GeV) events.
Final JES uncertainty
The full JES calibration yields 80 separate systematic uncertainties propagated from the indi-
vidual calibrations. 67 of these come from the final stage of in-situ calibrations and account for
assumptions made in event topology, MC simulation, MC sample statistics, and uncertainties
propagated from the energy scales of the electron, muon, and photon. The other 13 uncertain-
ties are derived from the other calibration steps. The full combination of all of the JES uncer-
tainties varies between ∼ 1% for a jet of 200 GeV and ∼ 4.5% for a jet of 20 GeV, as can be seen
in figure 4.6.
Figure 4.6: JES uncertainty as a function of the jet pT at η= 0 [82].
4.3.2 Jet cleaning
In order to identify jets arising from non-collision sources or detector noise, certain quality
criteria are imposed on the jets; this is referred to as jet cleaning [86]. Any event containing one
or more ‘bad’ jets is removed from physics analyses in ATLAS. The main sources of these bad
jets are beam induced background due to upstreamproton losses, cosmic rays, and calorimeter
noise. The jet cleaning procedure uses several jet quality variables to distinguish good jets from
fake (bad) jets. These variables are based on tracking information, energy ratios, and signal
pulse shapes in the LAr calorimeters. The latter type can discriminate fake jets coming from
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noise in the LAr calorimeters, whereas the other types of variables are effective at rejecting fake
jets fromall sources. The jet cleaning proposes two selections: a loose and a tight one. The loose
selection is used in most physics analyses and provides an efficiency of selecting jets from pp
collisions above 99.5%. The tight selection provides a higher fake jet rejection with a slightly
lower efficiency for good jets of 95%.
4.3.3 Rejecting pile-up jets
Pile-up jets need to be suppressed in order to correctly measure the hard scatter of interest.
The rejection of pile-up jets is partially taken care of by the pile-up correction stage of the JES
calibration described above, because this usually reduces the jet pT below the pT threshold
set for jet selection in physics analyses (typically 20–25 GeV). However, some pile-up jets still
remain and are rejected by use of the jet vertex tagger (JVT) discriminant [87, 88] after the JES
calibration. This method is applied to both MC and data events.
The JVT algorithmuses information related to the fraction of jet pT carried by the tracks ori-
ginating from the hard scatter and is constructed based on a k-nearest neighbour algorithm. It
specifically targets low-pT jets (pT < 60 GeV) in the central detector region (|η| < 2.4) which are
matched to tracks with pT > 0.4 GeV. QCD jets originating from a pile-up vertex are identified
by the number of tracks associated to the jet. Since the ID reconstructs tracks from in-time
events only, these QCD jets originating from pile-up will have little to no tracks associated to
them.
The pile-up jets originating from local fluctuations, also called stochastic jets, are a super-
position of particles from various pile-up vertices. These pile-up jets are distinguished from
jets originating from the primary vertex by checking the level of stochasticity of the jets. This
is measured by checking the different vertices that tracks matched to the jet come from. If the
jet’s tracks come frommany different vertices, it is likely to be a stochastic jet and is rejected.
The default JVT cut is 0.59; if jets score below this value they are rejected as pile-up and jets
scoring above this value are assumed to be from the hard scatter. This cut leads to a signal jet
selection efficiency of 90%which is stable within 1%when varyingNPV orµ [87,88]. Thismeans
that the performance of the final JVT discriminant is independent of the amount of pile-up.
4.3.4 Flavour tagging
Many physics analyses rely on techniques that identify the original parton type of a jet in an
event. This process is called tagging and, for small jets, one of the main tagging methods is the
identification of jets containing b-hadrons, also called b-tagging. Since the b-hadrons have a
relatively long lifetime (∼ 10−12 s), they travel a significant distance of a fewmm in the detector
before decaying. This produces a secondary vertex with high impact parameter tracks that can
be matched to jets, see figure 4.7. The impact parameter of a track is defined as the distance
of closest approach to their associated primary vertex. This information is then used to distin-
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guish these b-jets from jets with other flavours. As mentioned in section 2.2.2, the b-tagging
performance depends critically on the operation of the ATLAS tracker. The current b-tagging
algorithms rely on the new IBL detector layer installed in the 2013–2015 technical stop. The IBL
optimises tracking for high pile-up and high-pT environments.
Figure 4.7: Schematic of two light jets and a b-jet displayed with their tracks. The b-jet has a large flight path, Lxy ,
which allows for the reconstruction of a secondary vertex. The displaced tracks from the b-jet have a
large impact parameter, d0.
We use a multivariate algorithm called MV2c10 [89, 90] for our b-tagging. This algorithm
was trained on simulated t t¯ events containing at least one lepton and a 7% fraction of jets
containing c-hadrons (c-jets). The c-jets are a source of background for the b-jets since they
leave a similar signal in the detector with a secondary vertex, even though their lifetime and
thus traveled distance is shorter. The algorithm is designed to discriminate between b-jets,
c-jets, jets containing hadronically decaying τ-leptons (τ-jets), and jets originating from light
quarks (u, d, s) or gluons (light jets) [91].
The MV2c10 algorithm uses a BDT (see section 5.7.1 for more on BDTs) that combines 21
different variables that are sensitive to the flavour of the jet. The variable list is compiled from
a combination of three different basic b-tagging algorithms based on:
• The impact parameter (IP) [91]: This algorithm uses the IP of tracks which is defined as
the distance of closest approach of the track to the primary vertex. This IP is usually large
for tracks coming from b-hadron decays due to their long lifetime. The IP is assigned a
positive (negative) sign if the point of closest approach of the track to the primary vertex
is in front of (behind) the primary vertex with respect to the jet direction. A secondary
vertex behind the primary one usually indicates background events.
• The secondary vertex reconstruction [91]: This algorithm reconstructs a displaced sec-
ondary vertex inside the jet. The secondary vertex is required to have at least two tracks
associated to it and is rejected if it is likely originating from a long-lived particle decay,
photon conversion, or interactions with detectormaterial. The rate of reconstructed sec-
ondary vertices is significantly higher for b-jets than c-jets or light jets.
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• The decay chainmulti-vertex reconstruction [92]: This algorithm aims to reconstruct the
full primary vertex→ b-hadron→ c-hadron decay chain. It approximates the flight direc-
tion of the b-hadron and assumes that the primary vertex, the secondary vertex from the
b-hadron decay, and the tertiary vertex from the c-hadron decay all lie on this line. This
makes it possible to distinguish between the b-hadron decay vertex and the c-hadron
decay vertex and their associated tracks.
Figure 4.8: The MV2c10 BDT output score evaluated with simulated t t¯ events for b-jets (blue), c-jets (green), and
light jets (red) [90].
The final MV2c10 BDT output score is shown in figure 4.8 for b-jets, c-jets, and light jets.
Higher BDT values correspond to relatively more b-jets, whereas lower output values corres-
pond to relatively more c-jets and light jets. The algorithm is calibrated at four fixed WPs cor-
responding to a benchmark b-tagging efficiency and accompanying rejection factors for c, τ,
and light jets, as obtained from training on simulated t t¯ events. The b-tagging efficiency is
defined as ²b = N taggedb /N
true
b and the rejection factors are defined as the inverse of the effi-
ciency to pass the WP, i.e. Rc = 1/²c and Rlight = 1/²light. The WPs are defined by a single cut
value on the BDT algorithm output, see table 4.1. The BDT cut is fixed across the jet pT spec-
trum, with jets required to have pT > 20 GeV. The efficiency and rejection factors are optimal
for the medium jet pT range between 50–200 GeV which means that the flavour tagging does
not perform as well for jets with high transverse momentum [90].
WP BDT cut b-jet efficiency c-jet rejection light jet rejection τ-jet rejection
Very tight 0.9349 60% 34 1538 184
Tight 0.8244 70% 12 381 55
Medium 0.6459 77% 6 134 22
Loose 0.1758 85% 3.1 33 8.2
Table 4.1: Working points for the MV2c10 b-tagging algorithm and corresponding b-jet efficiency and other jet re-
jection rates. The values are obtained from the training on t t¯ events with the requirement that the jet pT
is above 20 GeV. The BDT cut values are fixed across the jet pT spectrum.
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4.4 Large jets and boosted objects
Large radii are used for jets formed by the hadronic decays of theW, Z, and Higgs bosons, and
the top quark. A rule of thumb for the decay of massive objects is that their decay products will
be produced collimated in a cone of R ≈ 2m/pT , where m is the mass and pT the transverse
momentumof the particle under consideration. Thismeans that increasing the pT of the object
decaying (also referred to as boosting the object) will decrease the size of the jet needed to fully
capture all of its decay products. For example, the decay of a Higgs boson of pT = 250 GeV can
be captured in a jet of radius R = 1.0, whereas a jet of R = 0.8 suffices for a Higgs boson with a
pT of 320 GeV.
4.4.1 Jet substructure
A large jet is built of several constituents; these are generally the topoclusters discussed in sec-
tion 4.1, but could also include ID tracks. These constituents can be distributed in the jet in
many different ways. This inner structure of the large jet is referred to as jet substructure (JSS)
and can help us to identify which particle the jet originated from. Using JSS information, we
can build variables useful in jet tagging. These JSS variables are always some function of:
• The number of jet constituents
• The energy of the jet constituents
• The angular separation between the jet constituents (∆R)
For example, looking at the location of high-pT (hard) constituents can show whether a jet is
more two-pronged (like a W boson decay) or more three-pronged (like a top quark decay). If
there is no clear concentration of hard substructure, the jet is more likely to have originated
from gluons and light quarks.
Jet mass
Perhaps the most intuitive and widely-used JSS variable is the jet mass. The jet mass is very
useful in jet tagging since it can be compared to the mass of the object we are aiming to tag.
The calorimeter jet mass is based on the jet constituent topoclusters by:
mcalo =
√√√√√∑
i∈J
Ei
2−
∑
i∈J
~pi
2, (4.7)
where J is the large jet made of constituents i with energy Ei andmomentum ~pi .
N-subjettiness
Asmentioned above, it is useful to look at the pronged structure of the large jet. The JSS variable
N-subjettiness [93, 94] precisely accomplishes this. The first step in calculating this variable is
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to cluster the large jet constituents into subjets with the kT algorithm and require that exactly
N candidate subjets are found (this is also called the exclusive kT algorithm). Even if the jet has
less than N subjets, this algorithm forces the jet to be divided into exactly N parts. For a large
jet with k constituents andN candidate subjets, theN-subjettiness variable is then defined as:
τN = 1
d0
∑
k
pT,k ·min
{
∆R1,k ,∆R2,k , ...,∆RN ,k
}
, (4.8)
where ∆R j ,k is the distance between a candidate subjet j and constituent k. The normalisation
factor d0 is defined as d0 =∑k pT,kR0 with R0 the size of the large jet that we started with.
The τN variable tells us howmuch a large jet can be regarded as a jet composed ofN subjets.
If τN is close to zero it means that most of the energy in the large jet is distributed along the kT
candidate subjet directions whichmeans it is likely to haveN or fewer subjets. If τN is closer to
one, a significant fraction of the large jet energy is misaligned with the candidate subjets and
the large jet is therefore more likely to have at least N +1 subjets.
In general, ratios of differentN-subjettiness variables are used to distinguish between large
jets originating from different hadronic decays and QCD jets. For example, in order to distin-
guish between aW jet and jets coming fromQCD, we use the ratio τ21 = τ2/τ1. W jets will have
a small τ2 and large τ1, but this behaviour can also be observed in QCD jets. However, those
QCD jets with larger τ1 also typically have larger values of τ2 because these are jets composed
of diffused wide angle radiation. Therefore, the τ21 ratio is the better discriminating variable.
kT splitting scales
Another important substructure variable that is used frequently is the kT splitting scale [95]
(see section 4.2 for the kT jet algorithm). If a jet was definedwith one of the other jet algorithms
(anti-kT or C/A), we first recluster the jet constituents with the kT algorithm. We use equation
4.2, with p = 1 to specify the kT algorithm, and take its square root which leads to the definition
of the kT splitting scale: √
di j =min
(
pT,i ,pT, j
)
× ∆Ri , j
R
. (4.9)
To specify the first splitting scale,
√
d12, the i, j are taken to be the two proto-jets combined
at the final step of the kT algorithm. These two proto-jets are the most widely separated and
highest pT jet constituents. Similarly, the second kT splitting scale,
√
d23, uses the two proto-
jets from the penultimate step of the kT clustering sequence. For a two-body heavy particle
decay, the expected value of
√
d12 is about half the mass of the particle since the final step
combines the two hardest proto-jets. Jets originating from gluons or light quarks have a sharp
peak at small
√
di j values with a quick drop-off. In this way, the kT splitting scales can be used
to distinguish heavy-particle decays from QCD splittings.
4.4.2 Boosted object tagging
The process of identifying from which particle a jet originated is referred to as jet tagging. A
form of jet tagging on small jets was described in section 4.3.4, but tagging methods are more
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commonly applied to large jets in order to identify the boosted objects that formed them. The
main focus of boosted object tagging in ATLAS is distinguishing jets coming from boosted top
quarks, W bosons, and Higgs bosons from jets coming from quarks and gluons. In the boos-
ted t t¯H(H→ bb¯) analysis, a form of top-tagging is studied which is based on the JSS variables
jet mass and N-subjettiness, as described above. The N-subjettiness ratio τ32 = τ3/τ2 is used
because it can distinguish large jets with a three-pronged structure, which is what we would
expect from a hadronically decaying top quark, from jets with a two-pronged structure, which
we expect from aW boson decay.
The top tagger [96] is tested for signal in Z ′ → t t¯ events and for background in multijet
events. The algorithm provides two WPs at 50% and 80% signal efficiency, which are the tight
and looseWPs, respectively. The cuts on the mass and the τ32 variable are optimised per large
jet pT bin. For the 50% WP, the upper allowed value of τ32 ranges from 0.75 at a jet pT of
200 GeV to 0.57 for pT ≥ 1600 GeV. At the 80% WP, this range is 0.85–0.7 for the same pT cuts.
As the jet pT increases, the decay products of the top get more collimated and are therefore
better contained inside the large jet. We thus expect a clearer three-pronged structure with
increasing pT which leads to lower values of τ32. The lower mass threshold for the 50% WP
varies from 85 GeV at a large jet pT of 200 GeV, to 140 GeV for pT ≥ 1600 GeV. For the 80% WP
these thresholds are decreased to 70 GeV and 135 GeV respectively. Again, this is because the
tops are not fully contained at the lower end of this pT spectrum andwewill therefore not catch
their full mass in one large jet.
4.4.3 Large jet calibration and grooming
The topoclusters used to construct large jets are calibrated at the hadronic scale using the LCW
scheme (see section 4.1). The large jets need to undergo a calibration procedure for the same
reasons as the small jets. The calibration chain for large jets is shown in figure 4.9.
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energy 
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Figure 4.9: Calibration chain for large jets.
Jet grooming
The first step in calibrating large jets is jet grooming which gets rid of soft and wide-angle ra-
diation. The grooming of jets reveals their pronged substructure and thereby improves the
resolution of JSS variables which are used in jet tagging. The jet grooming also decreases the
effects of pile-up and makes the jet calibration easier and more accurate. This is the reason
why large jets have a simpler calibration procedure than small jets.
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There are various ways to groom a jet; the standard used in ATLAS is jet trimming [97]. The
trimming procedure starts with the reclustering of the large jet constituents into subjets of size
Rsub with the kT algorithm. In order to get rid of soft radiation, we define a subjet pT threshold
relative to the total jet pT ( fcut). We remove all subjets with pT,i /p
jet
T < fcut and the constituents
making up the remaining subjets form the trimmed large jet. In ATLAS, the standard paramet-
ers chosen are Rsub = 0.2 and fcut = 5% which was determined to be the optimal configuration
in reference [98]. An illustration of the trimming procedure is shown in figure 4.10.
Figure 4.10: Illustration of the jet grooming technique known as trimming.
The trimming procedure can remove small parts of radiation from the hard scatter and
final-state radiation (FSR), but typically removes soft contributions frompile-up, UE,multi-parton
interactions (MPI), and initial-state radiation (ISR). The removed mass fraction is much larger
for jets originating from light quarks or gluons than for jets originating from boosted particles.
In this way, trimming makes it easier to distinguish between these types of jets.
MC-based calibration
The final step in the large jet calibration chain is based onMC studies. This step involves both a
jet energy scale (JES) calibration and a jet mass scale (JMS) calibration. The energy calibration
follows the same procedure as was described for the small jet calibration in section 4.3.1: the
four-momentum of the jet is corrected to the particle-level energy scale and the η direction of
the jet is corrected in detector regions where a bias in η is observed. The energy response is
defined as RE = 〈Ereco/Etruth〉, where Ereco is the energy of the uncalibrated reco jet, and Etruth
is the energy of the corresponding particle-level jet. The brackets denote that the response is
specified by the mean value of the response distribution. A correction factor is extracted from
this mean [99].
After the JES correction, the JMS correction is applied in the same way, using its own re-
sponse distribution Rm = 〈mreco/mtruth〉. The jet mass response is shown as a function of jet
η in figure 4.11 before (a) and after (b) the JMS calibration is applied (the JES calibration is
already applied in both cases). It is evident that the jet mass is very sensitive to soft, wide-angle
radiation and hence the mass calibration is very important. Without this calibration, the mass
of large jets in the central detector region can differ up to 20% from the particle-level true jet
mass, whereas this difference is even larger for the non-central jets.
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(a) Before JMS calibration (b) After JMS calibration
Figure 4.11: Jet mass response Rm = 〈mreco/mtruth〉 for ungroomed anti-kT jets with R = 1.0, shown before (a) and
after (b) the JMS calibration is applied [99].
4.4.4 Reclustered jets
In the boosted t t¯H analysis, discussed in chapter 5, we have traditionally used large jets built
directly from topoclusters calibrated at the hadronic scale, using the anti-kT algorithm and a
jet radius of R = 1.0. In order to remove soft and wide-angle radiation from these large jets, the
trimming procedure is applied with Rsub = 0.2 and fcut = 5%. The disadvantage of using these
trimmed large jets (also called standard large jets from now on) is that they bring a large extra
systematic uncertainty to the analysis. These uncertainties are large because they are calcu-
lated with the double r-track ratiomethod, as detailed in reference [100]. I have introduced an-
other method of defining large jets in the boosted t t¯H analysis: the reclustering method [101].
In this method, the topoclusters in each event are first clustered into small R = 0.4 anti-kT jets
and calibratedwith the full JES calibration as described in section 4.3.1. Afterwards, these small
jets are used as inputs to any sequential recombination scheme (such as anti-kT , kT , or Cam-
bridge/Aachen) in order to construct a large jet. An illustration of the reclustering method is
shown in figure 4.12.
Energy clusters Anti-𝑘"	jets 𝑅 = 0.4 Reclustered	jets 𝑅 = 1.0
Figure 4.12: Illustration of building large jets from smaller jets with the reclustering technique.
The anti-kT R = 0.4 jets that a reclustered jet is built from are called its subjets. They are
fully calibrated and the corrections, calibrations, and uncertainties directly propagate from the
small to the large jet. This leads to smaller systematic uncertainties than the trimmed jets and
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does not require calculating the specific large jet uncertainties and calibrations. A recent study
of in-situmeasurements [102] confirms that the data/MCdifferences observedwith reclustered
jets are indeed covered by simply propagating the uncertainties associated with their anti-kT
subjets. One other advantage of using reclustered jets is that we are free to choose any value
for the large jet radius, any jet clustering algorithm, and different jet grooming strategies, be-
cause we do not need an additional calibration besides the small jet JES calibration already
applied. For standard jets we can only use those parameters that have a full large jet calibration
available, which usually means using trimmed anti-kT R = 1.0 jets.
4.5 Reclustered jets studies for boosted t t¯H analysis
Several studies are carried out in order to understand the differences between the standard
trimmed jets and reclustered jets, and to assess the best reclustered jet configuration for the
t t¯H analysis. To this end, the large jets are studied in simulated events of both t t¯H and t t¯+≥ 1b
samples, since t t¯+≥ 1b is themost difficult background to distinguish from the signal (see sec-
tion 5.4.2). In this section, we compare the performance of reclustered jetswith that of standard
large jets and test the effects of applying the trimming technique on the reclustered jets. Stud-
ies are performed in order to choose the optimal jet algorithm and jet radius for the boosted
t t¯H analysis.
A loose event selection is applied in which we require events to have at least one lepton
(electron or muon) with pT > 20 GeV, and at least four small anti-kT R = 0.4 jets of which at
least two are b-tagged at the tight (70%) working point. All small jets are required to have a
transversemomentumof at least 25GeV after they are calibrated to the truth JES. This selection
is the standard baseline selection used to get a sample of mostly t t¯ and t t¯H(H→ bb¯) events. It
is chosen loose enough in order to have significant statistics for this study. No additional cuts
for a boosted selection are chosen here in order to have an unbiased study of a broad range of
events. All large jets are required to have a mass > 50 GeV, a transverse momentum between
200 and 1500 GeV, and |η| < 2. The reclustered jets are required to have at least two subjets and
the standard large jets are trimmed with Rsub = 0.2 and fcut = 5%.
4.5.1 Reclustered vs. trimmed jets
In order to use reclustered jets instead of trimmed jets in the boosted t t¯H analysis, studies are
performed to check the differences in performance and kinematics between these two types of
large jets. The results of the study comparing reclustered jets to trimmed jets are summarised
in figures 4.13 and 4.14. The ratio plots compare the t t¯H and t t¯+≥ 1b samples in order to
assess whether a good separation between signal and background can be accomplished. All the
plots consider the highest-pT large jet, also called the leading jet. In order to have a consistent
comparison, both the reclustered and trimmed jets use the anti-kT algorithm and have a jet
radius of R = 1.0. We can see that the large jet multiplicity 4.13(a), pT 4.13(b), and mass 4.13(c)
are very similar between the two types of jets. The distributions are almost equal in shape,
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Figure 4.13: Distributions of R = 1.0 large jet variables comparing standard trimmed jets with Rsub = 0.2 and fcut =
5% and reclustered jets using the anti-kT algorithm. The t t¯H signal events are shown in solid lines and
the t t¯+≥ 1b background events in dashed lines.
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Figure 4.14: Distributions of R = 1.0 large jet variables comparing standard trimmed jets with Rsub = 0.2 and fcut =
5% and reclustered jets using the anti-kT algorithm. The t t¯H signal events are shown in solid lines and
the t t¯+≥ 1b background events in dashed lines. The ∆R distances are measured with respect to the
truth level hadronic top quark, leptonic top quark, and Higgs boson.
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as are the separations between t t¯H and t t¯+≥ 1b events. We distinguish a clear peak in t t¯H
events compared to t t¯+≥ 1b events in the large jet mass around the Higgs mass of ∼ 125 GeV.
We also look at the matching of the large jets to truth particles in the event. Specifically, we
study the leptonic top, hadronic top, and the Higgs boson. The jet matching is checked using
the distance ∆R between the leading jet and the particle at MC truth level. In figure 4.14(a),
we see that the distance between the leading jet and the leptonic top is consistent between
the trimmed- and reclustered-jets. In 4.14(b), the distance between the leading jet and the
hadronic top is shown, where it is striking that in more than half of the events the leading
jet is matched to the truth hadronic top within ∆R < 0.5. The behaviour for trimmed and re-
clustered jets is quite similar, though the reclustered jets show a larger distinction between t t¯H
and t t¯+≥ 1b jets in the region 0.5<∆R < 3. The ratio plot for the∆R(leading ljet, Higgs) shown
in 4.14(c) is not filled since there are no truth Higgs bosons in the t t¯+≥ 1b sample. Again, the
behaviour is similar for trimmed and reclustered jets. From these studies we conclude that it
is safe to use reclustered jets in the t t¯H analysis and we do not expect significant differences
w.r.t. trimmed jets.
4.5.2 Trimming applied on reclustered jets
The effect of applying the trimming technique to the reclustered jets is studied; the results are
shown infigure 4.15. Four different levels of trimming are comparedwith fcut = 5%,10%,15%,20%,
and 0% to show the baseline without trimming. Instead of clustering the subjet topocluster
constituents into R = 0.2 kT jets (as done in section 4.4.3), we apply the trimming cut directly
to the anti-kT R = 0.4 subjets themselves; therefore Rsub = 0.4. In figure 4.15 we compare the
results of these different trimmings cuts for (a) the large jet multiplicity, (b) the subjet multipli-
city, (c) the transverse momentum, and (d) the mass of the leading reclustered jet. We do not
see any significant effect from applying trimming to the reclustered jets. This is due to the fact
that the reclustered jets have an inherent effective grooming since the small jets are required to
have pT > 25 GeV after application of the JES calibration. It is therefore decided not to use any
trimming on our reclustered jets in the t t¯H analysis.
4.5.3 Choosing a jet algorithm
Since we are free to choose the jet algorithm used to recluster our large jets from our small jets,
a comparison between the anti-kT , kT , and C/A algorithms is made. The results are shown
in figure 4.16 for (a) the large jet multiplicity, (b) the subjet multiplicity, (c) the transverse mo-
mentum, and (d) themass of the leading reclustered jet. Wemaintain the same distributions as
seen in the previous figures, and observe no significant differences between the three sequen-
tial recombination algorithms. For this reason, we choose to stick with the anti-kT algorithm
for our large reclustered jets.
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Figure 4.15: Distributions of reclustered R = 1.0 anti-kT jet variables with varying levels of trimming applied. The
trimming is directly applied to the anti-kT R = 0.4 subjets of the reclustered jets, therefore Rsub = 0.4.
4.5.4 Choosing a jet radius
As mentioned above, the reclustering method allows us to choose any large jet radius since we
do not need an extra large jet calibration. Since the decay products of a boosted object are
produced in a distance of R ≈ 2m/pT from each other, we expect that a larger jet radius can
capture objects that are less boosted, whereas highly boosted objects can be captured fully in
a smaller radius jet. In order to choose a suitable jet radius for the boosted t t¯H analysis, we
study six different values of R for reclustered anti-kT jets: 0.8, 1.0, 1.2, 1.4, 1.6, and 1.8.
Figure 4.17 shows comparisons for the six different jet radii of the large jet multiplicity
and the leading jet’s subjet multiplicity. The large jet multiplicity is shown in subfigure (a)
and shows that, for all jet radii, the t t¯H sample more frequently has two large jets than the
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Figure 4.16: Distributions of reclustered R = 1.0 jet variables comparing the three different jet algorithms.
t t¯+≥ 1b sample. This distinction can be beneficial in the design of a signal region for the boos-
ted t t¯H analysis since requiring at least two large jets can already cut away a part of the difficult
t t¯+≥ 1b background. In subfigure (b) we see that the number of subjets increases along with
an increase in jet radius, which is as expected. The distributions of the b-tagged subjet multi-
plicity (c) look very similar for all jet radii.
The leading jet kinematics are shown in figure 4.18. The transverse momentum of the jet in
subfigure (a) looks very similar for all jet radii. The leading large jet mass shown in (b) shows
clearly the shift towards higher masses when increasing the jet radius. This is expected since a
larger jet has a larger catchment area and thereforemore subjets, as illustrated in figure 4.17(b),
which contribute to a highermass. We see a peak around the Higgsmass (∼ 125 GeV) and a dip
around the top quark mass (∼ 173 GeV) in the ratio plot. These features are more pronounced
for the smaller radius jets than the larger ones. This is likely due to the fact that a too large jet
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Figure 4.17: Comparisons of six different jet radii for the distributions of the reclustered anti-kT jet multiplicity
(a), the leading reclustered jet subjet multiplicity (b), and the leading reclustered jet b-tagged subjet
multiplicity (c).
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Figure 4.18: Comparisons of six different jet radii for the distributions of the leading reclustered jet transverse mo-
mentum (a) and jet mass (b).
radius will capture more soft and wide-angle radiation which degrades the mass peak resolu-
tion.
Figure 4.19 shows the distance between the leading large jet and MC truth particles when
varying the jet radius. In figure (a), we see that the leading jet is often produced far away from
the truth leptonic top. It is produced back-to-back (∆R = pi) with the leptonic top jet slightly
less often in the t t¯H sample than in the t t¯+≥ 1b sample. It is expected that the leptonic top is
not the leading jet since there is always someMET from the neutrino in its decay. Subfigure (b)
shows that in 60−70% of the events the leading jet is matched to the truth hadronic top within
∆R < 0.5 and thus that the hadronic top is usually the hardest object in the event. The leading
jet is matched to the truth Higgs boson in about 30% of t t¯H events, as shown in (c). The ratio
plot in (c) is not filled since there are no truth Higgs bosons in the t t¯+≥ 1b sample. Overall, we
see very similar behaviour for all jet radii for these distance measurements.
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Figure 4.19: Distributions of the distance between the leading reclustered anti-kT jet and the truth leptonic top
quark (a), the truth hadronic top quark (b), and the truth Higgs boson (c). A comparison is made
between six different jet radii.
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In order to check what kind of object we are catching in our jets, the subjet multiplicity is
plotted against the large jet mass for t t¯H events in figure 4.20 and for t t¯+≥ 1b events in figure
4.21. We expect theHiggs jets to have two subjets (one for each of the b-quarks in its decay) and
a mass close to 125 GeV. The hadronic top is expected to have three subjets (one b-quark from
the first stage in its decay and two other quarks from the decay of the W boson) and a mass
close to 173 GeV. The figures compare anti-kT reclustered jets with a pT cut of 200, 250, and
300 GeV and a jet radius of R=1.0, 1.2, and 1.4. These values for R are chosen from figure 4.18(b)
which shows that the difference between the t t¯H and t t¯+≥ 1b samples in the leading jet mass
is larger for smaller jet radii which is beneficial for our signal-to-background separation. A
radius of 0.8 is excluded because this shows a clear jet mass peak around 80 GeV which means
that we are picking up only part of the top decay corresponding to theW boson.
For both the t t¯H and t t¯+≥ 1b samples we see the trend that larger jet radii lead to a larger
jet mass and a higher multiplicity of subjets. Increasing the pT cut on the leading jet removes
some events from the sample which leads to an overall lower density in the plots on the second
and third rows. However, we can see that the increase in pT leads to a higher fraction of jetswith
a larger mass and more subjets. In both samples, the leading large jet looks more often like a
Higgs jet for jets with R = 1.0 or R = 1.2 and a transverse momentum above 200 or 250 GeV.
The leading jet looks more often like a top jet for jets with R = 1.2 or R = 1.4 and pT > 250 or
pT > 300 GeV.
Since we conclude from figure 4.18(b) that the difference between the t t¯H and t t¯+≥ 1b
samples in the leading jet mass is larger for smaller jet radii, we would like to pick a jet radius
that is not too large. Together with the information from figures 4.20 and 4.21, a large jet radius
of 1.0 is chosen as our standard for the boosted t t¯H analysis. This radius allows us to capture
bothHiggs and top jets in our signal sample, as concluded from subfigures 4.20 (a), (d), and (g).
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Figure 4.20: Distributions of the subjet multiplicity plotted against the large jet mass for t t¯H events, using anti-kT
reclustered jets. No trimming is applied on the jets. The first row has a pT cut applied to the large jet
of 200 GeV, the second row of 250 GeV, and the third of 300 GeV. The first column shows reclustered jets
with a radius of R = 1.0, the second of R = 1.2 and the third of R = 1.4.
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Figure 4.21: Distributions of the subjet multiplicity plotted against the large jet mass for t t¯+≥ 1b events, using
anti-kT reclustered jets. No trimming is applied on the jets. The first row has a pT cut applied to
the large jet of 200 GeV, the second row of 250 GeV, and the third of 300 GeV. The first column shows
reclustered jets with a radius of R = 1.0, the second of R = 1.2 and the third of R = 1.4.
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5THE t t¯H(H→ bb¯) ANALYSISSTRATEGY
This chapter describes the analysis searching for t t¯H(H→ bb¯) in ATLAS. The techniques and
strategies here are published in reference [103] and are based on the full 2015–2016 dataset
from ATLAS at
p
s = 13 TeV which amounts to an integrated luminosity of 36.1 fb−1. This
search builds on previous searches for the same process performed with ATLAS data recorded
at
p
s = 7 TeV [24] and 8 TeV [25,26].
The full analysis strategy is describedwith focus given to the boosted single-lepton channel.
The event selection in the analysis is based on the number of (large) jets and the number of
b-tagged jets at various working points. The selection is designed to select t t¯H events where
theHiggs decays to two bottomquarks, but all Higgs decaymodes selected are treated as signal.
The analysis uses multivariate analysis (MVA) techniques in order to distinguish signal events
from background events.
5.1 Motivation
All current Higgsmeasurements performed at the LHC have been consistent with the SM [104].
One interesting place to look for new physics is in the top quark Yukawa coupling strength. As
described in section 1.2, the Yukawa couplings are proportional to the mass of the fermion.
Since the top quark is the heaviest particle in the SM, we expect its coupling to the Higgs to be
the largest of all the fermions; it is therefore an ideal candidate to show signs of new physics.
The t t¯H process gives a unique direct probe of this Yukawa coupling. The search is designed
for the H → bb¯ decay channel since it has the largest branching ratio (BR) in the SM of ∼ 58%
for a Higgs mass of 125 GeV.
At the current centre-of-mass energy of 13 TeV, Higgs bosons can be produced at transverse
momenta well above their rest mass, which means that they can be probed in the boosted re-
gime. This region of phase space will become more and more important as the energy of col-
lisions increases further in Run III of the LHC and at the High Luminosity LHC (HL-LHC). It
is therefore important to study the techniques and sensitivities of the boosted t t¯H channel
at this stage, in order to be ready for the future dataset with a larger contribution of boos-
ted t t¯H events. Once the channel acquires enough statistics, it can be used for a differential
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cross-section measurement in the high-pT Higgs phase space. The boosted t t¯H channel also
provides a good testing ground for studying interesting and innovative boosted techniques for
both the Higgs boson and the top quark.
Besides it being an interesting channel to study for the above reasons, the boosted channel
can potentially improve the sensitivity of the inclusive t t¯H(H→ bb¯) analysis. The final state
of this process is composed of many jets stemming from the Higgs boson and top quark decay
products, as well as from additional radiation. Many combinations of these jets are possible
when reconstructing theHiggs boson and top quark candidates. The boosted regime combines
several of the final state jets into large jets and therefore has the advantage of a simplified com-
binatorial background compared to the resolved regime. This can help to increase the purity of
signal regions and thereby improve the sensitivity of the analysis.
5.2 Analysis overview
The t t¯H(H→ bb¯) search in ATLAS is split into two channels: the semileptonic channel inwhich
one of the tops in the t t¯ systemdecays leptonically and the other hadronically, and the dilepton
channel in which both of the tops decay leptonically. Examples of the tree-level Feynman dia-
grams for these processes are shown in figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: Tree-level Feynman diagrams for the production of the Higgs boson in association with a top quark pair
and subsequent decay of the Higgs boson to a bottom quark pair. The single-lepton decay of the t t¯
system is shown in (a) and the dileptonic decay in (b).
Depending on the transverse momenta of the objects in the t t¯H process, events can be
further classified into the resolved and boosted phase space regions. The resolved events are so
named because we can resolve all small jets individually since the events contain low-pT ob-
jects. The boosted events contain a boosted Higgs boson and hadronically decaying top quark,
which have collimated decay products produced too close together to individually resolve with
small jets. For these boosted objects we make use of large jets to capture their decays. The
dilepton channel in this analysis has a resolved phase space only, whereas the semileptonic
channel has both a resolved and a boosted contribution. The boosted dileptonic cross-section
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is too small to analyse with the current dataset but this channel could be added in the future.
The boosted semileptonic category was added for the first time in this round of the analysis.
To obtain the final analysis results, all regions from the dilepton resolved, semilepton re-
solved, and semilepton boosted categories are combined. These regions include signal and
control regions which are defined according to the number of leptons, (large) jets, and b-jets
in the events. The analysis is optimised by using multivariate techniques to distinguish signal
from background events. An overview of the full analysis strategy is shown in figure 5.2 and
each step is explained in detail in the following sections.
Region 
definitionsttH (H→bb) Full combined results
Single  
lepton
Dilepton
Boosted
Resolved
Analysis 
optimisation
Figure 5.2: Overview of the t t¯H(H→ bb¯) analysis strategy.
5.3 Objects and event selection
The analysis makes use of jets and leptons in order to select the events of interest. We also rely
heavily on the b-tagging of jets for our region definitions. The basic requirements for recon-
structing leptons and jets in the analysis are summarised here together with the requirements
for our event selection.
5.3.1 Data and triggering
The analysis uses 36.1 fb−1 of pp collision data at a centre-of-mass energy of
p
s = 13 TeV taken
with theATLASdetector in 2015 (3.2±0.1 fb−1) and 2016 (32.9±0.7 fb−1). Weonly use events that
have at least one vertex associated with two ormore tracks with pT > 0.4 GeV. The level of pile-
up in this dataset ranges from8 to 45 interactions per bunch crossing (see figure 2.3). In order to
separate the hard scatter vertex of interest from pile-up vertices, we label the primary vertex as
the onewith the largest sumof the squares of the transversemomenta of associated tracks. The
events selected for this analysis are recorded using single-lepton triggers with requirements as
shown in table 5.1. The lepton identification criteria and isolation requirements are detailed in
reference [68] for electrons and in reference [70] formuons. The identification requirements are
defined at three operating points: loose, medium, and tight. A fourth operating point named
gradient exists for the isolation requirements; this working point becomes more stringent as
the lepton pT decreases.
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Object pT threshold [GeV] Identification criterion Isolation requirement
Electrons
24 (26) Medium (Tight) Gradient
60 Medium None
120 (140) Loose None
Muons
20 (26) Loose (Medium) Loose (Gradient)
50 None None
Table 5.1: Single-lepton triggers used for the analysis. The parameters are given for 2015 data and, if different, for
2016 data in brackets.
5.3.2 Leptons
As explained in section 3.2, the reconstruction of leptons relies on ID tracking and additionally
the EMcalorimeter for electrons, themuon spectrometer formuons, andboth the EMandHAD
calorimeter systems for taus. For an object to be reconstructed as a lepton, all lepton tracks
must match themain primary vertex of the event. The full lepton reconstruction requirements
are shown in table 5.2. The isolation requirements are set to reduce the contribution of non-
prompt leptons coming from hadronic decays. The identification criteria for electrons, muons,
and taus are described in references [68], [70], and [71] respectively. Any electron candidates in
the calorimeter crack region (1.375 ≤ |η| < 1.52) between the barrel and end-cap are excluded
because a proper energy measurement is not possible there.
Lepton Subdetectors used pT cut |η| cut
Identification Isolation
criterion requirement
Electron
EM calorimeter energy
10 GeV < 2.47 Loose Loose
deposits matched to ID tracks
Muon
(Partial) muon spectrometer
10 GeV < 2.50 None Loose
tracks matched to ID tracks
Tau
Full calorimeter energy
25 GeV < 2.50 Medium None
deposits matched to ID tracks
Table 5.2: The requirements for the reconstruction of leptons in the analysis. In addition to these requirements, all
lepton tracks must match the main primary vertex of the event.
5.3.3 Jets
The t t¯H(H→ bb¯) analysis uses both small and large jets, as defined in sections 4.3 and 4.4,
which are implemented in the FastJet package [81]. The small jets are constructed from topo-
clusters calibrated to the EM scale and clustered with the anti-kT algorithm (see section 4.2)
with a radius parameter of R = 0.4. They are calibrated to the jet energy scale as described in
section 4.3.1. After the calibration, the jets are required to have pT > 25 GeV and |η| < 2.5.
The JVT discriminant (see section 4.3.3) of all jets is required to be > 0.59 in order to reject jets
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originating frompile-up. All jets need to pass the loose jet cleaning selection (see section 4.3.2).
Jets are tagged as containing b-hadrons by use of the MV2c10 algorithm discussed in sec-
tion 4.3.4. The MV2c10 BDT output is used as a binned discriminant for all jets. We define five
bins corresponding to the four WPs (see table 4.1) and an extra bin for jets that fail the loose
WP. The MV2c10 value is checked for each jet, and the jet is assigned an integer value accord-
ing to the WP that it passes. If a jet passes the very tight WP, it is assigned a b-tagging score of
4, whereas it is assigned a 0 if it fails the loose WP. This binned b-tagging method is referred to
as pseudo-continuous b-tagging and is detailed in table 5.3.
WP b-jet efficiency
Pseudo-continuous
b-tagging score
Very tight 60% 4
Tight 70% 3
Medium 77% 2
Loose 85% 1
None n.a. 0
Table 5.3: The definition of the pseudo-continuous b-tagging method used in the analysis.
We will discuss both trimmed and reclustered large jets, as described in section 4.4. The
large jets have a radius parameter of R = 1.0 as decided upon by the studies shown in sec-
tion 4.5. The topoclusters used for the standard large jets are calibrated with the LCW hadronic
calibration (see section 4.1). Since reclustered large jets are built from the small jets, they in-
directly consist of topoclusters at the EM scale. All large jets are required to have a jet mass of
at least 50 GeV, a pT between 200 and 1500 GeV, and |η| < 2. The reclustered jets are required to
have at least two subjets and the standard jets are trimmed with Rsub = 0.2 and fcut = 5%.
5.3.4 Overlap removal
Since both leptons and jets are constructed from calorimeter energy deposits, an overlap re-
moval procedure is applied to avoid double counting of these deposits. The six steps involved
in this procedure are carried out in the following order:
1. Removemuons if they are within∆R < 0.4 from the nearest jet with≥ 3 associated tracks.
2. Remove closest jet to a muon within ∆R < 0.4 if the jet has < 3 associated tracks.
3. Remove the closest jet within ∆R < 0.2 from the electron.
4. Remove electrons if, after step 3, there is a jet within ∆R < 0.4 of the electron.
5. Remove large jets that overlap with the primary electron in the event.
6. Remove a τ candidate if it is within ∆R < 0.2 of an electron or muon.
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5.3.5 Event selection
In the semilepton channel, eventsmust contain exactly one reconstructed leptonwith pT > 27GeV
and no other leptons that pass the requirements as specified in table 5.2. The selected lepton
should be within ∆R < 0.1 of a lepton with the same flavour reconstructed by the trigger al-
gorithm. Events in the dilepton channel are required to have exactly two reconstructed leptons
of opposite electric charge, the leading of which needs to have pT > 27 GeV and the sublead-
ing a pT of at least 15 GeV in the ee channel or 10 GeV in the eµ and µµ channels. In addi-
tion to these pT requirements, all selected electrons need to pass the tight identification cri-
terion [68], and the selected muons the medium criterion [70]. All selected leptons need to
satisfy the gradient isolation requirement.
In order to remove any overlap with other t t¯H searches [105], events are vetoed if they
contain one ormore τ lepton candidates in the dilepton channel and two ormore τ candidates
in the singe-lepton channel. The τ leptons are required to have pT > 25 GeV, |η| < 2.5 and
pass themedium τ identification criterion [71]. Events are also vetoed if they have at least one
fake jet identified in the jet cleaning procedure described in section 4.3.2.
5.4 Signal and backgroundmodelling
The nominal MC samples for the t t¯H(H→ bb¯) analysis are all generated with the fullsim pro-
cedure (see section 3.1.2) to achieve the best precision of data modelling. The fastsim is used
for some of the alternative samples which are used for the systematic uncertainties (see sec-
tion 7.3). An overview of the event generators used for the t t¯H signal process and its main
background, t t¯+jets, is shown in table 5.4. Pile-up effects are simulated by overlaying inelastic
collisions generated with PYTHIA8.186 [51] onto the hard scatter events. The generation of the
samples for this analysis will be discussed in more detail in this section.
An overview of the cross-sectionmeasurements carried out by ATLAS of the t t¯H signal and
several of the background processes is shown in figure 5.3. The t t¯H signal has a very small
cross-section of 0.507+35−50 pb compared to the background processes; the main background in
the analysis is t t¯+jets which has a cross-section of 832+46−51 pb. This is one of themain challenges
of the analysis.
5.4.1 t t¯H signal
TheME of the t t¯H signal is modelled using MADGRAPH5_aMC@NLO (MG5_aMC@NLO) [43]
version 2.3.2 which provides NLO accuracy. The NNPDF3.0NLO parton distribution function
[39] is used. The ME calculation is interfaced to PYTHIA8.2 [51] for the parton shower and
hadronisation model, using the A14 ATLAS tune to data [107]. The Higgs boson mass is fixed
to 125 GeV and all Higgs boson decay modes are considered using the latest branching ratio
calculations from reference [108].
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Process Event generator Usage Details
t t¯H MG5 + PYTHIA8 Nominal sample
t t¯H MG5 + HERWIG++ Evaluate uncertainty on
choice of PS and hadron-
isation model
t t¯+jets POWHEG+ PYTHIA8 Nominal sample t t¯+≥ 1b component re-
weighted to SHERPA4F
sample
t t¯+jets POWHEG+ PYTHIA8 Additional statistics for
boosted analysis
Filtered sample for
high-pT phase space
t t¯+jets POWHEG+ PYTHIA8 Evaluate uncertainty on
radiation model
t t¯+≥ 1b component re-
weighted to SHERPA4F
sample and variations on
µR , µF , hdamp and A14
Var3c parameters
t t¯+jets SHERPA5F Evaluate uncertainty on
choice of ME calculation
t t¯+≥ 1b component re-
weighted to SHERPA4F
sample
t t¯+jets POWHEG+ HERWIG7 Evaluate uncertainty on
choice of PS and hadron-
isation model
t t¯+≥ 1b component re-
weighted to SHERPA4F
sample
t t¯+≥ 1b SHERPA4F Evaluate uncertainty of
4FS vs. 5FS generator
t t¯+≥ 1b component re-
weighted to SHERPA4F
sample
t t¯+≥ 1c MG5 + HERWIG++ Evaluate uncertainty of
3FS vs. 5FS generator
Table 5.4: Summary of the event generators used for the t t¯H signal and the main background t t¯+ jets. For each
of the alternative generators used for t t¯+ jets, the fractions of t t¯+≥ 1b, t t¯+≥ 1c, and t t¯+ light are re-
weighted to the nominal POWHEG+ PYTHIA8 sample. MG5 stands for the MADGRAPH5_aMC@NLO gen-
erator and FS refers to the flavour scheme used in the generator, as discussed in section 3.1.1.
5.4.2 t t¯+jets background
The background to the t t¯H process is dominated by t t¯+jets events. In the boosted single-
lepton signal region, the fraction of background events coming from this process is 84% in sim-
ulated events. The top quark mass in the t t¯ samples is set to 172.5 GeV. TheME of the nominal
sample for this background is generated using POWHEG-BOX v2 [44, 45] with NLO accuracy,
using the NNPDF3.0NLO PDF set. The hdamp parameter was set to 1.5 times the top quark
mass as was optimised in reference [109]. This parameter sets an upper bound on the pT of
the first additional radiation to the t t¯ system and controls thematrix element to parton shower
matching in POWHEG. The parton shower and hadronisation is modelled with PYTHIA8.2 with
the A14 tuning. The t t¯ sample is normalised to the predicted cross-section calculated with the
Top++2.0 program [110] at NNLO accuracy and next-to-next-to-leading logarithmic (NNLL)
resummation of soft gluon terms: 832+46−51 pb [20–23].
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Figure 5.3: Summary of several SM total and fiducial production cross-sectionmeasurementsmade by ATLAS [106].
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p
s = 13 TeV are highlighted with the red boxes.
Flavour classification
The t t¯+jets background is divided into three categories according to the flavour of jets not ori-
ginating from the decay of the t t¯ system (also called additional jets) in the event, similar to the
procedure carried out in [25]. The anti-kT jets with R = 0.4 are flavour-labelled at MC truth
level according to the number of b- or c-hadrons within ∆R < 0.4 of the jet axis. All truth jets
are required to have pT > 15 GeV and |η| < 2.5. A jet is labelled as b-jet if it is matched to exactly
one b-hadron (with pT > 5 GeV) and as B-jet if it is matched to two or more b-hadrons. In the
same way we define c-jets and C-jets. An event that has at least one b-jet or B-jet is labelled as
t t¯+≥ 1b. Any events that are not already categorised as t t¯+≥ 1b and contain at least one c-jet
or C-jet are labelled t t¯+≥ 1c. In this classification, we only consider jets that do not originate
from top quark orW boson decays. The t t¯+≥ 1b and t t¯+≥ 1c events are jointly referred to as
t t¯+ heavy flavour (HF). The remaining events that do not contain any HF jets are labelled as
t t¯+ light.
The t t¯+≥ 1b contribution is of particular importance because it represents the largest frac-
tion of our total background. This contribution is subject to an even finer categorisation for the
purpose of comparisons to other t t¯+jets event generators, to assign correction factors, and to
estimate uncertainties. Events are labelled t t¯ +b if they contain exactly one single truth b-jet
and as t t¯ + bb¯ if they contain exactly two truth b-jets. The events labelled as t t¯ +B contain
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exactly one B-jet and the rest is labelled as t t¯+ ≥ 3b. A fifth subcategory, t t¯ +b (MPI/FSR), is
defined for any events with additional b-jets originating fromMPI or FSR.
In order to improve the t t¯+≥ 1bmodellingwe reweight the relative contributions of each of
the t t¯+≥ 1b subcategories from POWHEG+PYTHIA8 to the SHERPA+OPENLOOPS [46,49] predic-
tion. This SHERPA+OPENLOOPS sample is a state-of-the-art dedicatedNLO t t¯+≥ 1b sample in-
cluding parton showering andhadronisationwithmassive b-quarks [111] (this is the 4F scheme,
see section 3.1.1). Since this is the most precise MC prediction for the t t¯+≥ 1b process avail-
able at present, it is expected to give a more accurate t t¯+≥ 1b modelling than our nominal
POWHEG+PYTHIA8 sample. At present, we cannot use the SHERPA+OPENLOOPS sample directly
as our nominal t t¯+≥ 1b sample because event generation takes too long and there exists no
clear prescription on how to combine the dedicated t t¯+≥ 1b sample with the inclusive t t¯+jets
samples and remove the overlap between them.
The SHERPA+OPENLOOPS sample uses the CT10 4F scheme PDF set [41, 42] which im-
plements massive b-quarks. The nominal POWHEG+PYTHIA8 sample is calculated in the 5F
scheme inwhich the b-quarks are treated the same as othermassless partons. In the 5F scheme,
the b-quarks are included in the initial state, whereas the 4F scheme includes them in the fi-
nal state. The SHERPA+OPENLOOPS sample using the 4F scheme will be called SHERPA4F from
here onward. A comparison of the predicted fractions of the t t¯+≥ 1b subcategories between
the two generators is shown in figure 5.4. The t t¯ +b (MPI/FSR) subcategory is not present in
the SHERPA4F sample and these events are thus not reweighted.
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Figure 5.4: Comparison of the POWHEG+PYTHIA8 to SHERPA4F prediction of relative fractions of t t¯+b, t t¯+bb¯, t t¯+B ,
and t t¯+≥ 3b subcategories [103]. The uncertainty bands on the SHERPA4F prediction consist of several
sources which are detailed in section 7.3.2.
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Boosted filtered samples
In addition to the nominal t t¯ samples, we use two t t¯ samples that are filtered in order to select
events within the boosted phase space. This ensures a good statistical coverage in the high-pT
region that we probe. There is a c-filtered sample which contains at least one additional jet
initiated by a c-quark, and a b-filtered sample with at least one additional b-quark initiated
jet. The event selection in both samples requires the hadronic top quark to have pT > 200 GeV
and/or the t t¯ system to have pT > 150 GeV. The extra boosted filtered samples are only used in
the BDT training for the boosted signal region (SR) (see section 5.7) and are not included in any
of the subsequent fitting procedures and results.
The boosted filtered samples are combined with the nominal t t¯ samples and the overlap
between them is removed. The nominal t t¯ samples used in the analysis represent 151 fb−1 and
442 fb−1 for the inclusive and b-filtered samples, respectively. The boosted filtered samples
represent 6218 fb−1 for the b-filtered sample and 1281 fb−1 for the c-filtered sample. A com-
parison between the t t¯ event yields for the nominal samples and when including the boosted
filtered samples is shown in table 5.5. A large statistical enhancement is seen for the t t¯+≥ 1b
and t t¯+≥ 1c contributions. Figure 5.5 shows the truth pT distributions of the t t¯ system and
the hadronic top quark with the nominal and boosted filtered samples compared. The dis-
tributions are very similar and the uncertainties at high pT are reduced when including the
boosted filtered samples.
Sample
Nominal Including filtered samples
Raw Weighted Raw Weighted Change in stats
t t¯+≥ 1b 1971 219±6 19780 206±4 ×10
t t¯+≥ 1c 438 149±9 2622 144±6 ×6
t t¯+ light 280 119±10 661 118±9 ×2
Table 5.5: The yields for the three different t t¯ contributions with the nominal t t¯ samples (left) and when including
the boosted filtered t t¯ samples (right).
5.4.3 Other real backgrounds
On top of the t t¯+jets background, the t t¯H(H→ bb¯) signal region has a small component of t t¯V
(t t¯W and t t¯Z) backgrounds (2% in the boosted signal region) and a few non-t t¯ backgrounds
(14% in the boosted signal region). We include the small contribution from Higgs boson pro-
duction in association with a single top quark as background. Samples of single top quarks
produced with a W boson and a Higgs, tWH, and with additional jets, tHqb, are considered.
The other Higgs production modes were found to be negligible and are not included.
• t t¯W and t t¯Z :Matrix elementMG5_aMC@NLO interfaced to PYTHIA8.2with theNNPDF3.0NLO
PDF set and A14 tuning for parton shower and hadronisation.
• Wt and s-channel single top quark: Matrix element POWHEG-BOX v1 at NLO accuracy
using the CT10 PDF set interfaced to PYTHIA6.4 [50] with the Perugia 2012 tuning [112].
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Figure 5.5: The truth pT distributions of the hadronic top quark (left column) and t t¯ system (right column) in the
boosted SR. A comparison is made between the nominal t t¯ MC samples (orange) and the full sample
collection including boosted filtered samples (blue). The top row shows t t¯+≥ 1b events, themiddle row
shows t t¯+≥ 1c, and the bottom row shows t t¯+ light.
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• t-channel single top quark: Matrix element POWHEG-BOX v1 at NLO accuracy using four-
flavour PDF set CT10 4F which accounts for massive b-quarks. The parton shower and
hadronisation are simulated with PYTHIA6.4 using the Perugia 2012 tuning.
• W+jets, Z+jets, and diboson+jets: SHERPA 2.2.1 for matrix element and parton shower.
The NNPDF3.0NLO PDF set is used in combination with a dedicated parton shower tun-
ing. The Z+heavy flavour jets contribution is scaled up by a factor 1.3 which is extracted
from dedicated control regions in data.
• t t¯WW, tZW, and 4-top: MG5_aMC@NLO interfaced to PYTHIA8 with the A14 tune and
NNPDF3.0NLO PDF set.
• tZ : MG5_aMC@NLO interfaced to PYTHIA6 with the Perugia 2012 tune.
• tWH : Matrix element MG5_aMC@NLO interfaced to HERWIG++ [53] with the CTEQ6L1
PDF set [40].
• tHjb: Matrix element MG5_aMC@NLO at LO accuracy, interfaced to PYTHIA8 using the
CT10 4F PDF set.
5.4.4 Fake lepton backgrounds
An additional category of background events is considered which constitutes about 4% of the
total background in the boosted signal region; the fakes. These are jets or photonsmisidentified
as a lepton, or non-prompt leptons originating from the decays of long-lived particles. The
main source of fake electrons is caused by jets with large deposits in the EM calorimeter and
fake muons mostly originate from in-flight hadron decays. In the single-lepton channel, fakes
originate mostly from QCD multijet events, whereas the fakes in the dilepton channel come
from other sources such as t t¯ single-lepton. Because the QCD multijet processes are hard to
model theoretically, we use recorded data to estimate their contributions in the single-lepton
channel, instead of simulated MC events as for the other backgrounds.
We use thematrixmethodwhich calculates an event weight to be applied to data in order to
model the fake contribution [113]. A control region is selected and the efficiencies of fakes and
real leptons passing the loose and tight lepton identification requirements is measured. Events
passing the tight lepton requirement are a subset of the events passing the loose requirement.
We can write the total number of events passing the loose selection as
N loose = N looser +N loosef , (5.1)
where Nr refers to events with a real lepton and N f to events with a fake lepton. The total
number of events passing the tight selection can then be written as
N tight = N tightr +N tightf = ²rN looser +² f N loosef , (5.2)
where ²r (² f ) is the fraction of events in the loose selection containing a real (fake) leptonwhich
also passes the tight selection requirement. We can combine these two expressions to get the
number of events passing the tight selection and containing a fake lepton as
N tightf =
² f
²r −² f
(
²rN
loose−N tight
)
. (5.3)
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The efficiencies ²r and ² f are measured in control regions enriched in real leptons and fake
leptons, respectively. They are expected to be dependent on kinematic variables characterising
the events in these regions and are therefore parametrised as a function of different sets of
variables for the resolved and boosted analyses. The event weightwi applied to data is given as
a function of the event kinematics ki by
wi =
² f (ki )
²r (ki )−² f (ki )
(
²r (ki )−δi
)
, (5.4)
where δi is one for events passing both the tight and loose requirements, and zero for events
passing only the loose requirement. The final fakes background estimation is given by the sum
of wi over all events.
The fakes in the dilepton channel are estimated by simulated MC samples which do not
contain two opposite-sign leptons. In order to improve the prediction, the background is nor-
malised to data in a control region with two same-sign leptons.
5.5 Boosted signal region optimisation
The boosted category is combined with the resolved single-lepton and dilepton channels in
the final results. The boosted regime accesses different kinematics than the resolved channel
which gives us access to a different phase space where we can use innovative and interest-
ing techniques. The addition of a boosted channel can also improve the sensitivity of the full
analysis because it accesses extra information and has a simplified combinatorial background
due to multiple decay products being caught in one large jet. Since this is the first time that a
boosted region is included in the t t¯H(H→ bb¯) analysis, the event selection was designed from
scratch. In the designing of our signal region, we have followed the process as depicted in figure
5.6.
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Figure 5.6: Overview of the boosted t t¯H analysis strategy.
Wehave explored several options andmethods in the boosted channel to optimise the ana-
lysis. Every option was put to the test by making a comparison between the combined final
results where we include the boosted signal region, and the final results using only the resolved
regions. We aim for an improvement of the analysis sensitivity when including the boosted
channel. If we see no improvement of the sensitivity, or indeed a degradation, we go back to
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the drawing board and try to improve our techniques. A degradation in the analysis sensit-
ivity is possible because there is an overlap between the resolved and boosted events. These
events are given to the boosted region and vetoed in the resolved analysis which could lead to
a decrease in performance if the boosted analysis achieves less sensitivity.
Note that the choice of the boosted signal region was made before the final updates made
to the resolved analysis, so the results here are compared to a baseline version of the resolved
analysis established for the ICHEP conference in 2016 which differs from the final resolved
analysis described later on.
5.5.1 The signal region options
Four candidate signal regions were investigated, tested, and their results compared. The signal
regions under consideration are shown in figure 5.7 and described in detail below. The signal
region d) using reclustered jets is my own design.
R=1.0 reclustered jet
b85
R=1.0 trimmed jet
R=0.4 jet b-tagged at 85% WP
R=0.4 jet with b-tag veto
b70 R=0.4 jet b-tagged at 70% WP
Top 80% Top-tagged at 80% WP
p" > 200 GeV p" > 250 GeV
b85 b85 b85
Top 80% p" > 200 GeV p" > 250 GeV
b85 b85 b85
b85
b70
b70
b70
p" > 250 GeVTop 80%
b70
b70
b70
b70
p" > 250 GeVTop 80%
a) Baseline b) 1T
c) 1T1H d) 1T1H RC
Figure 5.7: The four boosted signal regions under consideration.
a) Baseline: The baseline region is the benchmark to which the performance of the other
three regions is compared. This selection targets eventswhich contain at least one trimmed
large jet which is top-tagged at the loose (80%) WP (see section 4.4.2), with pT > 250 GeV.
In addition to the large jet, this region requires at least three small jets which are b-tagged
at the tight (70%) WP (see table 4.1). These three small jets need to pass the requirement
that they are ∆R > 1.0 away from all top-tagged large jets in the event.
b) 1T: Selects events like the baseline region described above, with the extra requirement
that there is exactly one tight b-tagged small jet and at least one small jet which fails the
tight b-tagging WP within ∆R < 1.0 of the top-tagged large jet. This requirement improves
the top-tagging purity.
c) 1T1H: This region is based on the presence of two large trimmed jets, one of which is
the Higgs candidate jet which is identified first. The Higgs candidate jet is required to have
pT > 200 GeV and to be matched to at least two loose (85% WP) b-tagged small jets within
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∆R < 1.0. In case there is more than one Higgs candidate in the event, we choose the one
which has the highest sum of b-tag discriminant values of all small jets within ∆R < 1.0 of
the Higgs jet. The top candidate is a separate large jet with pT > 250 GeV and is top-tagged
at the loose (80%) WP. Additionally, the top candidate needs to have exactly one loose
b-tagged small jet within ∆R < 1.0 of its axis.
d) 1T1H RC: This region requires two large jets just like the 1T1H region, but the large jets
here are reclustered jets instead of trimmed jets (see section 4.4.4). The Higgs candidate
is identified as a large reclustered jet with pT > 200 GeV and at least two subjets that are
b-tagged at the looseWP. If there ismore than oneHiggs candidate in the event, we pick the
one with the highest sum of b-tag discriminant values of all subjets. The top candidate is
found by identifying another large jet with pT > 250 GeV. The top is required to have exactly
one subjet b-tagged at the loose WP and at least one subjet which fails the loose b-tagging
WP. If there is more than one top candidate in the event, the one with the largest mass is
chosen. Finally, events are required to have an additional small jet which is b-tagged at the
loose WP and is not a subjet of either the Higgs or top candidate reclustered jets.
The 1T1H RC region does not use the dedicated top tagger because this algorithm makes
use of the N-subjettiness variable τ32. This variable needs to be computed directly from the
topocluster jet constituents, as shown in equation 4.8. This could be done for a reclustered jet
by taking the jet constituents of its subjets, but this means that we no longer can simply use the
small jet uncertainties for our reclustered jets and would need a dedicated set of uncertainties
for the energy clusters. These uncertainties were not defined at the time of this analysis and
it is not known how large of an impact these would have on the total uncertainty and analysis
sensitivity.
5.5.2 Composition of the signal regions
Each of the signal regions differ in terms of signal purity, background composition, and selec-
ted event kinematics. The expected signal and background yields are shown in table 5.6 along
with the S/B and S/
p
B values which give an indication of the sensitivity that these regions can
achieve. The 1T region has the largest values of these figures of merit, whereas the 1T1H and
1T1H RC regions have a similar, lower, purity. The background composition of each of the
regions is shown in figure 5.8. The 1T region has by far the largest contribution of t t¯+≥ 1b
background because of the tight b-tagging WP used. The 1T1H and 1T1H RC have larger con-
tributions from t t¯+≥ 1c and t t¯+ light due to the use of the loose b-tagging WP. In general, we
would prefer a region with a lower contribution in t t¯+≥ 1c and t t¯+ light because they are less
well understood than the t t¯+≥ 1b background. The t t¯+≥ 1b has a dedicated NLOMC sample
whereas this is not available for the others.
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Baseline 1T 1T1H 1T1H RC
Signal (S) 30 16 27 15
Total background (B) 875 234 1065 370
S/B 0.03 0.07 0.03 0.04
S/
p
B 1.0 1.1 0.8 0.8
Table 5.6: Expected signal and background yields using 36.1 fb−1 of data for each potential signal region.
a) Baseline b) 1T
c) 1T1H d) 1T1H RC
𝑡𝑡̅ + light𝑡𝑡̅ +≥ 1c𝑡𝑡̅ +≥ 1b𝑡𝑡̅ + VNon− 𝑡𝑡̅
Figure 5.8: The background composition of the four boosted signal regions under consideration.
5.5.3 Overlap with resolved channel
Since the events in the boosted signal region have to be vetoed in the resolved single-lepton
analysis, the amount of overlap between these analyses is of importance. Removing many
events from the resolved analysis will degrade its sensitivity. This sensitivity can be regained, or
even surpassed, by the boosted analysis, depending on its final performance. Since the boos-
ted channel is added for the first time andwe are not yet sure of its final sensitivity, we strive for
a boosted signal region selection with the smallest possible overlap with the resolved regions.
Since the final resolved region definitions were not fixed yet when the boosted signal region
was decided upon, we are basing these results on the resolved regions’ definition from the pre-
vious analysis round. These regions are defined by the number of small jets and number of
jets b-tagged at 70% WP in the event. The minimum number of jets is four and the minimum
number of b-jets is two.
The nine semileptonic resolved signal and control regions are shown in table 5.7 along-
side the corresponding overlap of signal events with each of the boosted signal regions under
consideration. The baseline region is left out since it is not an actual candidate for the final
analysis. Events in the final column do not fall in any of the resolved regions and are thus ad-
ditional events that would otherwise not be included in the analysis. The three red columns
indicate the resolved signal regions, in which minimisation of the overlap is most important.
We see that the 1T region has the largest overall overlap with the resolved signal regions. It has
an especially large overlap (∼ 13%) in the ≥ 6j,≥4b region which is the purest, most sensitive
signal region of the resolved analysis. The 1T1H and 1T1H RC regions have a similar level of
overlap and both have some events that are not considered in the resolved analysis at all.
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4j,2b 4j,3b 4j,≥4b 5j,2b 5j,3b 5j,≥4b ≥6j,2b ≥6j,3b ≥6j,≥4b None
Resolved 159 59.9 7.6 256 127 29.8 554 319 117 -
1T - - - - - 1.5 - - 15 -
1T1H 0.31 0.37 0.04 1.2 1.6 0.56 5.7 9.0 5.5 2.9
1T1H RC - - - 0.21 0.45 0.48 2.5 5.9 4.9 0.56
Table 5.7: Number of signal events expected in each of the resolved regions for the resolved selection and each of
the potential boosted signal regions. The regions are defined by the number of small jets, j, and b-jets at
the tight working point, b, in the events. The three columns in red indicate the resolved signal regions.
5.5.4 Expected limits
In order to judge how well each of the boosted regions performs, we need to check how they
perform in the final limit set on the parameter of interest for this analysis, µt t¯H , which is the
ratio of the observed t t¯H cross-section over the expected SM result. The full fitting and limit
setting procedure will be explained in chapter 6, however for now it is sufficient to understand
that we aim to make the limit on µt t¯H and the errors on this parameter as low as possible. The
expected limits for a fit including only statistical uncertainties, and including the full system-
atics, are shown in table 5.8. These fits are performed on Asimov data (see section 6.3). The fits
performed here show the combination of all resolved single-lepton regions and the boosted
region combined. The last column shows the expected error on the parameter of interest. We
see that all of the boosted regions achieve a small improvement over the resolved-only analysis,
and the 1T1H RC region outperforms the others for both of the limits and the error bars.
Statistics only limit Full systematics limit Error onµt t¯H
Resolved 0.607 1.01 +0.57, −0.52
1T combined 0.600 0.88 +0.51, −0.46
1T1H combined 0.606 0.87 +0.51, −0.45
1T1H RC combined 0.591 0.85 +0.50, −0.43
Table 5.8: Comparison of the statistics only and full systematics limits for the full single-lepton analysis using only
the resolved regions, and when including each of the boosted signal regions under consideration. The
error on the signal strength parameter µt t¯H is also given.
5.5.5 Signal region selection
As seen from the previous sections, all signal regions have their pros and cons. The 1T region
has the best S/B and S/
p
B and the smallest contribution of t t¯+≥ 1c and t t¯+ light background
events which are less well understood than t t¯+≥ 1b. However, this region does have the largest
overlap with the resolved analysis, especially in its most sensitive signal region. The 1T1H still
has a large overlap in the resolved≥ 6j regions whereas the 1T1H RC region has amuch smaller
overlap which is desirable for the final combination. In general, the use of a signal region with
two boosted objects is preferred over the 1T region since one of the reasons of performing this
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analysis is to test out new techniques and get a better understanding of the boosted phase-
space. Having a boosted Higgs as well as a boosted top means an overall more boosted region
and is an opportunity to test out techniques for two distinct boosted objects.
The expected limits and error bars on µt t¯H show that the 1T1H RC region is the most sens-
itive of the three options. This region also has the added benefit that it uses reclustered jets
instead of trimmed jets, whichmeans that there is no need for additional large jet uncertainties
(see section 4.4.4) which decreases the overall systematic uncertainty of the combined result.
This is also easier in practice since this extra set of uncertainties does not have to be calcu-
lated and added in the analysis software framework. Together with the fact that this region has
the smallest overlap with the sensitive resolved regions, these reasons have lead the 1T1H RC
region to be selected as the final boosted signal region to be used.
5.6 Event categorisation
The events selected for the t t¯H(H→ bb¯) analysis are categorised according to the number of
(large) jets and b-jets in the events. Categories are labelled as signal regions when the t t¯H
signal and t t¯+≥ 1b background are enhanced compared to other backgrounds. The remain-
ing categories are labelled control regions and these provide constraints on backgrounds and
systematic uncertainties in the combined fit.
5.6.1 Boosted region
The boosted analysis has one dedicated signal region which is the 1T1H RC region described
in section 5.5.1. The events selected by the boosted region get priority over the resolved re-
gions. There are no dedicated boosted control regions. Figure 5.9 shows the definition of the
semileptonic boosted signal region which includes two reclustered large jets, one Higgs can-
didate and one top candidate, and at least five small jets of which at least four are b-tagged at
the loose (85%) WP. The Higgs candidate is identified as the large reclustered jet with pT > 200
GeV and ≥ 2 b-tagged subjets. This simple tagging strategy finds the correct Higgs jet in 47%
of selected t t¯H events. This means that the Higgs candidate’s subjets are truthmatched within
∆R < 0.4 to both b-jet daughters of the Higgs boson decay. In less than 0.5% of events, the top
candidate jet contains the truth b-jets of the Higgs boson decay. In the remaining events, both
b-jet daughters are not fully contained inside a single large jet.
The distributions of the truth level transverse momentum of the hadronically decaying top
quark in t t¯H and t t¯ events is shown in figures 5.10(a) and (b). The truth Higgs boson pT is also
shown in t t¯H events in figure 5.10(c). Distributions are shown for the boosted signal region
selection and the purest resolved signal region containing at least 6 jets. These selections are
made at reco jet level and the shown transverse momenta distributions are plotted at truth jet
level. The boosted region clearly targets the higher pT regions of these distributions compared
to the resolved region.
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R=1.0 reclustered large-R jet
R=0.4 jet b-tagged at 85% WP
R=0.4 jet with b-tag veto
Figure 5.9: Definition of the semileptonic boosted signal region. The Higgs candidate jet has a pT cut of 200 GeV
and the top candidate jet a cut of pT > 250 GeV.
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Figure 5.10: The truth pT distributions of (a) the hadronically decaying top in t t¯ events, (b) the hadronically de-
caying top in t t¯H events, and (c) the Higgs boson in t t¯H events. The distributions are shown for the
boosted signal region and for the purest resolved signal region with ≥ 6 jets.
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Table 5.9 shows the boosted signal region event yields for signal and background events.
Yields are shown pre-fit and post-fit, where the fit applied here is the full single-lepton fit with
systematics. In this final version of the analysis, we have about 2.4% signal events. The t t¯H
signal events consist for 85% of the H→ bb¯ decay mode, and 15% of other Higgs decay modes.
The background consists for 84% of t t¯+ jets events, 40% of which is t t¯+≥ 1b.
Sample
Boosted SR
Pre-fit Post-fit
t t¯ + light 177 ± 123 121 ± 36.9
t t¯ + ≥1c 168 ± 69.9 224 ± 39.9
t t¯ + ≥1b 236 ± 88.9 248 ± 43.1
t t¯ +W 5.41 ± 1.44 5.31 ± 1.19
t t¯ + Z 10.7 ± 2.20 10.3 ± 1.99
Wt channel 25.2 ± 18.7 24.2 ± 17.2
t channel 1.15 ± 1.52 1.22 ± 1.56
Other top sources 5.22 ± 2.11 5.06 ± 2.01
VV & V + jets 32.9 ± 15.2 32.2 ± 11.2
Fakes & NP (µ) 18.0 ± 12.2 20.1 ± 7.62
Fakes & NP (e) 11.0 ± 6.50 10.8 ± 6.35
tHjb 0.0748 ± 0.0231 0.0753 ± 0.0219
WtH 1.89 ± 0.271 1.89 ± 0.248
t t¯H (H→ bb¯) 14.4 ± 1.62 9.51 ± 10.1
t t¯H (H→WW ) 1.15 ± 0.255 0.749 ± 0.823
t t¯H (H→ other) 1.29 ± 0.476 0.873 ± 0.992
Total 710 ± 199 715 ± 41.0
Data 740 740
Table 5.9: Signal and background yields for the boosted SR, shown pre-fit and post-fit. The fit applied here is the
full single-lepton fit with systematics. The uncertainty on the normalisations of t t¯+≥ 1b and t t¯+≥ 1c
is not defined pre-fit and therefore only included post-fit. For the t t¯H signal yield, the pre-fit values are
the theoretical prediction and its corresponding uncertainty, whereas the post-fit values come from the
signal strength measurement.
5.6.2 Resolved regions
The resolved event categorisation is much more involved than the boosted one because it se-
lects many more events. The events are categorised into regions to separate signal events from
reducible backgrounds. The resolved events in the single-lepton channel are first divided into
those with exactly five jets and those with at least six jets. In the dilepton channel, the re-
gions have either exactly three jets or at least four. A further subdivision is made according
to the pseudo-continuous b-tagging scale detailed in table 5.3. All jets in each event are as-
signed an integer score from 0 to 4 according to the b-tagging WP that they pass. The four jets
(three jets in the case of the dilepton regions with exactly three jets) with the highest b-tagging
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score determine which region the event falls in. These regions are optimised in order to obtain
categories enriched in either t t¯H and t t¯ +bb¯, t t¯+b, t t¯+≥ 1c, or t t¯+ light. Events in the first
category make up the signal regions and contain t t¯ +bb¯ as well as t t¯H since both processes
have the exact same final state and t t¯ +bb¯ is therefore an irreducible background to t t¯H . The
latter three categories make up the control regions and are used to control themodelling of the
background processes.
Figure 5.11 shows the detailed definition of the signal and control regions for the semileptonic
resolved channels. The regions in red are the signal regions and the ones in blue and white are
the control regions. The resolved single-lepton channel has five signal regions, the purest of
which is marked SR1 in the ≥ 6 jets category shown in figure 5.11(b). In this region, there are
four jets that each pass the very tight b-taggingWP (i.e. their b-tag discriminant score is 4). The
second signal region, SR2, in this figure contains events that have at least 6 jets of which the
first three are b-tagged at the very tight WP and the fourth is b-tagged at either the tight or the
mediumWP. There is one more signal region with 6 or more jets, and there are also two signal
regions with exactly 5 jets. The single-lepton analysis has six control regions: one for each of
the t t¯+b, t t¯+≥ 1c, and t t¯+ light backgrounds for both the 5 jets and ≥6 jets categories.
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Figure 5.11: Definition of the regions for the semileptonic resolved channel, for events containing exactly 5 jets (a)
and events containing at least 6 jets (b) [103]. The vertical axis shows the b-tagging discriminant value
for the first and second jets whereas the horizontal axis shows this discriminant for the third and fourth
jets. The jet ordering is based on the value of this discriminant in descending order.
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The dilepton analysis has three signal regions which all fall into the ≥ 4 jets category. This
channel has four control regions, two of which are in the≥ 4 jets category (enriched in t t¯+≥ 1c
and t t¯+ light) and two in the 3 jets category (enriched in t t¯+≥ 1b and t t¯+ light). The details
about the dilepton region definitions are included in appendix A.1.
5.6.3 Composition of the regions
The fractional background contributions of each of the semileptonic control and signal regions
can be seen in figure 5.12 (see appendix A.1 for the dilepton plots). As expected, the back-
grounds in the signal regions are all dominated by t t¯+≥ 1b. The t t¯H signal purity is shown in
figure 5.13 where all t t¯H decays are counted as signal (see appendix A.1 for the dilepton plots).
The decay to a pair of bottom quarks for which the analysis is designed represents 89%, 96%,
and 86% of the total t t¯H signal events for the resolved dilepton, resolved single-lepton, and
boosted single-lepton channels respectively. Each of the nine signal regions has its own level of
signal purity, but all of them have an S/B value of at least 1.5%.
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Figure 5.12: Background composition of the semileptonic signal and control regions including the boosted signal
region [103]. The t t¯ background is divided into t t¯+ light, t t¯+≥ 1c, t t¯+≥ 1b, and t t¯ + V contributions.
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5.7 Multivariate analysis techniques
The t t¯H(H→ bb¯) analysis has a low signal-to-background ratio and a large t t¯+≥ 1b back-
ground which is difficult to distinguish from t t¯H . Therefore, we make use of MVA techniques
in the signal regions in order to get as much information as possible from each event. This
helps to separate signal from background events which in turn improves the sensitivity of the
analysis. In the control regions, we do not care about separating signal from background; in
these regions we use the event yield as input to the fit. The two t t¯+≥ 1c control regions from
the semileptonic channel are, however, an exception. In order to control the t t¯+≥ 1c back-
ground better, the scalar sum of the pT of all jets, HhadT , is used in the fit for these regions. The
resolved channels use several layers ofMVA techniques whereas the boosted channel uses only
one method: the BDT.
5.7.1 Boosted Decision Tree
A decision tree is a classifier structured as a binary tree in which cuts on certain input variables
are applied at each node. The input variables are designed to distinguish signal from back-
ground events. At each node, the cuts are optimised to achieve the best splitting of events.
The tree also chooses which variable to cut on at each node, based on which gives the best
separation between signal and background for this particular node. This means that the same
variable can occur at multiple nodes, and some input variables might not be used at all in the
tree. A schematic of a basic decision tree is shown in figure 5.14. Events pass through a suc-
cession of nodes until either the maximum tree depth is reached, or too few events remain in
a node. They are then labelled as signal (S) or background (B) when they reach the end of the
tree, depending on the majority of events that end up in the final leaf nodes.
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Figure 5.14: Schematic of a basic decision tree. An event passes through a series of nodes where a binary cut on a
discriminating variable (x, y, z) is applied. The nodes at the very end of the tree are labelled as signal (S)
or background (B) depending on the majority of events that end up in these nodes.
The cuts in each node are optimised using the Gini Index which is defined asG = P (1−P ),
where P is the signal purity in a node given by the ratio of the number of signal events to the
total number of events in that node [114]. This index is zero for a node completely comprised
of signal or background events. Since a cut selecting background events very well is as valuable
as a cut very efficient in selecting signal, the aim is tominimise the overall increase inG at each
step in the tree. After a cut is applied in a node, theG values of the daughter nodes are weighted
by their fraction of events and added up. This combinedG index is then compared to the initial
parent node’s G value andminimised.
Boosting the decision tree classifier extends the concept of one tree tomany trees which are
used together to create a forest. This results in a better MVA performance andmore robustness
against statistical fluctuations in the training samples. Each tree in the classifier is added iter-
atively and uses the results of the previous tree to improve its own training. The events in the
training sample areweighted at each tree according to the output of the previous one. Each tree
is also assigned a weight according to its performance, and the final BDT classifier is defined as
the weighted average over all trees in the forest. The output of this final classifier is a distribu-
tion in which one side contains mostly background events and the other side contains mostly
signal. An optimal cut on the BDT output is defined which classifies all events below this cut as
background and above this cut as signal.
We use the Adaptive Boost (AdaBoost) algorithm in which events that were misclassified in
the previous tree are assigned larger weights in the training of the following tree. This assures
that future trees concentrate on these events. Theweights ofmisclassified events aremultiplied
by the boost weight α after which the weights of the entire sample are renormalised to keep a
constant sum of weights. The boost weight is calculated as a function of the misclassification
rate, err, according to [114]:
α = 1−err
err
. (5.5)
The AdaBoost algorithm performs well on an ensemble of weak classifiers, i.e. a large forest
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of shallow trees. Therefore, we add an exponent β to the boost weight (α→ αβ) which is a
parameter controlling the learning rate of the algorithm. Applying a β< 1 makes the algorithm
learn slower which enhances the performance when combinedwith a large number of trees. In
this way, we avoid overtraining the BDT.
A BDT is overtrainedwhen it is over-optimised on the training sample and therefore cannot
perform well on another, independent, data sample. This can occur when the classifier learns
too many features specific to the training sample (e.g. features due to statistical fluctuations)
which leads to inflexibility when it is applied to new samples. The use of a forest of trees instead
of a single tree helps to mitigate this effect. Another way to minimise this problem is to use
only shallow trees with a few nodes which are less likely to be overtrained. A large forest of
these weakly classifying trees gives a good performance. We apply a cross-validation strategy
in order to check for overtraining of our BDT. In order to execute the cross-validation we split
the training sample into two samples, A and B, of equal size. We then train the BDT on one
half (sample A) and test it on the other half (sample B), and vice versa. This ensures that the
performance of the BDT is never extracted from the same events it was trained on. We compare
the performance of both of these tests; if they are equal we are safe fromovertraining. The BDTs
resulting from the two different trainings are combined together in order tomake use of the full
statistics available. The BDT output acquired from the training on sample A is only applied to
the events in sample B, and vice versa. The observed data events are also split into two groups
of equal size; the BDT from training on simulated sample A is applied to the one half and the
training of simulated sample B on the other half.
The BDTs in this analysis are implemented using the TMVA package [114] which outputs
a variable ranking after each training session that tells us which of the variables was most im-
portant in the training. The ranking takes into account the number of times the variable was
used to make cuts in the tree nodes, weighted by the separation achieved at each node and the
number of events in the node. The separation of a single variable or a multivariate classifier is
calculated as a sum over each of its bins according to:
〈S2〉 = 1
2
∑
bins
(ns −nb)2
ns +nb
, (5.6)
where ns and nb are the number of signal and background events in each bin.
TMVA also provides a matrix displaying the linear correlation coefficients between each of
the variables. The correlation between two variables X and Y is computed as
ρ(X ,Y ) = cov(X ,Y )
σXσY
, (5.7)
where cov(X ,Y ) is the covariance between the two variables and σX (σY ) the variance of vari-
able X (Y). The correlation coefficients range from -1 to 1 and are symmetric in X and Y. A
coefficient of 0 indicates completely independent variables and any value 6= 0 indicates some
form of linear relationship between the variables. However, this coefficient does not tell us
about higher order relationships that might exist between variables.
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The performance of a BDT can be quantified by its Area Under the ROC Curve (AUC). The
Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) curve plots the signal efficiency as a function of the
background rejection. The area under this curve tells us how well our multivariate analysis is
capable of distinguishing signal from background events, with a larger area indicating a better
performance. A schematic of a ROC curve is shown in figure 5.15. A random classifier has a
50% chance of getting the classification right and its AUC is 0.5; a perfect classifier would have
an AUC of 1. Compared to the random classifier, classifier A has a higher background rejection
at each signal efficiency and has a larger area under its curve. Classifier B performs even better
than A and has the largest AUC of all three.
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Figure 5.15: Schematic of different ROC curves that quantify the performance of a classifier such as a BDT. A ran-
dom classifier has a 50% chance of getting the classification right and has an AUC of 0.5. The classifiers
A and B perform better and have larger areas covered under their curves.
5.7.2 Boosted t t¯H(H→ bb¯) MVA techniques
The boosted analysis makes use of a classification BDT to separate signal from background
events. The BDT is trained on a signal sample of t t¯H events and a background sample includ-
ing t t¯+≥ 1b, t t¯+≥ 1c, t t¯+ light, and t t¯ +V events. All events in the training are weighted ac-
cording to their full MC weight which includes the normalisation to data. The boosted filtered
t t¯+≥ 1b and t t¯+≥ 1c samples described in section 5.4.2 are included in the training to en-
sure a good statistical coverage of the high-pT phase-space. Since my signal region design was
chosen for the analysis, I was responsible for the BDT definition and optimisation presented
here.
BDT settings
A systematic study was carried out in order to understand the extent of the effect of each of
the BDT settings on its performance. For this study, a loose event selection was chosen in
which we require three R = 0.4 jets of which at least two are b-tagged at the 77%WP, and one
large R = 1.0 trimmed jet withm > 50 GeV. Ten input variables were chosen that were optim-
ised for this event selection and give a good separation between signal (t t¯H) and background
(t t¯+ light, t t¯+≥ 1c, t t¯+≥ 1b, t t¯ +V ) events. The BDT settings that were studied are listed in
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table 5.10, along with their nominal value. Each setting is varied while the other settings are
kept at their nominal value.
BDT setting Nominal Range Description
AdaBoost β 0.15 [0.025, 0.25]
Learning rate for AdaBoost
algorithm
Maximum tree depth 3 [1, 8]
Maximum depth of the decision
tree allowed
Minimum node size 5% [1%, 20%]
Minimum % of training events
required in a leaf node
Number of trees 400 [50, 700] Number of trees in the forest
Table 5.10: The four BDT settings that were studied in order to assess their impact on the BDT performance.
Two performance metrics were chosen in order to assess the influence of each of the four
settings on the BDT. Firstly, the best S/
p
S+B achieved by the BDT is studied in figure 5.16.
For theminimumnode size (c), the optimal performance is reached around 2−3%, after which
the S/
p
S+B drops. It is expected that a large minimum node size decreases the performance
since the trees would be terminated very quickly. For the other BDT settings, an increase in
performance is observed with an increase in the settings. The gain of this increase flattens off
at higher values, indicating that extending these studies further would not make a significant
difference. The performance peaks at a maximum tree depth of 7 (b), but we need to take into
account the effects of overtraining and would therefore need to pick a lower value for this.
The second metric chosen to assess the effect of the BDT settings is the separation power
of the highest ranked variable; it is shown in figure 5.17. For this metric we see the opposite
behaviour compared to the S/
p
S+B : the separation power decreases when we increase the
settings. This effect is not very pronounced for theminimumnode size but is very apparent for
the other three settings. The two metrics together show that there is a trade-off in varying the
BDT settings, where one can gain some S/
p
S+B while simultaneously losing some discrimin-
ation power of the input variables. This studywas repeated for the final boosted event selection
and BDT variable selection chosen for the 2018 paper; similar results were found. The final set-
tings for the boosted t t¯H(H→ bb¯) analysis BDT were optimised according to this study and
chosen as shown in table 5.11.
BDT setting Optimised value
AdaBoost beta 0.3
Maximum tree depth 3
Minimum node size 2%
Number of trees 700
Table 5.11: The final BDT settings optimised for the boosted SR and BDT variable selection of the 2018 paper.
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Figure 5.16: The effect of changing four of the possible BDT settings on the best S/
p
S+B that the BDT achieves.
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Figure 5.17: The effect of changing four of the possible BDT settings on the separation power achieved by the highest
ranked variable in the BDT.
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BDT input variables
Many variables were considered as input to the boosted BDT. New variables had to be con-
structed because not all JSS variables that were traditionally used in the boosted t t¯H analysis
on trimmed jets are well-defined for the reclustered jets. As explained in section 5.5.1, any JSS
variable that needs to be calculated directly from the jet energy clusters would need an extra
set of uncertainties for the reclustered jets that are currently not defined. However, the jet mass
and kT splitting scales can be used on reclustered jets because their calculation can simply be
made using the subjets as inputs directly instead of using the jet topocluster constituents.
A first list of input variables was constructed containing a few dozen variables that have po-
tential to discriminate between the t t¯H signal events and t t¯+ jets background events. This list
includes several jet kinematics of the small and large jets in the events, substructure variables,
b-tagging variables constructed from the pseudo-continuous b-tagging scale, and jet multipli-
cities. In order to use a variable in the analysis, it needs to be well modelled by MC simulation
data, have a good discrimination power, and have a low correlation with other variables used
in the BDT.
In order to narrow down the list of potential BDT variables, an elimination procedure is
applied as illustrated in figure 5.18. Starting from the large list of variables, the BDT is trained
and the variable ranking is examined. The lowest ranked variable is removed from the list, and
the BDT is trained again. This process is repeated until we reach a list of about 20 variables. At
this stage, we can start checking some of the other figures ofmerit for the variable performance,
such as their correlation with other variables as computed by equation 5.7. We strive for a low
correlation between all BDT variables in order to exploit as much information from our events
as possible. If two variables have a correlation of 30% or above, both of the variables are taken
out of the training one by one to check which of the two achieves a better overall performance
in the BDT. The one performing less well is then discarded. With this elimination method we
reach a list of 11 variables performing well inside the BDT: see table 5.12.
Train BDT
All possible 
BDT 
variables Find variables 
A&B with ≥ 30% 
correlation
Train BDT 
excluding 
variable A
Train BDT 
excluding  
variable B
Discard 
variable with 
lowest BDT 
performance
> 20 
variables
≤ 20 
variables
Discard 
variable with 
lowest ranking
Figure 5.18: The procedure for the selection of BDT variables.
The first 10 variables in this list were constructed specifically for this analysis and signal
region. The variable ∆Rbbmax pT has already been used before in the resolved analysis since it
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Variable Explanation
1. wb-tag Sum of pseudo-continuous b-tagging scores of all jets
2. waddb-tag/wb-tag
Sum of pseudo-continuous b-tagging scores of all additional jets divided
by wb-tag
3. mHiggs Mass of the Higgs candidate jet
4. Higgs
√
d12 First kT splitting scale of the Higgs candidate jet
5. Top
√
d12 First kT splitting scale of the top candidate jet
6. ∆RH, lep ∆R between the Higgs candidate jet and the lepton
7. ∆RH, t ∆R between the Higgs candidate jet and the top candidate jet
8. ∆RH, badd ∆R between the Higgs candidate jet and the leading additional b-jet
9. ∆Rt, badd ∆R between the top candidate jet and the leading additional b-jet
10. ∆Rbb in H ∆R between the two leading b-tagged subjets of the Higgs candidate jet
11. ∆Rbb max pT ∆R between the two leading b-jets in the event
Table 5.12: The 11 potential input variables to the boosted BDT after the first elimination procedure. The additional
jets refer to any jets that are not subjets of the Higgs and top candidate large jets.
does not require any boosted objects. The first two variables are constructed from the pseudo-
continuous b-tagging scale described in section 4.3.4. For wb-tag, all jets in the event are as-
signed an integer value depending on the b-tagging WP that they pass and these values are
then summed up. The variable waddb-tag/wb-tag adds up just the b-tagging scores of the jets out-
side of the top and Higgs candidate jets, and takes the ratio with the first b-tagging variable.
These b-tagging variables provide a very good separation. Variables 3 to 5 are all jet substruc-
ture variables (see section 4.4.1) and 6 to 10 are angular variables specific to the boosted objects
identified in our signal region.
From the 11 candidate variables, a further selection is made by looking at two figures of
merit for the BDT performance: the maximum S/
p
S+B achieved, and the AUC. The final se-
lection of BDT input variables is based on the study summarised in table 5.13. Six different sets
of variables were picked from the 11 listed in table 5.12 and their BDT performance compared.
The sets of variables are based on the highest ranking variables with the smallest correlation
between them. Any sets of less than eight variables are not considered because they lose sig-
nificant sensitivity compared to the others. The first row shows the results when using all of
the 11 variables; it has the best S/
p
S+B and one of the best AUC scores, but the performance
differences between the six sets are marginal. It is beneficial to use as few input variables as
possible since the modelling of each of them needs to be checked carefully and using many
variables in a low statistics sample can lead to overtraining. The final option using eight vari-
ables was chosen because it uses the least variables while still achieving a similar performance
to the sets with more variables.
The importance ranking of the final eight BDT input variables is shown in table 5.14. The
distributions of these variables are shown in figures 5.19–5.22 alongside the separation they
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Input variables Number of variables AUC Max S/
p
S+B
1-11 11 0.739 0.827
1-3, 5-11 10 0.736 0.813
1-9, 11 10 0.741 0.820
1-3, 5-9, 11 9 0.737 0.809
1-3, 5-10 9 0.737 0.816
1-3, 5-9 8 0.737 0.811
Table 5.13: The performance of the BDT measured by the AUC and maximum achieved S/
p
S+B for six different
sets of variables picked from table 5.12.
Ranking Variable
1 wb-tag
2 mHiggs
3 ∆RH, t
4 ∆RH, badd
5 ∆RH, lep
6 ∆Rt, badd
7 waddb-tag/wb-tag
8 Top
√
d12
Table 5.14: The ranking of the eight input variables to the boosted BDT.
achieve between signal and background events. All variables show good agreement between
data and MC simulation within the uncertainty bands. The uncertainty on data is statistical
only and on MC it includes statistics and all systematics; these will be described in chapter
7. As expected, we see a peak around the Higgs mass in figure 5.20(a), and a peak around
half the top mass in 5.20(c) (see section 4.4.1 for an explanation of the first splitting scale JSS
variable). Figure 5.21(c) tells us that the Higgs and top jets are most often produced back-
to-back, which is expected since they are usually the only two boosted objects in the events.
The largest individual variable separation of 16.2% is achieved by the wb-tag variable in figure
5.19(b), after which comes the Higgs mass in figure 5.20(b) with a separation of 6.94%.
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Figure 5.19: Two of the eight variables used in the boosted classification BDT. The left column shows the distri-
bution where the t t¯H signal is shown in red, stacked on top of the background where it is normalised
to the SM cross-section. The signal is also shown in a red dashed line where it is normalised to the
total background prediction. The dashed blue bars indicate the total uncertainty including systemat-
ics which will be explained in chapter 7. The right column shows the separation between signal and
background achieved by each variable.
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Figure 5.20: Two of the eight variables used in the boosted classification BDT. The left column shows the distri-
bution where the t t¯H signal is shown in red, stacked on top of the background where it is normalised
to the SM cross-section. The signal is also shown in a red dashed line where it is normalised to the
total background prediction. The dashed blue bars indicate the total uncertainty including systemat-
ics which will be explained in chapter 7. The right column shows the separation between signal and
background achieved by each variable.
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Figure 5.21: Two of the eight variables used in the boosted classification BDT. The left column shows the distri-
bution where the t t¯H signal is shown in red, stacked on top of the background where it is normalised
to the SM cross-section. The signal is also shown in a red dashed line where it is normalised to the
total background prediction. The dashed blue bars indicate the total uncertainty including systemat-
ics which will be explained in chapter 7. The right column shows the separation between signal and
background achieved by each variable.
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Figure 5.22: Two of the eight variables used in the boosted classification BDT. The left column shows the distri-
bution where the t t¯H signal is shown in red, stacked on top of the background where it is normalised
to the SM cross-section. The signal is also shown in a red dashed line where it is normalised to the
total background prediction. The dashed blue bars indicate the total uncertainty including systemat-
ics which will be explained in chapter 7. The right column shows the separation between signal and
background achieved by each variable.
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The linear correlations between each of the eight variables is shown in figure 5.23 for back-
ground events (a) and signal events (b). As mentioned before, we strive for a low correlation
between all BDT variables in order to exploit as much information from our events as possible.
The strongest correlation we have in our multivariate analysis is of −25% between the ∆Rt,badd
and ∆RH,badd variables in signal events.
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Figure 5.23: Linear correlations between the eight variables chosen for the boosted BDT.
BDT binning
After the settings and input variables of the classification BDT are fixed, the last important step
is to choose an appropriate binning of its output distribution. We aim to have a statistical un-
certainty below 20% in each BDT bin whilst also keeping the BDT performance as high as pos-
sible. Originally, a binning of 19 equal bins was chosen (from here onmarked as “default”), but
this results in very low statistics in both the lowest and highest bins. An auto-binning algorithm
was tested which automatically optimises the BDT performance given the number of bins to
use on the left- and right-hand side of the optimal BDT cut. The algorithm tested is TransfoD
with two different binmultiplicities. Firstly, the option "3,2" is usedwhichmeans the algorithm
constructs 3 bins on the left-hand side of the optimal BDT output cut, and 2 bins on the right-
hand side of this cut. The second TransfoD binning is taken to be "4,4" which constructs 4 bins
on the background-like side of the BDT and 4 bins on the signal-like side.
In order to study the impact of the BDT binning on its bin uncertainties and overall per-
formance, a fit to Asimov data (see section 6.3) was performed over the boosted signal region
only, with all systematics included. The pre-fit BDT output distribution for the three differ-
ent binning options is shown in figure 5.24. The statistical uncertainty in each bin is shown in
figure 5.25 for the three different binning options. The default binning in subfigure (a) has an
extremely large uncertainty in the last (18th) BDTbin. For both the TransfoD32 and TransfoD44
binning options the statistical uncertainties remain well below the desired 20%.
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Figure 5.24: BDT output distributions with three different binning choices, shown pre-fit.
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Figure 5.25: The statistical uncertainties associated with each BDT bin for three different binning choices. The ho-
rizontal bars indicate the statistical uncertainty in the BDT bin, where a length of 0.1 indicates an un-
certainty of 10%.
The separation power of the BDT remains very similar between the three different binning
options, as shown in figure 5.26. TransfoD44 does result in a slightly better performance than
TransfoD32. The total uncertainties on the signal strength and normalisation of the t t¯+≥ 1b
and t t¯+≥ 1c backgrounds are shown in table 5.15. We see that the TransfoD44 has smaller
uncertainties on these three parameters than TransfoD32. Overall, the TransfoD44 was chosen
as the best BDT binning option because it gives a good balance between low bin uncertainties
and high BDT performance.
Binning µt t¯H k(t t¯+ ≥ 1b) k(t t¯+ ≥ 1c)
Default +2.1, −1.8 +0.7, −0.4 +1.1, −0.8
TransfoD32 +3.4, −3.7 +1.0, −0.6 +1.4, −1.0
TransfoD44 +2.7, −3.0 +0.9, −0.5 +1.3, −1.0
Table 5.15: The total uncertainties on the signal strength and the two normalisation factors k, shown for the three
different BDT binning choices.
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Figure 5.26: The BDT separation performance for three different binning choices.
Negative weights in the BDT training
The MC samples used in this analysis all have a fraction of events with negative weights. The
number of eventswith negativeweights is shown in table 5.16. The fractions are especially large
for the t t¯H signal and t t¯ +V backgrounds since they both have their matrix element generated
by MG5_aMC@NLO. The TMVA [114] package does not allow for negative weights in the train-
ing of the BDT and therefore a method must be established on how to deal with these events.
We have chosen to use the absolute value of the event weights in the BDT training because this
does not significantly change the distributions of the input variables. A comparison between
the usage of the absolute value and the nominal event weight is shown in figure 5.27 for t t¯H
and t t¯ events. Three of the boosted BDT variables are shown; the results are very similar for the
other 5 variables. The t t¯H sample shows larger fluctuations because it has lower statistics than
all the background samples combined and a larger percentage of negative weights.
Sample
Total number Number of events Percentage of events
of events with negative weight with negative weight
t t¯H 15661 4972 32
t t¯+≥ 1b 546 3 0.5
t t¯+≥ 1c 133 1 0.8
t t¯+ light 249 1 0.4
t t¯+≥ 1b boosted 19888 98 0.5
t t¯+≥ 1c boosted 2338 10 0.4
t t¯W 1265 248 20
t t¯ Z 2747 887 32
Table 5.16: The number of negative weights found in the signal t t¯H sample and each of the t t¯ background samples
used in the training of the BDT.
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Figure 5.27: Comparison between using the nominal weights for all events and using the absolute value of the event
weights for three of the boosted classification BDT variables. The top row shows the comparison for
t t¯H signal events and the bottom row for all t t¯ background events as shown in table 5.16 combined.
BDT performance
The final BDT designed for the boosted signal region is shown in figure 5.28 along with its sep-
aration power between signal and background events. A good agreement between data andMC
is observed and the separation power achieved is 24.6%. While the separation power gives an
indication of the BDT performance, it is heavily dependent on the chosen binning. Therefore,
the performance of the BDT is best quantified by the area under its ROC curve.
As explained in section 5.7.1, we apply a cross-validation strategy in order to check for
overtraining of the BDT. The training sample is split in two equal parts by separating the odd
numbered events from the even numbered ones. We then train the BDT on the events in the
“even” group and test them on the “odd” group, and vice versa. The BDTs resulting from both
trainings are combined in the final classifier in order to make use of the full available stat-
istics. The BDT output acquired from the training on the “even” sample is only applied to the
“odd” events, and vice versa. The ROC curves for both the odd-on-even and even-on-odd train-
ing/testing cases are shown in figure 5.29. The shapes and AUCs of both curves are compatible,
indicating no overtraining or bias in the multivariate analysis.
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Figure 5.28: Classification BDT output from the semileptonic boosted signal region (a) and its separation power
between signal and background events (b). In (a), the t t¯H signal is shown in red, stacked on top of the
background where it is normalised to the SM cross-section. The signal is shown also in a red dashed
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Figure 5.29: The ROC curves for the boosted BDT for the two cases of training on even events and testing on odd
events, and vice versa.
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5.7.3 Resolved t t¯H(H→ bb¯) MVA techniques
The t t¯H(H→ bb¯) final state has many jets coming from the decay of the Higgs boson and the
two top quarks, as well as from additional radiation. The boosted channel has simplified com-
binatorics because some of these jets are captured together into large jets which we can then
identify as theHiggs boson or the hadronic top quark. The resolved channel, however, does not
have this advantage and therefore uses multivariate techniques to deal with the many possible
combinations of jets in the final state to reconstruct the Higgs boson and top quark candidates.
These techniques are collectively referred to as the reconstruction stage, which is the first step
in the two-stage MVA strategy implemented in the resolved analysis.
The first MVA stage attempts to reconstruct the final state of the signal and background
processes from the jets, leptons, and MET in the events. This stage employs three different
MVA techniques: the reconstruction BDT, the likelihood discriminant (LHD), and the Matrix
Element Method (MEM). The second stage builds a classification BDT similar to the boosted
analysis, using input variables constructed in the first stage as well as kinematic variables and
b-tagging variables. Each signal region uses a classification BDT as its final discriminant. The
resolved techniques are briefly summarised here.
Reconstruction BDT
The reconstruction BDT is used to match jets in the event to final state partons, thereby build-
ing the Higgs and top candidates. It is trained on simulated t t¯H events to distinguish between
correct and incorrect jet assignments using masses, angular separations of objects, and kin-
ematic variables. This reconstruction BDT is employed in all the resolved single-lepton and
dilepton signal regions. It uses the properties of the reconstructed Higgs and top candidates to
define discriminating variables for t t¯H against t t¯+ jets which are used as inputs to the classific-
ation BDT. This method correctly reconstructs the Higgs boson in 48% of selected t t¯H events
in the semileptonic SR≥6 j1 region and in 49% for the dilepton SR
≥4 j
1 region. This is comparable
to the boosted region which tags the correct Higgs candidate in 47% of selected t t¯H events.
Likelihood discriminant
The likelihood discriminant is computed analogously to reference [115]. It gives the probability
for signal (t t¯H) and background (t t¯+≥ 1b) hypotheses using 1D distributions of discriminat-
ing variables such as the invariant mass and angular separations. The LHD is defined as
LHD = psig
psig+pbkg
, (5.8)
where psig (pbkg) is the probability density function of a given event under the signal (back-
ground) hypothesis. The LHD is employed in all resolved single-lepton signal regions and res-
ults in one variable to be used as input to the classification BDT.
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Matrix ElementMethod
The MEM is very computationally intensive and is therefore only used in the purest single-
lepton signal region, SR≥6 j1 . It is based on the method used in the t t¯H(H→ bb¯) analysis atp
s = 8 TeV [25]. The MEM discriminant is similar to the LHD, however the hypothesis test-
ing is performed at parton level using a transfer function instead of using the reconstructed
objects directly. The transfer functions map the detector quantities to parton level quantities.
The MEM expresses the degree to which each event is consistent with the signal (t t¯H) and
background (t t¯ + bb¯) hypotheses as likelihoods LS and LB . These likelihoods are calculated
usingmatrix element calculations at parton level. This method results in a single variable to be
used in the classification BDT, defined as:
MEMD1 = log10(LS)− log10(LB ). (5.9)
Classification BDT
The final stage in the resolved MVA strategy is the training of a classification BDT to separate
t t¯H signal from t t¯ background events, just as is done in the boosted channel. The TMVA [114]
package is used to train both the classification and reconstruction BDTs. Inputs to the classific-
ation BDT are all the variables constructed in the first stage of theMVA strategy, plus kinematic
variables and variables from b-tagging. Only variables that are well modelled by MC simula-
tion data are used in the BDT. The outputs of the three MVA methods in the reconstruction
stage described above are the most powerful in their separation in the classification BDT. The
dilepton signal regions use a total of 20 input variables (including 7 variables from the recon-
struction BDT) and the single-lepton signal regions use 23 variables (including the LHD, MEM
discriminant, and 7 variables from the reconstruction BDT). The input variables are selected
to maximise the performance of the classification BDT and not every variable is used in each
region.
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6STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
In order to observe the t t¯H signal or set limits on this process, we perform a frequentist stat-
istical analysis comparing our data to the SM expectation. The statistical methods used are the
standard in the ATLAS and CMS experiments for searches for unseen processes, as described
in references [116,117]. The methods used in the t t¯H analysis are discussed in this chapter.
6.1 Hypotheses and the test statistic
Since the t t¯H signal has not been observed yet, we test two hypotheses in our analysis: H0 and
H1. The former refers to the background-only hypothesis in which there is no signal present
and is therefore also referred to as the null hypothesis. The latter is the hypothesis of the
background-plus-signalmodel which is the SMpredictionmultiplied by a signal strength para-
meter µ. This signal strength is the parameter of interest in this analysis and is defined as
µ= σhypothesis
σSM
, (6.1)
where σ is the cross-section of the process under consideration and µ = 1 corresponds to the
SM expectation.
Claiming an observation requires a rejection of the null hypothesis, H0, in favour of the
signal-plus-background hypothesis, H1. The p-value is computed for the purpose of quantify-
ing the level of agreement between our measured data and the two hypotheses. It is defined as
the probability to observe data of equal or greater incompatibility with the hypothesis H than
the observed level, under the assumption that H is true. This p-value is described in terms of
a test statistic, q, under which the hypothesis H follows a predicted distribution: f (q|H). It is
given by
p-value=
∫ ∞
qobs
f (q|H)dq, (6.2)
where qobs is the value of the test statistic as measured in data. The hypothesis H is excluded if
its p-value is observed below a specific threshold.
Instead of quoting thep-value directly, weusually quote the significance,Z, which is defined
as
Z =Φ−1(1−p), (6.3)
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where Φ is the cumulative standard Gaussian distribution and Φ−1 is its inverse. Figure 6.1
shows a schematic of the p-value defined from qobs (a) and its relation to the significance (b).
In particle physics, a significance of 5σ, corresponding to a p-value of 2.87×10−7, is required in
order to reject the background-only hypothesis and claim a discovery. If we reach Z = 3σ, the
community speaks of evidence for the particular process. The rejection of an alternate hypo-
thesis (i.e. H1) requires a 95% confidence level which corresponds to Z = 1.64σ and a p-value
of 0.05.
(a) (b)
Figure 6.1: Schematics of the relation between the p-value and (a) the observed value of the test statistic q, and (b)
the significance Z, adapted from reference [116].
6.2 Profile likelihood technique
The likelihood is defined as the probability to obtain the observed data under a given hypo-
thesis. It is a function of the parameter of interest (µ) as well as a set of nuisance paramet-
ers (NPs) (θ) describing the systematic uncertainties. These systematics include both theoret-
ical and experimental uncertainties. The NPs are not known a-priori but need to be fitted from
the data. They provide extra degrees of freedom for the fit which it uses to correct the predicted
template and match the data. This additional flexibility is needed but results in a loss of sens-
itivity of the analysis. The full template including the NPs and parameter of interest should be
sufficiently flexible such that, for some value of all the parameters, it represents the truemodel.
If we want to confirm a hypothesis H, we aim to maximise the likelihood function L(H). In
particle physics, we use a likelihood ratio of the signal and null hypotheses as a test statistic in
order to establish discovery or exclusion of an unseen process. This ratio is the most powerful
test to reject a null hypothesis in favour of an alternate hypothesis at a given confidence level,
as stated by the Neyman-Pearson lemma [118].
The data we use in our analysis is binned in histograms and the content of each bin is ex-
pected to follow the Poisson probability distribution. The likelihood L is therefore defined as
the product of Poisson probabilities across all bins,N, of a given binned dataset:
L(µ,θ)=
N∏
i=1
(µsi (θ)+bi (θ))ni
ni !
e−(µsi (θ)+bi (θ))
∏
θ j∈θ
f (θ j ), (6.4)
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where si (θ) and bi (θ) are the predicted number of signal and background events in the i-th bin
and ni is the number of observed data events in that bin. The functions f (θ j ) are the penalty
terms given by the probability density functions of each of the NPs. These penalty terms are
usually implemented as Gaussian or Poisson priors. The NPs relevant for the analysis in this
thesis will be discussed in section 7.3. We use the profile likelihood ratio to test a hypothesised
value of µ:
λ(µ)= L(µ,
ˆˆθ)
L(µˆ, θˆ)
. (6.5)
In the numerator, ˆˆθ denotes the value of θ that maximises L for the specified µ (i.e. the con-
ditional maximum-likelihood estimator). It is said that θ is profiled. The parameters with a
single hat in the denominator signify the value of these parameters whichmaximise the overall
likelihood (i.e. the unconditional maximum-likelihood estimators). The ratio assumes values
between 0 and 1 (at µ = µˆ), with a value close to 1 indicating a good agreement between the
observed data and the hypothesised value of µ. The NPs broaden the profile likelihood which
reflects the loss of information about µ due the systematic uncertainties.
The presence of our signal process, t t¯H , can only increase the event rate on top of the
background-only expected rate, which means that µ≥ 0 always. We therefore define an altern-
ative test statistic λ˜(µ) as
λ˜(µ)=

L(µ, ˆˆθµ)
L(µˆ, θˆ)
, for 0≤ µˆ≤µ
L(µ, ˆˆθµ)
L(0, ˆˆθ0)
, for µˆ< 0.
(6.6)
The test statistic for µˆ < 0 is defined as such since, if we find data where µˆ < 0, the best level
of agreement between this data and any physical value of µ is when µ= 0 (since µ≥ 0 always).
This prevents downward fluctuations from serving as evidence against the background.
For convenience, we define our test statistic as
qµ =−2ln λ˜(µ). (6.7)
The logarithm is added since it transforms the product in the likelihood definition to a sum
which is easier to work with. The negative sign is added because the algorithms used for these
calculations are better designed to find minima rather than maxima. In this form, the higher
the value of qµ, the higher the level of incompatibility between the data and the hypothesis.
6.3 Expected significance
In order to quantify the sensitivity of an experiment before performing ameasurement on data,
we calculate the expected significance of the experiment under assumption of the signal-plus-
background hypothesis. This expected significance refers to the expectedmedian significance
to reject different values of µ. In the case of discovery we obtain themedian significance, under
the assumption of H1 (i.e. µ= 1), with which the H0 hypothesis is rejected (i.e. µ= 0).
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Figure 6.2 illustrates the sensitivity of an experiment with two different hypotheses: µ (e.g.
background-only hypothesis) and µ′ (e.g. signal-plus-background hypothesis). The sensitivity
is defined as the p-value corresponding to the median qµ under assumption of µ′. The test
statistic qµ is given by equation 6.7 with µ set to zero in the case of discovery.
Figure 6.2: Illustration of the sensitivity of an experiment defined as the p-value corresponding to the median of qµ
under assumption of µ′ [116].
Themean significance can be calculated by generating a large number of datasets based on
both H0 and H1 and repeatedly running the analysis in order to find the mean. However, such
a method would take very long and would be very computationally intensive. We therefore
replace the large number of datasets with one dataset representing the ‘typical’ experiment:
the Asimov dataset [116]. This dataset is defined as the dataset which gives the true values
of the estimators for all parameters and delivers the desired median sensitivity. In this data-
set, all statistical fluctuations are suppressed and the number of ‘observed’ events in each bin
is set equal to the predicted number of events in that bin. The Asimov dataset can be con-
structed separately for H0 (where ni = bi ) and for H1 (where ni = si +bi ). These two datasets
are then used to place an upper limit on the H1 hypothesis and to get the expected discovery
significance, respectively. For the expected discovery significance, we use the test statistic in
equation 6.7 and set µ = 0 since rejecting the null hypothesis effectively means discovering a
signal. We then compute the median discovery significance assuming a strength parameter µ′:
med[Z0|µ′] = pq0,A [116]. For the upper limit, we are interested in the median exclusion sig-
nificance assuming a strength parameter µ′ = 0: med[Zµ|0] =
√
q˜µ,A, where the test statistic is
given by equation 6.8 [116].
6.4 CLs method for upper limits
If an experiment is unable to reject the null hypothesis it can still set upper limits on the al-
ternate hypothesis and thereby exclude regions of phase-space. Setting upper limits requires a
different approach to the one taken when claiming a discovery. The expected exclusion limits
are obtained from themedian significance, under the assumption of H0, with which the H1 hy-
pothesis is rejected. Thismeans looking for the value of µ′ where themed[q0|µ′] gives a p-value
of 0.05.
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In order to set the upper limits we use an alternate test statistic [116] defined as
q˜µ =
−2ln
(
λ˜(µ)
)
, for µˆ≤µ
0, for µˆ>µ.
(6.8)
The test statistic for µˆ > µ is set to zero because an upward fluctuation of the signal does not
serve as evidence against the signal. The µˆ > µ region is therefore excluded from the test’s
rejection region.
We set an upper limit on our parameter of interest by using the CLs method [119,120]. This
method is used to identify the values of µwhich are excluded at a confidence level of 95%. This
means that, in an ensemble of experiments, 95% of the obtained confidence intervals [0,µupper]
will contain the true value of µ. The method uses a modified p-value instead of directly using
the p-value from the alternate hypothesis:
p ′s+b =
ps+b
1−pb
, (6.9)
where ps+b (pb) is the probability to obtain a result which is equal or less compatible with
the signal-plus-background (background-only) hypothesis than the observed result. The CLs
methodpenalises thep-value of the signal-plus-backgroundhypothesis based on the background-
only probability and thus avoids false exclusion of the signal-plus-background hypothesis in
cases where the analysis has no sensitivity. It takes into account the fact that the background-
only and signal-plus-background distributionswill overlap significantlywhen the expected sig-
nal yield is low. This makes the two distributions hard to distinguish from each other. In this
case, a small downward fluctuation in the background might lead to a very small ps+b which
would lead us to reject the signal-plus-background hypothesis. However, it is the low sensitivity
of the experiment (s¿ s+b) which leads to a false exclusion. Themodified p-value is therefore
used as a more conservative approach to exclude these cases. The 95% confidence level upper
limit on µ corresponds to the value of µ for which p ′s+b = 0.05.
6.5 Nuisance parameters
The NPs in the fit describe the systematic uncertainties and provide extra flexibility that allows
the fit to correct disagreements between the observed and expected data. Each NP, θ, has an
expected value and the fit pulls it from its central value when finding the maximum-likelihood
estimator of θ. To quantify how far the NP value moves away from its expectation value we
define the pull of a NP as
pull(θ)= θˆ−θ0
σθ
, (6.10)
where θ0 is the expected value of θ and σθ its standard deviation. The pulls in the fit are prefer-
ably as low as possible and should not be larger than one. Very large pulls indicate that the fit
is either missing some information (e.g. some NPs are not considered) or the assumed inform-
ation is partially incorrect (e.g. wrong expectation values of the NPs).
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Given a sufficiently large dataset, the NPs can be constrained from the data with limited or
no prior knowledge about their shape or size. If the NPs are not constrainable from the data,
an auxiliary measurement or MC studies can be used to define the expected value and error
of each NP. This can be performed in control regions of the experiment, or in a completely
separate experiment. Evenwhen theNPs can be constrained from the data, external knowledge
which constrains the value of a NP further can be incorporated into the model.
The impact of a NP measures how much the signal strength changes as the NP is varied.
The impact is defined as
impact(θ)=∆µ± = ˆˆµθ0±σθ − µˆ, (6.11)
where ˆˆµθ0±σθ is the conditionalmaximum-likelihood estimator ofµwith θ set to its expectation
value plus orminus one standard deviation, and all other NPs profiled. All NPs with low impact
(< 1%) are discarded in the fit. We call this procedure pruning; it reduces the computation time
andmakes the fitmore robust. The pruning procedure is performed on each sample and region
separately and the NP is only removed in those samples and regions where its effect is less than
1%. Studies were performed on the pruning threshold to verify that it has no impact on the
final result.
In order to avoid statistical fluctuations in the fit we apply a smoothing procedure on the
systematic uncertainties. This procedure averages systematic uncertainties across bins. The
smoothing rebins the systematic variation distribution until the statistical uncertainty on each
bin is below 8% of the number of events in that bin. If the derivative of the distribution changes
sign four or less times (i.e. the distribution changes direction four or less times), the new bin-
ning is kept. If it changes directionmore than four times, the statistical threshold is halved (i.e.
4% in the first iteration) and the process is repeated until the derivative sign variation equals
four or less. The normalisation is kept fixed to the integral of the original distribution, thus the
smoothing only affects the shape of the systematic.
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7FIT MODEL ANDUNCERTAINTIES
In the t t¯H(H→ bb¯) analysis, a profile likelihood fit is performed in order to obtain the signal
strength of the analysis given by µt t¯H =σobserved/σSM. The fitmodel is constructed from all the
variables used in each of the signal and control regions, the normalisation factors of specific
processes, and the systematic uncertainties. These various components are discussed in this
chapter. Before being applied to observed data, the model is first tested on the Asimov dataset
(see section 6.3) in order to make sure it is well defined, flexible enough, and behaves properly.
7.1 Overview
The full fit is run over the nine signal regions and ten control regions of the t t¯H(H→ bb¯) ana-
lysis. The boosted channel has one dedicated signal region and the discriminant distribution
fitted there is the boosted BDT output as shown in figure 5.28. The boosted channel is com-
bined with all resolved signal and control regions in order to increase the sensitivity. In all sig-
nal regions of the resolved analysis, a dedicated classification BDT is used in the fit (see section
5.7.3). The binning of these BDT distributions is optimised in order to have maximum sensit-
ivity and a low statistical uncertainty in each bin. The statistical uncertainties areminimised in
order to avoid impacts on the final fit result from statistical fluctuations on the predicted event
yield per bin.
TheHhadT distribution (the scalar sumof the jet pT ) is fitted in twoof the resolved semileptonic
control regions enriched in t t¯+≥ 1c (marked CR5 j
t t¯+≥1c and CR
≥6 j
t t¯+≥1c in figure 5.12). This vari-
able improves the signal sensitivity because it facilitates the distinction between the different
components contributed by t t¯+ light, t t¯+≥ 1c, and t t¯+≥ 1b. In all other resolved control re-
gions, only one bin is fitted which represents the total event yield. This choice was made be-
cause the HhadT variable is not well-modelled in these control regions and the mismodelling is
not fully covered by the uncertainties.
It is observed that the data overshoots the predictions for t t¯+HF. Therefore, the norm-
alisations of the t t¯+≥ 1b and t t¯+≥ 1c backgrounds relative to the total t t¯ background are al-
lowed to float freely in the fit. No prior knowledge is assumed about these normalisation factors
(marked as k(t t¯+≥ 1b) and k(t t¯+≥ 1c)) thus they are only constrained by the profile likelihood
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fit to data. In all pre-fit results, the normalisation factors are set to one which corresponds to
taking the prediction of the fractions of t t¯+≥ 1b and t t¯+≥ 1c from the nominal POWHEG+ PY-
THIA8 sample. The statistical and systematic uncertainties in the fit are discussed inmore detail
in the following sections.
7.2 Statistical uncertainties
The statistical uncertainties in the fit model are due to the finite number of both observed data
events and simulated events. These uncertainties are summed in quadrature with the total
systematic uncertainty since the two are uncorrelated. The statistical uncertainty on data per
bin is calculated as the square root of the observed number of events in that bin (assuming a
Gaussian distribution).
The statistical uncertainties onMC are included in the likelihood as additional NPs, one for
each of the bins of the distributions fitted in the signal and control regions included in the fit.
In general, we simulate more MC events than we observe in data which means that we need
to apply an overall reweighting of the MC events in order to match the number of data events.
This reweighting factor is < 1 and is the same for all events. The MC events are also weighted
with other scale factors originating from their event generator, pile-up, b-tagging, and other
sources. Since the MC events are weighted, a different approach to the error calculation needs
to be taken. The standard deviation for N weighted events is defined as:
σ=
√√√√ N∑
i=1
w2i , (7.1)
where wi represents the total weight of the event i . The reweighting factor from MC to data
is the same for all events and can therefore be taken out of the sum. Since this factor is less
than one, theMC statistical uncertainties decreasewith an increase in the number of generated
events. The total uncertainty on eachbin is computed as the quadratic sumof theMC statistical
error of all background components. These uncertainties are added as nuisance parameters in
the fit and treated as uncorrelated across all bins of the analysis.
7.3 Systematic uncertainties
The analysis is affected by many different sources of systematic uncertainties including exper-
imental ones coming from the performance and simulation of the ATLAS detector and theor-
etical ones related to MC modelling and calculated cross-sections of the relevant processes.
As discussed in section 6.5, NPs are assigned to each systematic uncertainty and included in
the fit. Uncertainties are evaluated for each relevant sample in every region and can impact
the normalisation of the sample and/or the shape of the final discriminants. Unless specified
otherwise, the NPs are correlated across channels, analysis regions, and samples. In addition
to the systematic uncertainties listed below, there are NPs in the fit for each bin in each of the
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signal and control region distributions evaluating the statistical uncertainty of the simulated
samples (see section 7.2).
7.3.1 Experimental uncertainties
All the sources of experimental uncertainties affect both the normalisation and the shape of the
distributions in all samples, except for the luminosity uncertainty which only affects the nor-
malisations. The uncertainty on the combined 2015 and 2016 luminosity is 2.1%. It is derived
from dedicated van der Meer scans [121] performed at
p
s = 13 TeV in 2015 and 2016, following
a method similar to that in reference [122]. The van der Meer method determines the effective
transverse beam size by measuring the change in interaction rate when the two proton beams
are slightly separated from their head-on collision configuration. The scans are performed in
both the horizontal and vertical directions, using dedicated LHC fills with fewer bunches and
lower intensities than the nominal conditions.
The adjustment of simulated data to match the pile-up distribution of observed data is
another source of uncertainty. The uncertainty on the ratio of predicted and measured cross-
sections of inelastic collisions is covered by this. The other sources of experimental systematic
uncertainties are described in the following sections.
Jets
As described in section 4.3.1, the small jets used in the analysis are subject to a multi-stage cal-
ibration procedure that restores the energy scale of reconstructed jets to the scale of simulated
truth jets. This JES calibration is a source of many systematic uncertainties in the analysis. The
JES uncertainty per jet is small (in the order of a few percent) but its total effect is sizeable due
to the large number of jets in the final state of this analysis. The full JES calibration yields 80
separate systematic uncertainties propagated from the individual calibrations, as detailed in
reference [82]. However, a reduced set of NPs is available for analyses in order to simplify the
implementation. This reduced set consists of 20 NPs coming from all stages of the JES calibra-
tion procedure and gives enough coverage of the uncertainties for most physics analyses.
Another factor of jet uncertainty comes from the jet energy resolution (JER). Due to noise,
stochastic fluctuations in the calorimeter response, and detector calibration effects, we cannot
measure the energy of a jet exactly. Rather, we measure jet energies along a Gaussian spread.
The JER is defined as the width of the jet energy response distribution, RE = 〈Ereco/Etruth〉
(whereas the JES is itsmean), and its uncertainty is evaluated by smearing the energy of each jet
in simulated events. The amount of smearing is determined from JER measurements in dijet,
Z+jets, and γ+jets data events. The JER uncertainty is divided into two independent compon-
ents: one for the semileptonic CR5 j
t t¯+≥1c and dileptonic CR
3 j
t t¯+light regions, and one for all the
other regions. This is done because the JER uncertainties in the first two regions show different
behaviour from the other regions in the fit.
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The last jet systematic comes from the uncertainty on the efficiency of jets passing the JVT
cut (see section 4.3.3) that ismeant to remove pile-up jets. All the uncertainties on the small jets
are propagated directly to the large reclustered jets, as explained in section 4.4.4. This means
that we do not have to take into account an additional set of large jet uncertainties.
Flavour tagging
The b-tagging used in the analysis (see section 4.3.4) has uncertainties on the tagging efficiency
of b-jets as well as on the mistag rates of c-jets and light jets. These uncertainties are derived
from the scale factors which correct for differences between data and MC simulated events.
The b-jet tagging efficiency is measured in dileptonic t t¯ data events. The mistag rate for c-jets
is measured in t t¯ events as well, identifying hadronically decayingW bosons including c-jets.
The light jet mistag rate is measured inmultijet events using jets whose secondary vertices and
track impact parameters are consistent with a negative lifetime [89].
The efficiency and mistag rates are extracted for each of the four b-tagging working points
and as a function of the jet kinematics. They are then combined into a distribution in which
the correlations between the different WPs are taken into account. This leads to 30 independ-
ent uncertainties for the b-tagging efficiency, 15 for the c-jet mistag rate, and 80 for the light jet
mistag rate. All uncertainties depend on the b-tagging working point as well as the jet pT and
range from 2−10% for b-tagging, 5−20% for c-mistagging, and 10−50% for light-mistagging.
Themistag rate correction for c-jets and its uncertainty are also applied to τ-jets, with an addi-
tional uncertainty added to cover the extrapolation between c-jets and τ-jets.
Uncertainties associated with high-pT heavy flavour jets
Sincewe are selecting high-pT events in the boosted SR, it is expected that we have a significant
fraction of high-pT heavy flavour jets. It is therefore necessary to check what effect this has on
our flavour tagging uncertainties. The ATLAS flavour tagging group advises that there may be
additional uncertainties associated with b-jets of pT > 300 GeV and c-jets of pT > 140 GeV. Fig-
ure 7.1 shows the fraction of b-jets and c-jets with high transverse momentum in the boosted
SR, for t t¯H signal events and t t¯ background events. For signal events we have 23% of events
with b-jets, and 49% of events with c-jets, above their respective high-pT threshold. In back-
ground events, this is 17% for b-jets, and 48% for c-jets. This is a significant amount; therefore
we need to study the effect of the extra uncertainties for high-pT jets on the boosted BDT per-
formance.
Currently, there is nohigh-pT uncertainty calculation available for the continuous b-tagging
scale that we use in our analysis. However, this uncertainty does exist for each of the four fixed
b-tagging WPs. In figure 7.2 we show the effect of applying this high-pT scale factor on our
BDT response when using the 60% (a) and 85% (b) b-tagging WP. These plots show a negli-
gible effect of this extra uncertainty factor on the boosted BDT. As a sanity check, figure 7.3
shows the effect of some other scale factors that we apply in the continuous b-tagging scen-
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ario. These other uncertainties have a significantly larger effect on the BDT response than the
high-pT scale factors. Therefore, we conclude that the additional high-pT uncertainties do not
need to be applied in our SR.
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Figure 7.1: The normalised pT distributions in t t¯H signal and combined t t¯ events for (a) the leading b-jet and (b)
the leading c-jet in the boosted SR. The printed fractions correspond to the t t¯H signal. The flavour of
jets is determined at MC truth level.
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Figure 7.2: The BDT response is shown using the full set of event weights with variations of the value used for the
b-tagging scale factor. The standard scale factor is shown in black and the scale factor for high-pT jets
is shown in red. In (a) the scale factors for the b-tagging WP of 60% are shown, and (b) shows them for
the 85%WP. The ratio plots show the difference in the BDT response between the standard and high-pT
scale factors.
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Figure 7.3: The BDT response is shown using the full set of event weights with variations of the value used for the
b-tagging scale factor. The standard scale factor is shown in black everywhere and the red line represents
the scale factor for the 0th eigenvar (one of the standard flavour tagging uncertainties described above).
The ratio plots show the difference in the BDT response between the standard weight and the weight
from the flavour tagging uncertainty described above. All comparisons are made for the continuous
b-tagging scale factors.
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Leptons
Lepton uncertainties arise frommany sources, with the main ones being the efficiencies of the
trigger, reconstruction, identification, and isolation. The lepton momentum scale and lepton
momentum resolution also contribute to the lepton uncertainties. All uncertainties are defined
as scale factors and measured by comparing data to simulation using leptons in various pro-
cesses [68,70]. There are 24 lepton uncertainties in total but they only have a very small impact
on the results.
Missing transverse energy
The systematic uncertainties on the energy scales and energy resolutions of all physics objects
are propagated to the MET.
7.3.2 Theoretical uncertainties
The theoretical predictions and models used in the analysis are sources of theoretical system-
atic uncertainties. The main uncertainties on a particular process come from the choice of the
hard scatter model, parton shower model, and PDF set used for the event generation. These
uncertainties are the source of the so-called 2-point systematics because they are evaluated by
comparing the nominal samples to alternative samples with a different configuration. The al-
ternative samples are mostly generated using the AF2 fast detector simulation instead of the
full GEANT4 simulation (see section 3.1.2). In these cases, an AF2 version of the nominal MC
sample is used for the comparison such that there is no bias from the difference between the
fullsim and fastsim. The difference between the two samples is defined as one standard de-
viation in the systematic uncertainty. This difference is applied as a 2-sided systematic un-
certainty with the up variation one standard deviation above the nominal prediction and the
down variation one standard deviation below the nominal prediction. We also include uncer-
tainties on the theoretically calculated cross-sections and branching ratios of the processes in
the analysis. The theoretical uncertainties related to modelling affect both the normalisation
and shape of the distributions. The cross-section and normalisation uncertainties only affect
the normalisation of the sample.
Signal modelling
The t t¯H cross-section uncertainty is split into two independent contributions. The first com-
ponent is the QCD scale uncertainty evaluated as +5.8%−9.2% [14]. The second component comes
from the uncertainties on the PDF and αs and is a symmetric ±3.6% [14]. The uncertainty on
the branching fraction of theH→ bb¯ decaymode is 2.2% [14]. The uncertainty on the choice of
parton shower and hadronisation models is derived from a comparison between the nominal
sample produced byMG5_aMC@NLO+PYTHIA8 and a sample producedwithMG5_aMC@NLO
interfaced to HERWIG++.
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t t¯ modelling
The t t¯H analysis is very sensitive to the t t¯+ jets model used and it is therefore the process
which has most systematic uncertainties assigned to it. As described in section 5.4, the MC
generator used for the t t¯+ jets nominal sample is POWHEG+PYTHIA8 which was found to de-
scribe data better than other available generators [109]. This nominal sample is compared to
several other samples in order to evaluate the uncertainty on the choice of ME generator, PS
and hadronisationmodels, and the scale settings. The full set of uncertainties applied to the t t¯
background is listed in table 7.1. All uncertainties on the t t¯ modelling, except the uncertainty
on the cross-section, are evaluated independently for the t t¯+≥ 1b, t t¯+≥ 1c, and t t¯+ light cat-
egories because these processes are affected by different types of uncertainties.
Systematic source Description t t¯ categories
t t¯ cross-section Up or down by 6% All, correlated
k(t t¯+≥ 1c) Free-floating t t¯+≥ 1c normalisation t t¯+≥ 1c
k(t t¯+≥ 1b) Free-floating t t¯+≥ 1b normalisation t t¯+≥ 1b
SHERPA5F vs. nominal Choice of NLO event generator All, uncorrelated
PS & hadronisation POWHEG+HERWIG7 vs. POWHEG+PYTHIA8 All, uncorrelated
ISR/FSR
Variations of µR , µF , hdamp and A14 Var3c
parameters
All, uncorrelated
t t¯+≥ 1c ME vs. inclusive MG5_aMC@NLO+HERWIG++: ME prediction
(3F) vs. incl. (5F)
t t¯+≥ 1c
t t¯+≥ 1b SHERPA4F vs. nominal Comparison of t t¯ + bb¯ NLO (4F) vs.
POWHEG+PYTHIA8 (5F)
t t¯+≥ 1b
t t¯+≥ 1b renorm. scale Up or down by a factor of two t t¯+≥ 1b
t t¯+≥ 1b resumm. scale Vary µQ from HT /2 to µCMMPS t t¯+≥ 1b
t t¯+≥ 1b global scales Set µQ , µR , and µF to µCMMPS t t¯+≥ 1b
t t¯+≥ 1b shower recoil scheme Alternative model scheme t t¯+≥ 1b
t t¯+≥ 1b PDF (MSTW) MSTW vs. CT10 t t¯+≥ 1b
t t¯+≥ 1b PDF (NNPDF) NNPDF vs. CT10 t t¯+≥ 1b
t t¯+≥ 1b UE Alternative set of tuned parameters for the UE t t¯+≥ 1b
t t¯+≥ 1b MPI Up or down by 50% t t¯+≥ 1b
t t¯+≥ 3b normalisation Up or down by 50% t t¯+≥ 1b
Table 7.1: Summary of the systematic uncertainties on the t t¯+jets backgrounds. The last column indicates the t t¯
category to which the systematic uncertainties are applied and in the case where it is applied to all cat-
egories, whether it is considered as correlated or uncorrelated across them.
The first section in table 7.1 shows the uncertainty on the inclusive t t¯ cross-section, eval-
uated at ±6% [110]. The normalisations for both t t¯+≥ 1b and t t¯+≥ 1c are left free-floating
in the fit because these processes have relatively weak constraints from data measurements.
Studies carried out during the Run I analysis have shown that MC simulations underestimate
these processes in comparison to data, asmuch as 40% for the t t¯+bb¯ subcomponent [25]. The
normalisations are set to one in all pre-fit distributions and calculations.
The second section in table 7.1 lists the various systematics covering the uncertainties in the
modelling choices of all t t¯ categories. The fractions of t t¯+≥ 1b, t t¯+≥ 1c, and t t¯+ light in the
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alternative samples used to evaluate these systematics are reweighted to match the POWHEG+
PYTHIA8 prediction. The various subcategories of the t t¯+≥ 1b component (t t¯ + b, t t¯ + bb¯,
t t¯ +B , and t t¯+≥ 3b) are reweighted to match the SHERPA4F prediction as discussed in section
5.4.2. These effortsmake sure that the shape of the uncertainties derived are not affected by the
different relative fractions of the various t t¯ (sub)categories between samples, avoiding double
counting of the normalisation uncertainties.
In order to evaluate the uncertainty coming from the choice of the ME event generator,
the nominal POWHEG+PYTHIA8 sample is compared to a SHERPA2.2.1 sample. Note that this
changes both theMEmodel and the PS and hadronisationmodels. The alternative would be to
compare POWHEG+ PYTHIA8 to MG5_aMC@NLO+PYTHIA8, but as we saw in section 5.7.2, the
MG5_aMC@NLOgenerator leads to a large number of negatively weighted events whichmeans
a low effective number of events. We therefore chose the SHERPA sample because it has better
statistics for the comparison. The uncertainty on the PS and hadronisationmodels is estimated
by comparing the nominal POWHEG+PYTHIA8 sample to a POWHEG+ HERWIG7 sample.
The ISR/FSR uncertainty assesses the impact of additional radiation in t t¯ events. This is
done with two alternative POWHEG+ PYTHIA8 t t¯ samples in which the hdamp parameter, renor-
malisation scale (µR ), and factorisation scale (µF ) are varied [109]. The hdamp parameter con-
trols the ME-to-PS matching in POWHEG and regulates the damping of high-pT radiation. The
alternative samples also change the A14 tune using the Var3c variation which covers the size of
other available tuning configurations for this sample. One of the alternate samples increases
the amount of radiation by using the Var3c up variation, decreasing µR and µF by a factor two,
and increasing hdamp by a factor two. The other alternate sample decreases the amount of ra-
diation by using the Var3c down variation, increasing µR and µF by a factor two, and keeping
hdamp fixed at its nominal value of 1.5mtop.
In the t t¯+≥ 1c background modelling, one needs to choose an approach in which the
charm jets are eithermostly produced in the parton shower, ormostly in the hard scatter. Since
it is unclear from theory or experiment which of these approaches is more accurate, we add a
systematic evaluating this uncertainty. It is derived from the comparison between a NLO pre-
diction with t t¯ + cc¯ in the ME including massive c-quarks (a three-flavour scheme PDF) and
an inclusive sample using a five-flavour scheme in the PDF with massless c-quarks. In the lat-
ter sample, the t t¯+≥ 1c process originates only in the PS. Both samples are produced with
MG5_aMC@NLO+HERWIG++. The difference between the two samples is applied as an inde-
pendent systematic on the t t¯+≥ 1c background in the nominal sample.
The last uncertainty in the second section of table 7.1 covers the difference between the
nominal t t¯+≥ 1b description and the SHERPA4F description. The nominal sample is an inclus-
ive sample with a five-flavour scheme with massless b-quarks, whereas the SHERPA4F sample
has t t¯+bb¯ in theME includingmassive b-quarks (four-flavour scheme). Since the relative frac-
tions of the various t t¯+≥ 1b subcategories are reweighted from the nominal to the SHERPA4F
prediction, this systematic only accounts for the difference in shape between the two samples.
The uncertainty is not applied to the t t¯ +b (MPI/FSR) subcategory since this is not included in
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the four-flavour calculation.
The third section in table 7.1 lists systematic uncertainties that only affect the fractions of
the various t t¯+≥ 1b subcategories. These fractions are all fixed to the SHERPA4F prediction and
seven systematic uncertainties are applied in order to cover the uncertainty on this prediction.
Three of these systematics are evaluated by varying the scales in the SHERPA4F sample: the
renormalisation scale is decreased and increased by a factor of two, the resummation scale is
set from HT /2 to µCMMPS, and a global scale choice is set as µQ =µF =µR =µCMMPS. Two other
systematics cover the difference between the nominal CT10 PDF set [41, 42] and two alternat-
ives: MSTW2008NLO [123] and NNPDF2.3NLO [39]. One systematic is evaluated by choosing
an alternative shower recoil scheme and the last one by using an alternative set of tuned para-
meters for the UE. These seven uncertainties form the uncertainty band on the SHERPA4F
prediction shown in figure 5.4.
Two additional systematic uncertainties are applied to the t t¯+≥ 1b background normal-
isations. Firstly, an extra 50% normalisation uncertainty is added for the t t¯+≥ 3b subcategory
because there is a large difference between the nominal and SHERPA4F predictionswhich is not
covered by the uncertainties described above. A 50% normalisation uncertainty is also applied
to the t t¯+≥ 1b events fromMPI which is based on studies of different tunable sets of paramet-
ers for the UE calculation. Note that variations related to the fraction and shape of the t t¯ +b
(MPI/FSR) subcategory are already incorporated in the uncertainties described above, since
the fraction of this subcategory is not fixed to the SHERPA4F prediction like the other t t¯+≥ 1b
subcategories.
Other backgroundmodelling
For the other backgrounds in the analysis, the main sources of uncertainty come from the the-
oretical uncertainty on the production cross-sections. All systematics considered for the back-
ground samples, excluding t t¯+ jets, are summarised in table 7.2.
The uncertainty on the choice of ME generator, PS model, and hadronisation model of the
t t¯ +V background is extracted froma comparisonbetween thenominalMG5_aMC@NLO+PYTHIA8
sample and a SHERPA sample. The uncertainties on t t¯W and t t¯ Z are treated as uncorrelated.
The uncertainties on theW+jets and Z+jets samples are derived from variations of µF , µR ,
andmatching parameters in the nominal SHERPA sample. For Z+jets, the normalisation uncer-
tainty is uncorrelated across jet bins.
For theWt and t-channel single-top samples, an uncertainty on the choice of PS and had-
ronisationmodel is evaluated froma comparisonbetween thenominal POWHEG+PYTHIA6 sample
and two alternative samples. One of the alternative samples is generated using POWHEG+ HER-
WIG++ and the other uses POWHEG+PYTHIA6 but varies the µF , µR , and appropriate Perugia
2012 tuning parameters. An extra uncertainty is added to the Wt sample which covers the
difference between the diagram removal (used as default) and diagram subtraction schemes.
These are schemes that remove the interference effects between the overlapping t t¯ and Wt
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events.
The uncertainty on the estimated yield of the fakes is 50% in the semileptonic channel and
25% in the dileptonic channel. In the semileptonic case, the uncertainty is decorrelated for
the e and µ channels, between the resolved and boosted categories, and between the resolved
regions with 5 jets and ≥ 6 jets. In the dileptonic channel the uncertainty is correlated across
all regions and lepton flavours.
The other entries in table 7.2 refer to the uncertainties in the cross-section calculation. For
some samples, these are split into a QCD scale (µF and µR ) uncertainty and an uncertainty on
the PDF used in the event generation.
Process Type Systematic description
t t¯ +V N 15% cross-section uncertainty
S&N ME, PS, and hadronisation
W+jets
N 40% cross-section uncertainty
N 30%W+2 HF-jets normalisation uncertainty
N 30%W+≥ 3 HF-jets normalisation uncertainty
Z+jets N 35% normalisation uncertainty
Single top: Wt-channel
N +5%−4% cross-section uncertainty
S&N PS and hadronisation
S&N Diagram removal vs. diagram subtraction schemes
Single top: t-channel
N +5%−4% cross-section uncertainty
S&N PS and hadronisation
Single-top: s-channel N +5%−4% cross-section uncertainty
tHjb N QCD+6.5%−14.9% and PDF ±3.7%
tWH N QCD+6.5%−6.7% and PDF ±6.3%
t t¯WW N QCD+10.9%−11.8% and PDF ±2.1%
tZ N 50% cross-section uncertainty
tZW N 50% cross-section uncertainty
4-top N 50% cross-section uncertainty
Diboson N 50% cross-section uncertainty
Fakes N 50% (25%) normalisation uncertainty
Table 7.2: Summary of the systematic uncertainties on the background samples, excluding t t¯+jets. The second
column indicates whether the uncertainty affects the sample normalisation (N) or shape (S). The uncer-
tainty on the fakes is given for the semileptonic and dileptonic (in brackets) channels separately.
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8RESULTS
The results of the t t¯H(H→ bb¯) analysis are presented in this chapter. The results of the boosted
analysis are given in section 8.1. The combination of the boosted and resolved channels is
discussed in section 8.2. The results of a combination of this analysis with other searches for
t t¯H in the ATLAS collaboration, which are optimised for other Higgs boson decay modes, are
detailed in section 8.3. The current search builds on previous searches for the same process
performed with ATLAS data recorded at
p
s = 7 TeV [24] and 8 TeV [25, 26]. The signal strength
found for the full combination of Run I t t¯H(H→ bb¯) searches in ATLAS is µt t¯H = 1.4±1.0 [26].
8.1 Boosted analysis results
The boosted analysis is designed to be combined with the resolved analysis because it is cur-
rently not sensitive enough on its own. A fit over just the boosted signal region is performed in
order to check the current performance and get an estimate of its impact in the future. The sig-
nal strength of t t¯H is extracted using themethods described in chapter 6, with all uncertainties
discussed in chapter 7 included. The extracted best-fit value for the signal strength parameter
µ is
µt t¯H = 1.46+2.70−2.80, (8.1)
for a Higgs mass of 125 GeV. The upper limit on µ is computed using the CLs method (see sec-
tion 6.4). A signal strength larger than 6.4 is excluded at the 95% confidence level. The main
uncertainties impacting the boosted result are the normalisation factors on the t t¯+≥ 1b and
t t¯+≥ 1c backgrounds, as well as the uncertainty on the t t¯+≥ 1b PS and hadronisation model.
The latter is evaluated by comparing the nominal POWHEG+PYTHIA8 sample to a POWHEG+
HERWIG7 sample. As expected, the sensitivity of the boosted channel alone is currently very
low. The large dataset at the end of Run II and beyondwill allow for amore significant contribu-
tion of this region. In the future, the boosted region can be used for a differential cross-section
measurement in the high-pT phase space region.
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8.2 Combination of boosted and resolved t t¯H(H→ bb¯) channels
The full combination of the boosted and resolved analyses is discussedhere. The signal strength
of t t¯H is extracted using the methods described in chapter 6. A binned profile likelihood fit is
performed over all resolved and boosted regions simultaneously and the systematic uncertain-
ties discussed in section 7.3 enter the fit as NPs. No distinction is made between signal and
control regions in the fit, except for the discriminant variable used. The results presented here
are obtained using the RooFit framework [124] with the Minuit2 package [125] for the determ-
ination of the best-fit values of the signal strength and the t t¯+≥ 1b and t t¯+≥ 1c normalisation
factors.
8.2.1 Fit to Asimov data
Before the fit is applied to observed data, the model is validated on the Asimov dataset. This
dataset is constructed from the nominal predicted values of all parameters in the fit model. A
Poisson error corresponding to the statistical uncertainty of the data is assumed in each bin.
The expected combined signal strength found is
µAsimov = 1.00±0.29(stat.)+0.54−0.50(syst.)= 1.00+0.61−0.58, (8.2)
corresponding to an expected significance of 1.6σ. The Asimov signal strength in the single-
lepton channel alone is 1.00± 0.32(stat.)+0.60−0.57(syst.) = 1.00+0.68−0.65, corresponding to an expected
significance of 1.5σ. The statistical uncertainty is obtained by fixing all the NPs to their post-fit
values (except for the two normalisation factors andµ itself) and redoing the fit. The systematic
component of the total uncertainty is then calculated by subtracting the statistical component
from the total in quadrature. Figure 8.1(a) shows the signal strengths for the combined as well
as the individual single-lepton and dilepton fits to the Asimov dataset.
The Asimov fit is run on the full combination of all single-lepton and dilepton regions,
including the boosted signal region. In order to check the final sensitivity of the boosted re-
gion on the combined analysis, an Asimov fit is also run when this region is excluded. In this
case, any events that fell into the boosted signal region and were overlapping with any of the
resolved regions, are now given to the resolved analysis. The results of this fit are shown in
figure 8.1(b). The semileptonic signal strength is now µAsimov = 1.00± 0.32(stat.)+0.63−0.60(syst.) =
1.00+0.71−0.68. The addition of the boosted region thus slightly reduces the systematic uncertainty
of the semilepton analysis. However, the impact on the full combined fit is very small, with the
total uncertainty brought down from +0.62−0.59 to
+0.61
−0.58.
The distributions of the eight input variables to the boosted BDT are shown in figures 8.2
through 8.5 both before and after the single-lepton fit to the Asimov dataset. As expected, we
see a clear reduction in the post-fit uncertainties compared to the pre-fit level. This is due to
the generation of constraints on the NPs, as well as correlations between them, by the fit to
Asimov data.
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Figure 8.1: Signal strength µ from a fit to Asimov data for the individual semileptonic and dileptonic channels, as
well as for the combination. Figure (a) includes the boosted signal region whereas it is excluded in the fit
results in figure (b).
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Figure 8.2: The two b-tagging variables used in the boosted classification BDT before (left) and after (right) the
single-lepton Asimov fit with systematics. The t t¯H signal is shown in red, stacked on top of the back-
ground where it is normalised to the SM cross-section pre-fit and to the fitted µ post-fit. The signal is
also shown in a red dashed line where it is normalised to the total background prediction.
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Figure 8.3: The two jet substructure variables used in the boosted classification BDT before (left) and after (right)
the single-lepton Asimov fit with systematics. The t t¯H signal is shown in red, stacked on top of the
background where it is normalised to the SM cross-section pre-fit and to the fitted µ post-fit. The signal
is also shown in a red dashed line where it is normalised to the total background prediction.
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Figure 8.4: Two of the angular variables used in the boosted classification BDT before (left) and after (right) the
single-lepton Asimov fit with systematics. The t t¯H signal is shown in red, stacked on top of the back-
ground where it is normalised to the SM cross-section pre-fit and to the fitted µ post-fit. The signal is
also shown in a red dashed line where it is normalised to the total background prediction.
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Figure 8.5: Two of the angular variables used in the boosted classification BDT before (left) and after (right) the
single-lepton Asimov fit with systematics. The t t¯H signal is shown in red, stacked on top of the back-
ground where it is normalised to the SM cross-section pre-fit and to the fitted µ post-fit. The signal is
also shown in a red dashed line where it is normalised to the total background prediction.
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Figure 8.6 shows the twenty systematic uncertainties with the highest impact on the signal
strength in the single-lepton Asimov fit, including the boosted signal region. By construction,
all the NPs are centred around zero and the t t¯+≥ 1b normalisation factor, k, is centred at one.
We observe some constraints on various NPs in the fit, i.e. the post-fit uncertainty is smaller
than the pre-fit uncertainty and therefore |(θˆ−θ0)/∆θ| < 1. This shows that the fit is capable
of constraining the systematic variations which would otherwise lead to significant deviations
from data in the discriminant distributions.
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Figure 7.44: Ranking of the nuisance parameters included in the Asimov fit in the single
lepton channel according to their impact on the measured signal strength µ. Only the
top 20 parameters are shown. Nuisance parameters corresponding to MC statistical
uncertainties are not considered here. The empty blue rectangles correspond to the pre-fit
impact on µ and the filled blue ones to the post-fit impact on µ, both referring to the
upper scale. The impact of each nuisance parameter, ∆µ, is computed by comparing the
nominal best-fit µ with the result of the fit when fixing the considered nuisance parameter
to its best-fit value, θˆ, shifted by its pre-fit (post-fit) uncertainties ±∆θ (±∆θˆ). The black
points show the pulls of the nuisance parameters with respect to their nominal values,
θ0. These pulls and their relative post-fit errors, ∆θˆ/∆θ, refer to the lower scale. The
parameter k(tt¯+ ≥ 1b) refers to the floating normalization of the tt¯+ ≥ 1b background,
which is centered at 1in the Asimov fit.
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Figure 8.6: The top 20 nuisance parameters in the semileptonic fit (including the boosted signal region) to Asimov
data, ranked according to t eir impact (∆µ) on the m asur d ignal stren th µ. Both the pre-fit (empty
blue rectangles) and p st-fit (filled blue rectangles) impact on µ are shown and correspond to the top
axis. The black dots denote the pulls of the nuisance parameters from their nominal value θ0 with the
black bar indicating the post-fit error relative to the pre-fit error, after applying the constraints from the
fit. The pulls nd constraints correspond to t e bottom axis.
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The first four NPs are all related to the t t¯+≥ 1b background (see table 7.1). In fact, the
modelling of t t¯+≥ 1b contributes +0.49−0.48 to the total systematic uncertainty of the single-lepton
Asimov fit. In addition, the t t¯+≥ 1b normalisation contributes an uncertainty of +0.12−0.14. These
numbers are obtained by fixing all the t t¯+≥ 1b uncertainties, repeating the fit, and then sub-
tracting in quadrature the resulting uncertainty from the total uncertainty of the full fit. The
modelling of the dominant t t¯+≥ 1b background is thus clearly the main source of uncertainty
for the single-lepton channel in this analysis.
The systematic ranking in figure 8.6 also tells us that the uncertainties on the signal model-
ling are non-negligible. In particular, the fifth ranked systematic covers the uncertainty in the
parton shower and hadronisation model of the t t¯H signal sample, which is evaluated by com-
paring PYTHIA8 to HERWIG++. However, the impact of the signal modelling systematics are still
sub-dominant compared to those on t t¯+≥ 1b and are not constrained.
8.2.2 Fit to pseudo data
A fit to pseudo data is performed to test the robustness of the fit with respect to the choice
of t t¯+jets model. The pseudo dataset is built from the Asimov dataset in which the nominal
t t¯ sample modelled by POWHEG+ PYTHIA8 is replaced by a POWHEG+ PYTHIA6 sample. This
sample is not used in the definition of any uncertainty andwas generated in the sameway as for
the Run I analysis in [25]. The relative fractions of the t t¯+≥ 1b subcategories in the POWHEG+
PYTHIA6 sample are reweighted to the SHERPA4F prediction, just as for the nominal t t¯ sample.
The fit to pseudo data is performed to test the fitmodel’s accommodation formismodelling
in the t t¯ background. If the systematic uncertainties on t t¯ are sufficiently flexible to cover the
difference between the nominal model and the pseudo datamodel, only these t t¯ uncertainties
should be pulled whereas all other systematics should remain at their nominal value. The sig-
nal strength should also remain unchanged. This alternative fit showed no bias in the signal
extraction and is able to recover the difference in modelling by using the t t¯-related systematic
uncertainties. This gives extra confidence in the robustness of the fit model.
8.2.3 Agreement between data and prediction
After the checks described above, the fit to measured data is performed. In order to make sure
that our simulation model describes the data accurately, we test the agreement between the
data and predicted simulation in several distributions.
The predicted and observed event yields for all signal and control regions are shown in fig-
ure 8.7. The predicted event yields are shown before the fit to data (pre-fit) and after the fit
to data (post-fit) under the signal-plus-background hypothesis. The normalisation factors for
the t t¯+≥ 1b and t t¯+≥ 1c processes are set to one for the pre-fit results. The pre-fit plots there-
fore do not include any uncertainty for the t t¯+≥ 1b and t t¯+≥ 1c normalisations. The yields for
each region show a reasonable agreement between data and simulated events pre-fit within the
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Figure 8.7: Event yields of observed data and predicted simulation for all signal and control regions [103]. The
semileptonic channels are shown pre-fit in (a) and post-fit in (b), dileptonic channels are pre-fit in (c)
and post-fit in (d). The t t¯H signal is shown in red, both stacked on top of the backgrounds and in a
dashed line for better visibility, normalised to the SM cross-section pre-fit and to the fitted µ post-fit.
total uncertainty indicated by the blue hashed area. The agreement is improved significantly
in the post-fit plots due to the NPs being adjusted from their nominal value by the fit. The nor-
malisations of t t¯+≥ 1b and t t¯+≥ 1c are an example thereof, with their best-fit values resulting
in 1.24±0.10 and 1.63±0.23, respectively. Note that the uncertainties quoted on these meas-
ured normalisation factors do not include the theory uncertainty on the t t¯+≥ 1b and t t¯+≥ 1c
cross-sections. The post-fit uncertainty in figures 8.7 (b) and (d) is reduced because the fit con-
strains the NPs and generates correlations between them. The good agreement between data
and simulation within the post-fit uncertainties gives confidence in the validity of the extrapol-
ation of constraints and pulls across the various analysis regions.
Figures 8.8 through 8.11 show the distributions of the eight input variables to the boosted
BDT before and after performing the single-lepton fit to data. The post-fit distributions show a
slight improvement in the data-simulation agreement compared to the pre-fit ones. The post-
fit uncertainties are significantly reduced. This reduction in post-fit uncertainties is very similar
to that shown in figures 8.2 – 8.5 for the fit to Asimov data. Some small deviations of prediction
from data are observed but none large enough to cause concern. There is no discernible trend
in the modelling of the shape of the distributions or clear offset in the normalisations.
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Figure 8.8: The two b-tagging variables used in the boosted classification BDT before (left) and after (right) the full
single-lepton fit with systematics. The t t¯H signal is shown in red, stacked on top of the background
where it is normalised to the SM cross-section pre-fit and to the fitted µ post-fit. The signal is also shown
in a red dashed line where it is normalised to the total background prediction.
The checks on the agreement between data and prediction before and after running the
fit were also carried out for all input variables to the classification BDTs in the resolved signal
regions. No significant deviations were found. As expected, the agreement between data and
prediction improves post-fit and the uncertainties are reduced.
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Figure 8.9: The two jet substructure variables used in the boosted classificationBDTbefore (left) and after (right) the
full single-lepton fit with systematics. The t t¯H signal is shown in red, stacked on top of the background
where it is normalised to the SM cross-section pre-fit and to the fitted µ post-fit. The signal is also shown
in a red dashed line where it is normalised to the total background prediction.
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Figure 8.10: Two of the angular variables used in the boosted classification BDT before (left) and after (right) the full
single-lepton fit with systematics. The t t¯H signal is shown in red, stacked on top of the background
where it is normalised to the SM cross-section pre-fit and to the fitted µ post-fit. The signal is also
shown in a red dashed line where it is normalised to the total background prediction.
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Figure 8.11: Two of the angular variables used in the boosted classification BDT before (left) and after (right) the full
single-lepton fit with systematics. The t t¯H signal is shown in red, stacked on top of the background
where it is normalised to the SM cross-section pre-fit and to the fitted µ post-fit. The signal is also
shown in a red dashed line where it is normalised to the total background prediction.
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The distribution of the final semileptonic boosted classification BDT which enters the fit is
shown in figure 8.12 before and after performing the full combined fit to data. The distribu-
tion is well modelled by the prediction within the total uncertainty band. Again, we observe an
improvement in the modelling agreement as well as a reduction of uncertainties in the post-fit
result compared to the pre-fit one. Similar results are observed for the distributions of the re-
solved classification BDTs as well as the HhadT distributions fitted in two of the resolved control
regions (see appendix A.2).
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Figure 8.12: Classification BDT output from the semileptonic boosted signal region, showing the distribution before
(a) and after (b) the full combined fit to data [103]. The t t¯H signal is shown in red, stacked on top of the
background where it is normalised to the SM cross-section pre-fit and to µ post-fit. The signal is shown
also in a red dashed line where it is normalised to the total background prediction.
8.2.4 Signal strength and upper limit
The extracted best-fit value for µ from the full combined fit is
µ= 0.84±0.29(stat.)+0.57−0.54(syst.)= 0.84+0.64−0.61, (8.3)
for aHiggsmass of 125GeV. The total observed uncertainty on the signal strength is very similar
to the expected one from the Asimov fit. An additional fit is performed in which the dilepton
and single-lepton channels are decorrelated and assigned two independent signal strength
parameters. Note that this two-µ fit preserves the correlations between the two channels for
the NPs and normalisation factors. This results in a µ of 0.95+0.65−0.62 in the single-lepton channel
and −0.24+1.02−1.05 in the dilepton channel. The negative signal strength measured in the dilepton
channel indicates an overestimation of the background by the simulation in regions where sig-
nal is expected. This could be due to fluctuations in the simulated sample. When fitting the two
channels completely separately, a µ of 0.67+0.71−0.69 is obtained in the single-lepton channel and a
µ of 0.11+1.36−1.41 in the dilepton channel. These signal strengths are lower than the combined µ
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because of the large correlations between the two channels in the systematic uncertainties of
the backgroundmodelling.
Figure 8.13 shows the signal strength measurements for the semileptonic and dileptonic
channel, as well as for the combination of the two. The statistical uncertainty is obtained by fix-
ing all theNPs to their post-fit values (except forµ itself and both of the normalisation factors of
t t¯+≥ 1c and t t¯+≥ 1b) and redoing the fit to data. The total systematic uncertainty is obtained
from the total uncertainty by subtracting the statistical uncertainty in quadrature. The system-
atic uncertainty contributes significantly more to the total uncertainty than the statistical one.
SM
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Figure 8.13: Signal strength of µ for the individual semileptonic and dileptonic channels, as well as for the combin-
ation [103]. All numbers shown here are taken from the combined fit of the two channels. The numbers
from the two channels separately are obtained by keeping the signal strengths uncorrelated and all NPs
correlated.
We find an observed significance of 1.4 standard deviations, compared to an expected sig-
nificance of 1.6σ from the Asimov fit. The CLs method (see section 6.4) is used to set upper
limits on the production of t t¯H . A signal strength larger than 2.0 is excluded at the 95% con-
fidence level, as can be seen in figure 8.14. This figure also shows that the combined result
is compatible with both the SM hypothesis and the background-only hypothesis within two
standard deviations. In addition to the combined upper limit, limits are shown for the decor-
related signal strength parameters of the single-lepton and dilepton channels separately.
8.2.5 Uncertainties
The various contributions to the total uncertainty on µ are listed in table 8.1. The statistical
component is obtained by fixing all NPs in the fit to their post-fit value, except for the two nor-
malisation factors and µ itself, and redoing the fit. The intrinsic statistical uncertainty is evalu-
ated by also fixing the t t¯+≥ 1b and t t¯+≥ 1c normalisations in this process. The magnitude of
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Figure 8.14: Summary of the upper limits on the observed t t¯H cross-section compared to the SM prediction at
the 95% confidence level [103]. The limit in the background-only hypothesis is shown by the dotted
black line, and the background+signal SM hypothesis is shown by the red dotted line. In the case of
the background-only limits, coloured bands are drawn corresponding to the one- and two-standard
deviation uncertainty bands.
uncertainties from different sources are obtained by fixing that particular set of uncertainties
and redoing the fit. The resulting uncertainty is subtracted in quadrature from the total uncer-
tainty of the full fit in order to determine the component coming from the set of uncertainties
under consideration. Note that the total uncertainty is different from the sum in quadrature
of all the components because of correlations between NPs generated by the fit. As expected
from the Asimov fit, the total uncertainty is dominated by the t t¯+≥ 1b background model-
ling uncertainties. The second largest source of uncertainty is the statistical uncertainty on the
background model. This comes from the limited number of events in the simulated samples
and the data-driven estimate of the fakes.
In order to check the flexibility and robustness of the fit, we need to look at the impact,
pulls, and constraints of the NPs. Figure 8.15 shows these values for the twenty NPs with the
largest impact on µ. The impact of a NP on the sensitivity, ∆µ, is computed by performing the
fit while fixing this NP to its ±1σ variation, i.e. θˆ±∆θ for pre-fit impact and θˆ±∆θˆ for post-fit
impact. The µ computed in this adjusted fit is then compared to the nominal best-fit value of
µ to obtain the final impact (see section 6.5).
The first three NPs are the same between the Asimov (figure 8.6) and observed data fit.
The NPs’ impact on µ is also very similar between the two fits, which gives confidence in the
correctness of our fit model. We see again that the uncertainty on the t t¯H signal modelling is
non-negligible as it appears at number five in the ranking. There are four uncertainties related
to flavour tagging in the top twenty, as well as both of the JER uncertainties. The rest of the
systematics in the ranking plot are mostly related to t t¯ modelling. In order to check how large
the impact of the twenty NPs is on the total uncertainty, a fit was performed where only these
twenty sources of systematic uncertainty were included and all others were excluded. The total
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Uncertainty source ∆µ
t t¯+≥ 1b modelling +0.46 −0.46
Background-model stat. unc. +0.29 −0.31
b-tagging efficiency andmistag rates +0.16 −0.16
Jet energy scale and resolution +0.14 −0.14
t t¯H modelling +0.22 −0.05
t t¯+≥ 1c modelling +0.09 −0.11
JVT, pile-up modelling +0.03 −0.05
Other backgroundmodelling +0.08 −0.08
t t¯+ light modelling +0.06 −0.03
Luminosity +0.03 −0.02
Light lepton (e,µ) id., isolation, trigger +0.03 −0.04
Total systematic uncertainty +0.57 −0.54
t t¯+≥ 1b normalisation +0.09 −0.10
t t¯+≥ 1c normalisation +0.02 −0.03
Intrinsic statistical uncertainty +0.21 −0.20
Total statistical uncertainty +0.29 −0.29
Total uncertainty +0.64 −0.61
Table 8.1: The various contributions to the uncertainty on µ. The background-model statistical uncertainty refers
to the statistical uncertainty in the simulated events and data-driven estimate of the fakes in the single-
lepton channel. The intrinsic statistical uncertainty refers to the statistical uncertainty evaluated after
fixing all NPs in the fit including the t t¯+≥ 1b and t t¯+≥ 1c normalisations.
uncertainty on µ decreases by 5% in this case.
Figure 8.15 also shows the best-fit value and post-fit uncertainty for the twenty NPs with
the largest impact on µ. Unlike in the Asimov fit, we see that most NPs are pulled away from
their nominal value in the fit to data. However, no systematic is pulled by more than ∆θ from
its nominal value. In order to understand these shifts, fits are performed in which the shifted
NPs are one-by-one set to be uncorrelated between analysis regions and between simulated
event samples. The pulls were found to mainly correct the simulated t t¯ background to the ob-
served data. None of the regions was found to be the main contributor to any of the observed
pulls. Similar pulls are observed in a background-only fit in which themost signal rich bins are
removed from the discriminant distributions. The variations in µ due to the pulls are quan-
tified by fixing the corresponding NPs to their pre-fit values, redoing the fit, and comparing
the obtained µ to the nominal one. These variations were found to be smaller than the total
uncertainty on the signal strength µ.
We also see that some NPs are significantly constrained by the fit, i.e. their post-fit uncer-
tainty is small compared to their pre-fit uncertainty. This happensmainly in theNPs associated
with the modelling of t t¯+HF (t t¯+≥ 1b and t t¯+≥ 1c). A NP is constrained by the fit when the
associated uncertainty affects the discriminant distributions in such away that large deviations
from data arise. The capability of the fit to constrain the systematics was validated in the fits to
Asimov data and pseudo data, as described above. No additional or larger constraints are seen
when fitting on observed data compared to Asimov data.
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Figure 8.15: The top 20 nuisance parameters in the fit, ranked according to their impact (∆µ) on themeasured signal
strength µ [103]. Both the pre-fit (empty blue rectangles) and post-fit (filled blue rectangles) impact on
µ are shown and correspond to the top axis. The black dots denote the pulls of the nuisance parameters
from their nominal value θ0 with the black bar indicating the post-fit error relative to the pre-fit error,
after applying the constraints from the fit. The pulls and constraints correspond to the bottom axis.
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8.3 Combination with other t t¯H searches in ATLAS
The t t¯H(H→ bb¯) analysis was combined with three other t t¯H production searches to achieve
the best possible significance. These other searches are tailored to differentHiggs decaymodes:
• t t¯H(H→ML) in which ML refers to multilepton. This channel uses seven final states
distinguished by the number and flavour of charged lepton candidates [105].
• t t¯H(H→ γγ) in the semileptonic, dileptonic and all-hadronic t t¯ channels [126].
• t t¯H(H→ ZZ∗→ 4l ) in a single category including all t t¯ channels [127].
The overlap between the analyses is negligible due to carefully selected preselection cuts. The
combination is constructed as a product of the likelihood functions from the four individual
analyses, based on simultaneous fits to the signal and control regions of each analysis.
8.3.1 Evidence for t t¯H
The combination is first carried outwith each analysis using the sameATLASdataset of 36.1 fb−1
from 2015–2016 [105]. All analyses use the same theoretical prediction, MC event generator,
and associated uncertainties of the signal t t¯H process. The H → bb¯ and H → ML analyses
select a negligible amount of events of other Higgs boson production mechanisms. However,
the H → γγ and H → ZZ analyses measure the t t¯H signal strength in a global analysis of all
Higgs boson productionmodes. In the combined t t¯H result, only the t t¯H-enriched categories
from these latter two analyses are included. These t t¯H-enriched regions suffer from signi-
ficant contamination of other Higgs boson production modes. For the extraction of the t t¯H
signal strength, all non-t t¯H production modes are considered as background and their cross-
sections, together with all Higgs boson decay branching fractions, are set to the SM expecta-
tions with appropriate theoretical uncertainties [14]. This includes the single top Higgs boson
production processes tHjb andWtH. This method results in slightly different µ values reported
in the combination compared to the ones reported in the individual analyses.
The majority of NPs associated with the same systematic uncertainty sources are treated
as correlated between the four analyses. None of the NPs in the fit are strongly constrained
by more than one analysis, and the value of the signal strength obtained from the combined
fit does not depend on the choice of the correlation scheme. The correlations are treated as
follows:
• Experimental uncertainties: The systematic uncertainties related to the JES are correl-
ated between all analyses except for theNP associatedwith the fraction of jets initiated by
quarks and gluons. This fraction is significantly different between the four analyses due
to the different event selections. NPs related to the JER are correlated between all ana-
lyses except for the control regions of theH→ bb¯ analysis. As described in section 7.3, the
JERuncertainty in theH→ bb¯ analysis is divided into two independent components; one
for the semileptonic CR5 j
t t¯+≥1c and dileptonic CR
3 j
t t¯+light regions, and one for all the other
regions. This is done because the JER uncertainties in the first two regions show different
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behaviour from the other regions in the fit. Decorrelating this uncertainty in these con-
trol regions therefore avoids constraining this systematic in the signal regions and gives a
conservative estimate of its impact. The uncertainties related to flavour-tagging are cor-
related between theH→ bb¯ andH→MLanalyses and between theH→ γγ andH→ ZZ
analyses. This is because the first pair uses a different calibration scheme for the flavour-
tagging efficiencies compared to the latter pair. All other experimental uncertainties are
treated as correlated between the four analyses.
• Theoretical uncertainties: All theoretical uncertainties associated with the Higgs boson
production cross-sections and decay branching fractions are fully correlated between the
analyses. The uncertainties on the cross-sections and modelling of the backgrounds in
the H→ bb¯ andH→ML searches are correlated between the two analyses. However, the
additional modelling uncertainties on the t t¯+HF backgrounds from the H → bb¯ search
are not applied to any of the other analyses because the phase space of the other searches
are not as sensitive to the modelling of this background. The three other channels have
their own independent set of systematic uncertainties for the modelling of this back-
ground.
The final observed and expected µmeasurements, as well as the significance for t t¯H pro-
duction, are shown in table 8.2. The observed best-fit value for µ from the combined likelihood
function is
µt t¯H = 1.17±0.19(stat.)+0.27−0.23(syst.)= 1.17+0.33−0.30. (8.4)
The background-only hypothesis is excluded at 4.2σ, with an expectation of 3.8σwhen assum-
ing the SM t t¯H prediction. This result constitutes evidence for t t¯H production.
Channel
Best-fitµ Significance
Observed Expected Observed Expected
H→ML 1.6+0.5−0.4 1.0+0.4−0.4 4.1σ 2.8σ
H→ bb¯ 0.8+0.6−0.6 1.0+0.6−0.6 1.4σ 1.6σ
H→ γγ 0.6+0.7−0.6 1.0+0.8−0.6 0.9σ 1.7σ
H→ 4l < 1.9 1.0+3.2−1.0 - 0.6σ
Combined 1.2+0.3−0.3 1.0
+0.3
−0.3 4.2σ 3.8σ
Table 8.2: Observed and expected best-fit µmeasurements and the t t¯H production significance from the four t t¯H
analyses combined for this search. The t t¯H(H→ ZZ∗→ 4l ) analysis observed no events, so a 68% con-
fidence level upper limit on µ is reported.
The observed best-fit value of the signal strength corresponds to a t t¯H cross-section of
σt t¯H = 590+160−150 fb, (8.5)
which is compatible with the SM prediction of 507+35−50 fb [14]. Figure 8.16 shows a breakdown
of the extracted µ values for each of the four analyses, plus the combined result. Since the
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t t¯H(H→ ZZ∗→ 4l ) analysis observed no events, a 68% (1σ) confidence level upper limit on µ
is reported for this decay mode, computed with the CLs method.
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Figure 8.16: Summary of the observed best-fit µ measurements from the four t t¯H analyses combined for this
search [105]. The total uncertainty is broken down into its statistical and systematic components. The
t t¯H(H→ ZZ∗→ 4l ) analysis observed no events, so a 68% confidence level upper limit on µ is repor-
ted. The black vertical line indicates the SM expectation.
The impact of the various uncertainties on the combined signal strength are shown in table
8.3. The combined t t¯H search is dominated by the systematic component of the uncertainty.
The overall dominant systematic uncertainty is the t t¯ modelling in the H → bb¯ analysis. The
uncertainty on the t t¯H signal modelling and cross-section has the second-largest impact on
the final result.
8.3.2 Observation of t t¯H
After the establishment of evidence for the t t¯H process from the combination of the four decay
channels using 36 fb−1 of data, a second combination is carried out in which the H → γγ and
H→ ZZ analyses are updated with data collected in 2017 [128]. Additionally, a combination is
performed with results based on 4.5 fb−1 of
p
s = 7 TeV data from 2011 and 20.3 fb−1 of ps =
8 TeV data from 2012 [129]. For the latter combination, the SM expectations for the cross-
sections and branching ratios are updated with the values in reference [14].
The H → γγ analysis uses a dataset of 79.8 fb−1 at ps = 13 TeV. The sensitivity is greatly
enhanced compared to that in reference [126] due to an improved BDT performance, better
lepton and photon reconstruction algorithms [130], and a re-evaluated event selection and
categorisation. The H → ZZ search uses the same dataset as the H → γγ analysis. It improves
upon its result quoted in reference [127] by using better lepton and photon reconstruction al-
gorithms [130], and by defining two t t¯H-enriched signal regions and applying a BDT in one of
them.
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Uncertainty source ∆µ
t t¯ modelling in H→ bb¯ analysis +0.15 -0.14
t t¯H modelling (cross-section) +0.13 -0.06
Non-prompt light-lepton and fake τhad estimates +0.09 -0.09
Simulation statistics +0.08 -0.08
Jet energy scale and resolution +0.08 -0.07
t t¯V modelling +0.07 -0.07
t t¯H modelling (acceptance) +0.07 -0.04
Other non-Higgs boson backgrounds +0.06 -0.05
Other experimental uncertainties +0.05 -0.05
Luminosity +0.05 -0.04
Jet flavour tagging +0.03 -0.02
Modelling of other Higgs boson production modes +0.01 -0.01
Total systematic uncertainty +0.27 -0.23
Statistical uncertainty +0.19 -0.19
Total uncertainty +0.34 -0.30
Table 8.3: Summary of the uncertainties affecting the value of µ from the combined likelihood fit across all four t t¯H
channels.
The correlation scheme for all systematic uncertainties between the H → bb¯ and H →ML
analyses are kept the same as described above for the t t¯H evidence combination (see refer-
ence [105]). This is also the case for all theoretical systematic uncertainties and their correla-
tions between the four searches. On the other hand, the experimental systematics are evaluated
individually for most sources because the updated analyses use new reconstruction software
compared to the H→ bb¯ and H→ML analyses. Some components of the experimental uncer-
tainties are correlated between the channels. Just as in the 36.1 fb−1 combination, all non-t t¯H
production modes are considered as background and their cross-sections are set to the SM
expectations with appropriate theoretical uncertainties. All decay branching fractions of the
Higgs boson are set to their SM expectations as well.
The results on the signal strength from the full combination of the four searcheswith 13 TeV
data are shown in figure 8.17. The full combined signal strength from the likelihood fit across
the four channels has a best-fit value of
µt t¯H = 1.32±0.18(stat.)+0.21−0.19(syst.)= 1.32+0.28−0.26. (8.6)
This signal strength corresponds to anobserved (expected) excess of t t¯H relative to the background-
only hypothesis of 5.8σ (4.9σ).
The total uncertainty on the final result is dominated by its systematic component. Just as
in the combination carried out in reference [105] described above, the uncertainties with the
largest impact on the result arise from the modelling of t t¯+HF in the H → bb¯ analysis and the
modelling of the signal t t¯H process.
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Figure 8.17: Summary of the observed best-fit µ measurements from the four t t¯H analyses combined for this
search, using 13 TeV data [128]. The black lines show the total uncertainty, which is broken down into
its statistical and systematic components. The t t¯H(H→ ZZ∗→ 4l ) analysis observed no events, so a
68% confidence level upper limit on µ is reported. The grey band around the red line indicating the SM
prediction represents the uncertainties on the PDF, αs , and missing higher-order corrections.
The measured t t¯H cross-sections of all four channels and the combination at 13 TeV are
listed in table 8.4. The observed and expected significances are also listed for each of these,
as well as for the combination using 7, 8, and 13 TeV data. The likelihood fit across all chan-
nels using 7, 8, and 13 TeV data results in an observed (expected) excess of t t¯H relative to the
background-only hypothesis of 6.3σ (5.1σ). This constitutes direct observation of the produc-
tion of the Higgs boson in association with a top quark pair.
Channel
Integrated t t¯H Significance
luminosity [fb−1] cross-section [fb] Obs. Exp.
H→ML 36.1 790±150(stat.)+150−140(syst.) 4.1σ 2.8σ
H→ bb¯ 36.1 400+150−140(stat.)±270(syst.) 1.4σ 1.6σ
H→ γγ 79.8 710+210−190(stat.)+120−90 (syst.) 4.1σ 3.7σ
H→ ZZ 79.8 < 900(68%CL) - 1.2σ
Combined (13 TeV) 36.1-79.8 670±90(stat.)+110−100(syst.) 5.8σ 4.9σ
Combined (7, 8, 13 TeV) 4.5, 20.3, 36.1-79.8 - 6.3σ 5.1σ
Table 8.4: Measured total t t¯H cross-sections at
p
s = 13 TeV alongside the observed and expected significance. The
results include the four individual searches, the 13 TeV combination, and the significance of the combina-
tionwith 7, 8, and 13 TeVdata. The t t¯H(H→ ZZ∗→ 4l ) analysis observed no events, so a 68% confidence
level upper limit on the t t¯H cross-section is reported.
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The cross-sections measured at centre-of-mass energies of 8 TeV and 13 TeV are compared
to the SM prediction in figure 8.18. The measured cross-section at 8 TeV is 220± 100(stat.)±
70(syst.) fb. The combination of 13 TeVdatameasures a total cross-section of 670±90(stat.)+110−100(syst.) fb
which is in agreement with the SM prediction of 507+35−50 fb [14]. This measurement establishes
a direct observation of the Yukawa coupling between the Higgs boson and the top quark.
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Figure 8.18: The measured t t¯H cross-section at
p
s = 8 TeV and 13 TeV [128]. The black vertical lines show the total
uncertainty and its statistical component. The purple band around the SM theory prediction represents
the uncertainties on the PDF, αs , and missing higher-order corrections.
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9CONCLUSIONS
The last piece of the Standard Model puzzle was the observation of the Higgs boson in 2012.
To date, all measurements of this particle’s properties have been consistent with the Standard
Model predictions. One very interesting place to look for new physics is in the coupling of the
Higgs boson to the top quark. Since the top quark is the heaviest fermion, this is the largest
Yukawa coupling in the model and is predicted to be close to one. The production of a Higgs
boson in association with a top quark pair gives direct access to this coupling. The t t¯H process
was not found in Run I of the LHC, when the centre-of-mass energy was 7 – 8 TeV. This thesis
presented a search for the t t¯H process in Run II, in which the energy was increased to 13 TeV.
This rise in energy leads to a fourfold increase of the predicted t t¯H cross-section and thus
opens up the playing field for investigations of the top Yukawa coupling.
The search presented here was designed for the Higgs decaying to a pair of bottom quarks,
but all Higgs decay channels were treated as signal. The H → bb¯ decay mode was chosen be-
cause it has the largest branching ratio in the StandardModel of 58%. The analysis was divided
into the semileptonic and dileptonic decays of the t t¯ system. Themain focus of this thesis was
the semileptonic boosted channel, in which theHiggs boson and the hadronically decaying top
quark are produced at high transverse momentum compared to their mass. This channel was
added to the t t¯H(H→ bb¯) analysis for the first time and significantly reduces the combinator-
ics of jets in the final state of the t t¯H process. This makes it easier to reconstruct the objects
in the events. With a simple jet selection in the boosted channel, the correct Higgs candidate
was found in 47% of signal events. This is comparable to the resolved analysis which used a
complicated reconstruction BDT and found the correct Higgs candidate 48% of the times.
The t t¯H process constitutes only 1% of the total Higgs productionmechanisms and suffers
from large backgrounds. Themain background comes from top quark pairs produced with ad-
ditional jets. The resulting low signal-to-background ratio necessitated the use of multivariate
techniques to separate signal from background events. In the boosted region, a BDT was used
to this end with eight discriminating variables including the Higgs candidate mass.
Thefinal resultswere obtained fromaprofile likelihoodfit across all semilepton anddilepton
regions, using a dataset of 36.1 fb−1 taken with the ATLAS detector in 2015 and 2016. The best-
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fit value of the signal strength was found to be
µ= 0.84±0.29(stat.)+0.57−0.54(syst.)= 0.84+0.64−0.61,
for a Higgs mass of 125 GeV. This corresponds to a significance of 1.4 standard deviations. A
signal strength larger than 2.0 was excluded at the 95% confidence level.
The results from the bb¯ decay channel were combined with three other t t¯H searches op-
timised for the multilepton, γγ, and ZZ decay modes. The combination in which all analyses
used 36 fb−1 of data led to a significance of 4.2σ above the background-only hypothesis. This
constitutes evidence for t t¯H production and corresponds to a cross-section of
σt t¯H = 590+160−150 fb,
which is compatible with the SM prediction of 507+35−50 fb.
The combination was repeated with the γγ and ZZ decay channels updated to include
ATLAS data from 2017, leading to a total luminosity of 79.8 fb−1 for these two analyses. This res-
ulted in an observed (expected) excess of 5.8σ (4.9σ). The best-fit value for the signal strength
parameter found was
µ= 1.32±0.18(stat.)+0.21−0.19(syst.)= 1.32+0.28−0.26,
corresponding to a cross-section of σt t¯H = 670+142−135 fb. The Run II results were combined with
the Run I dataset to achieve an observed (expected) significance of 6.3σ (5.1σ). This marked
the first direct observation of the Higgs coupling to the top quark.
The full t t¯H(H→ bb¯) analysis was shown to be limited by systematics, the most notorious
of which was themodelling of the t t¯+≥ 1b background process. A better understanding of this
process will be needed to enhance the sensitivity of this analysis in the future. Precise meas-
urements of this process at 13 TeV could be used as input toMC generators in order to improve
their modelling. Another useful step would be to merge the NLO calculation of t t¯+≥ 1b from
SHERPA+OPENLOOPS with the inclusive t t¯+jets sample in order to profit fully from this very
precise calculation. The second largest source of uncertainty in the analysis was the statist-
ical uncertainty on the simulated background samples. This can be improved in the future by
generating more MC events, especially in the small region of phase space where the signal is
present.
The boosted region did not add significant sensitivity to the t t¯H(H→ bb¯) analysis. How-
ever, a larger dataset at the end of Run II and beyondwill allow for a tighter signal region defini-
tion to increase its purity. The use of jet tagging techniques in the definition of the signal region,
as well as more advanced jet substructure variables in the BDT, could also greatly improve the
sensitivity of this region. The boosted regime will become more important as the LHC contin-
ues to run and can in the future be used for a differential cross-section measurement in the
high-pT phase space region.
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AAPPENDIX A
A.1 Dilepton event selection details
The dilepton t t¯H(H→ bb¯) analysis has three signal regions and four control regions in total.
The signal regions all fall in the ≥ 4 jets category (see figure A.1(b)). The purest of these is the
SR1 and has three jets passing the very tight b-tagging WP and a fourth jet passing either the
very tight or tight selection. Two of the control regions are in the ≥ 4 jets category (enriched
in t t¯+≥ 1c and t t¯+ light, see figure A.1(b)) and two in the 3 jets category (enriched in t t¯+≥ 1b
and t t¯+ light, see figure A.1(a)). The background composition of the dilepton signal and control
regions is shown in figure A.2 and the purity of each region is shown in figure A.3.
A.2 Pre-fit and post-fit distributions used in the combined fit
The final results of the t t¯H(H→ bb¯) analysis are obtained from a profile likelihood fit over the
nine signal regions and ten control regions of the semileptonic and dileptonic channels com-
bined. In each of the signal regions, a dedicated classification BDT is used. The BDT from the
boosted signal region was shown in figure 8.12. Figures A.4, A.5, and A.6 show the classification
BDT distributions for all the resolved signal regions, both before and after the full combined fit
to data.
TheHhadT distribution (the scalar sumof the jet pT ) is fitted in twoof the resolved semileptonic
control regions enriched in t t¯+≥ 1c. In all other resolved control regions, only one bin is fitted
which represents the total event yield. This choice was made because the HhadT variable is not
well-modelled in these control regions and the mismodelling is not fully covered by the uncer-
tainties. The distributions for the HhadT variables in the single-lepton t t¯+≥ 1c enriched control
regions are shown in figure A.7 before and after performing the full combined fit to data.
All the distributions in the signal and control regions are well modelled before the fit and
have an improved agreement between data and prediction after the fit due to theNPs being ad-
justed. The post-fit uncertainty is reduced due to the constraints on and correlations between
the NPs generated by the fit.
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Figure A.1: Definition of the regions for the dileptonic resolved channel, for events containing exactly 3 jets (a) and
events containing at least 4 jets (b) [103]. The vertical axis shows the b-tagging discriminant value for
the first and second jets whereas the horizontal axis shows this discriminant for the third (and fourth)
jets. The jet ordering is based on the value of this discriminant in descending order.
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Figure A.4: The distributions of the classification BDTs in the single-lepton signal regions with exactly five jets, pre-
fit (a, c) and after the full combined fit (b, d) [103]. The t t¯H signal is shown in red stacked on top of the
backgrounds where it is normalised to the SM cross-section pre-fit and to µ post-fit. The dashed red line
shows the signal normalised to the total background prediction.
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Figure A.5: The distributions of the classification BDTs in the single-lepton signal regionswith at least six jets, pre-fit
(a, c) and after the full combined fit (b, d) [103]. The t t¯H signal is shown in red stacked on top of the
backgrounds where it is normalised to the SM cross-section pre-fit and to µ post-fit. The dashed red line
shows the signal normalised to the total background prediction.
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Figure A.6: The distributions of the classification BDTs in the dilepton signal regions with at least four jets, pre-fit
(a, c) and after the full combined fit (b, d) [103]. The t t¯H signal is shown in red stacked on top of the
backgrounds where it is normalised to the SM cross-section pre-fit and to µ post-fit. The dashed red line
shows the signal normalised to the total background prediction.
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Figure A.7: The HhadT distributions in the single-lepton t t¯+≥ 1c enriched control regions, pre-fit (a, c) and after the
full combined fit (b, d) [103]. The t t¯H signal is shown in red and is normalised to the SM cross-section
pre-fit and to µ post-fit.
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